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FOREWORD

'rhi~studywas prepared by Fritz Machlup,Department of politi~ar
Economy, Johns Hopkins University, for the Subcommittee on Pate
ents, Trademarks, and Copyrights as part of its study of the United:
States patent. system, conducted pursuant to Senate .Resolutions 55
and 236 ofthe 85th Congress.. It is one of several. being prepared
undernhesupervision of JohnO, Stedman, associate counsel of the
subcommittee.. .:'

The patent system has, from its inception, involved a basic e60
nomic inconsistency. In a free-enterprise economy dedicated to
competition, we have chosen, not only to tolerate but to encourage,
individual limited islands of monopoly in the form of patents. Almost
:3 million of these have issued in the course of United States industrial
.history. This inconsistency has been rationalized in various ways.
It is pointed out that the patent monopoly is limited both in scope
and time; that this monopoly is more than balanced by. the inventive
contribution; that patented inventions are not actually monopolistic
in fact because they are subject to competing alternatives and sub
stitutes; that such monopoly as does result is unobjectionable because
the public is deprived of nothing it had previously possessed}and so
on, Such explanations may render the conflict less serious, but they
do not resolveit.. . .

These unresolved issues have never caught the attention of econo
mists, especially the modern ones, to the extent that one would
expect. Professor Machlup is a welcome exception.. In the present
study, he has not only brought together, in well-edited and analytical
fashion, the economic contributions of more than a century of think
in.g o.n t.he subject, but he has contributed his. own penetrating and
original analysis of the subject. The result is a highly readable
review of the economic aspects of the patent system that adds up
to a major contnbution to the literature and thinking in this field.
It should also provide real impetus to further discussion of this much
too-neglected side of the patent picture. Recognizing the difficulties
in obtaining factual data in this field, Professor Machlup has made a
further contribution by employing analytical tools to achieve his
purpose that may hereafter enable us to evaluate patentJimatters
that have heretofore been beyond our reach, . . .

Professor Machlup is not a newcomer to the patent field. His
extensive economic writings give careful attention to the. effect of
technological development, and the impact of patents, in the economic

.. area. Among his writings that contain patent discussion are The
. political Economy of Monopoly, of which he is the author, and The
Patent Controversy in the 19th Century and A Cartel Policy for the
United Nations, of which he is a joint author. As Chief of the
Division of Research and Statistics, Office of Alien Property, from
1\143 to 1946, he participated in formulating and administering
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E(X)NOMIC ·REVIEWQF THE PATENT SYSTEM

By Fritz Machlup

1. I';TRoDucTION
: "'.J',_' ,;"<.',; .. " ,.,

Patent, the adjective, means Hopen," .and..patent, the noun; is the-.
customary abbreviation of"open letterY·Theofficialriame ist'letters.,
patent/'aliteraltranslation of the Latin Hlittfrae patentes.".« Letters"
patent are .official documents by which .certajnTights,privileges,,;
ranks, or titles are. conferred. Among the" better "known •.of.such
Hopenl?tters"are patents, of appointment, (of-officers, military;.
judicial, .colonial) ,patents ofnobility, patents of.precedence; patents':
of land conveyance, patents of .monopoly, patents of 'invention.
Patents of invention .confer the right to exclude othersfrom.using .a:;
partioWar invention.,when the term "patent", .is.used.withoub.quali-,
fication',dt.nowadaysTefers usually to invantorst-rights.v.vSimilarlyj:
the.French "brevet," derived from the Latin Ylitterae breves" (brief.
lett?rs), isa document granting a right or, privilege, and usually ••
stands.for "brevctdfinvention.v.. ' i:. :-'::' .

•Defined more accurately,apatentconfers .the. .right .to, secure the
enforcement. power of the state. in excluding,unauthorized·.persons; .•
for .aspeeified number. of years, from making cOillJ1lerciaF use. ofa-.
clearly identified. invention; Patents of.inyention ;are"commoilly,
classed with other.laws or measures for the. protection ofso-called,
"intellectual property"· or ."industrialproperty.!' .•This. clussincludes..
the protection of exclusivity for copyrights, trademarks, trade. namos;»
artistic designs, and industrial designs, besides technical-inventions:
other.typesof "productsof.intellectualIabor" have at. various .times
been proposed as worthy of public protection..It has..seemed."unc.,
just"tornany, for example, that the inventor.of.a.newgadgetshould.
be protected, and, perhaps, become rich.iwhilethe. savantwho,dis-.
covered the principle on which.the invention is.based should be-without.
protectionandwithout material reward for his service. to-society."
Yet, proposals to extend government protection of "intellectualprop-.'
erty" to scientific discoveries have every-where been" rejected: .as
impracticaL and undesirable.' . ;

1These explanations might seem superfluous were Itnot for the conrusion caused by the Simllarityb!:ltween
the adjectives in "open letter" and "disclosed mvennon." Thus; we are told that "the word 'patent', as a
part of the grant entitled 'Letters Patent' was adopted to indicate that the invention was being .dtsclosed
to the public and that. the patent right was a reward for such disclosure, namely, for making the invention
patent tothe publicas distinguished from hetng.Iatsnt;' Gustav Drews, The Patent RIght in tl;1e; National
Economy of- the United States (New York: OentralBock.Oo., 1952), :11. 3;:. This etY1p.ologICal.colltent~on
fs wlthout feundetlon."- . '.: '.':' , ..• ,;.'

2 The granting of rewards for scientific discoveries has often been proposed. The so-called Ruffini pro
posals to this effect were adopted by the Council of the League of Nations in 1923. The problem was re
viewed in C. J. Hamson, Patent Rights for Scientific DiscoverIes (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill .1930).
Seealso the report on The Protection by Patents ofScientific DiscoverIesof theGommlttee on Patents; etc.,
of the American Association for the Advancement of SCience..z. Science,vol. 7.9 (19.34),SUPP. No.1.

3 In 1928; the Executive Board of the NatIonal Researchvouncil,Washington D. C., voted that "the
protection. by law of a scientist's property rights in his discoveries was not feasible and was of.doubtful
desirability." See Lawson M ..McKen~le, "Sciontifie Prop.ertY,"Science, vol. '118 (Becember 1953), p.,767.
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and true inventor" of a new manufacture. It is this emphasis of the
law, that only the first and true inventor,could be granted a monopoly
patent, which justified designation of the Statute of Monopolies as
thei'Magna Carta. Of the rights of inventors."

B;':!:'HE SPREAD OF'THE PATENTSYf3TEM(1624-'.1850)

The Statute of Monopolies is the basis of the present British patent
law, and became the model for the laws elsewhere. ,. Some of the
Colonies were the first to follow: Massachusetts, for example, in
1641. To South Carolina goes the credit for enacting, in 1691, the
·first ."general" patent law; as distinguished from authorization to
the Crown to make patent .grants." The larger countries of Europe
were much slower. An edict. of King Louis XV of France, in 1762,
did little more than prohibit permanent privileges and provide for
inventors' patents limited to 15 years. In 1791, the Constitutional
Assembly passed a comprehensive patent law, in which .the inven

, tor's right in his creation was declared a "property right" based on
the "rights of man."

In the United States of America, the Constitution of 1787 had
'given Congress the power-:- '
to promotethe Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times
to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and
Discoveries. .

.Under this power,. the Congress passed the first patent law in 1790
and amended it in 1793.

The next country to adopt patent legislation was Austria. In
1794, a Hofdekret (royal decree) announced the establishment of a
patent system, and in 1810 such a law was enacted. Opposed to the
doctrine of the inventor's "natural rights," it provided, and the
amended act of 1820repeated, that inventors had neither any property
rights in their inventions nor any rights to patents; the Government
reserved its prerogative to grant privileges to restrict what was called
their subjects' "natural rights to imitate" an inventor's idea."

Four different legal philosophies about the nature of the inventor's
right were thus expressed in the patent laws of the various countries:
the French, recognizing a property right of the inventor in his inven
tionand deriving from it his right to obtain a patent; the American,
silent on the property question,butstressing the inventor's legal
right to a patentj. the English, recognizing the monopoly, character of
the patent, and regarding.it in theory as a grant of royal favor, but
in practice regularly allowing theinve,ntor's claim, to receive a patent
on his invention; the Austrian, insisting that the inventor has no
right to protection, but may, as a matter of policy, be granted a
privilege if in the public interest. .

Regardless of these differences concerning the inventor's rights, in
one form or another, the patent system, in the Sense of a system of
inventor's protection regulated. by statutory law, spread to other
countries. Patent laws were enacted iIl.~ussia in 1812; Prussia,
1815; Belgium and the Notherlands, 181t;,Spain; 1820; Bavaria,

10 South Carolina Laws of the PrOyil:lCe, 21 (Trott ed.); citedfr-~:ril':_ijurlingame.M:arch. of the Irati Men
(New York:Scribners, 1938), p. 64. ,', ,.._.' ,:

1l Paul Beck von Mannagetta, Das osterreicbiscbe Patentrecht (Berlin: Heymann, 1893), p. 105. See
also Anton Edler von Krauss, Geist der oster~~cbiSCheU"Gesetzgebung zurAufmunterungder Brtlndungen
im Fache der Industrie (Wien: MOSIe uud Braum'll.ller, 1838), pp. iI-18. .. _
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D. THE, 'VICTORY OF 'l'HE PATENT"AnVOCATES (1873-1910)

The tide turned in 1873, when the antipatent movement collapsed
rather suddenly, after a most impressive propaganda campaign by
the groups interested in patent protection. The following reasons
ha'lebeen given for the sudden change: the great depression, the rise
0,1f,pr<rotectionism that came with it, the rise ,Of, nationalism, and, the
willingness of the patent advocates to accept a compromise.. .
. The free-trade idea had been the chief ideological support of the
antipatent movement: patent protection had been attacked along
with tariff protection. Now, "thanks to the bad crisis," public
opinion had turned away from "the pernicious theory *. * *of free
competition and free trade" (Reichstagsabgeordneter Ackermann"
opening the debate on the German patent bill in 1877).19

The strategic compromise was the acceptance of the principle of
compulsory licensing-e-of compelling ,all patentees to license others to
use the invention at reasonable componsation.w This idea had been
proposed in 1790 in the United States Senate,'! in 1851 in the House
ofLords in Britain," in. 1853 by a German official," in 1858, 1861, and
1863 at various conferences of British scientific organizations," and
now in 1873 at the Patent Congress held at the Vienna World's Fair."
The patent advocates and the, free traders compromised on this
general Iimitation on the patentees' monopoly power. (Despite the
resolution of the Patent Cong~ess, the .actual adoption ofcompulsory
licensing has been rather slow in some countries,and is still resisted
ill the United States of America;). ,,' . • ". , -:

The defeat or disappearance oftheopposition was reflected in the.
actions of the legislatures of severalcountries: ,In Britain the drastic
reform bill that had passed the House of Lords was withdrawn in the
House of Commons in 1874. In Germany a uniform patent law for
tbeentire Reich was adopted in 1877. Japan, which'had adopted
her first patent law in 1872 only to abolish it. again in 1873, enacted
another law in 1885. Switzerland, more conservative than other
nations, held out longer; a referendum in 1882 still, rejected patent
legislation, but a new referendum in 1887 enabled the •legislature to
pass a law. Patentability of inventions in thechemical and textile
industries was limited by a requirement of mechanical models for all
patented inventions. But this limitationwas deleted from the law
bO' an amendment in 1907, after Germany had threatened higher
tariffs on certain Swiss products." The N etherlands,the last bastion
of "free .trade in inventions," reintroduced a patent system in 1910,
to become effective .in 1912.

19 Hermann Grothe,op. cit., supra,note 14, p. 52.
20 It was widely held that tbe ecmpujsory-ltcensmg compromise "saved the patent system." Paul Beck:

vonMannagetta, Das neue bsterrerchtscue Patentrecht (Vienna:Hblder, 1897), p. 17. "They wanted to
eliminate the objection that a patent granted e monopoly," Franz Wirth,Die Patent-Reform. (Frankfurt
a.M.: 1875),p. 69. C~. ~so,:s:er,mann Grotp:e,.op.cit" supra,n~te 14, p~ 37, andAI;Xilenkojop. cit~'~llpra:,
note 14, p, 102. - . '. '. . '., -

21 Record of the Proceedings in Congress Relating to the -First Patent and Copyright Laws.. printed by
the Patent Office Society, edited by P. J. Federico (1940). Compulsory licensIng in cases or suppression of
inventions had been provided by the South Carolina Patent Act of 1784. See Pooling of Patents, Hearl.ngs
nefore the House Committee on Patents on H. R. 4523,.74th Cong., pt. 4 (1935), pp. 3570-3571. ,,'

u House of Lords, Parliamentary 'Debates, 1851 (July 1; 1851). .
23 See Pilenko, op.' clt., supra, note 14, p. 523.
2,\ 'rransecuoneor the National Association for the Promotion of Social Science, 1858(London: 1859),p. 148;

Report of Joint Committee with British Association for the Advancement of Science, Transactions of the
National Association for the Promotion of Social Science, 1861 (London: 1862), p. 230; Transactions of the
York Meeting of the National ASSociation for the Promotion of Boclal scienCC

h1863
(London: 1864),p.664.

.2~ Der Brfinderaehutz und die Reform der Patentgesetze: Amtucher Beric t fiber den, Internationalen
Patent-Congress sur- Brbrterung dar Fraga des Patentschutzes (Dresden: 1873). See English text of the
resolution in Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States, pt. 1, vol. 2 (1873), p. 75.

26 W. 'Stuber; Die Patentierbarkeit dar eherniechen Er~dungen (Bem: E?tampfli, 1907), pp. 26 fl.



AI'< ElCONOMIC REVIEW OF THE PATENI' SYSTEM . 7

such as "not previously patented, published or used," is understood;
but whether the reinvention of a forgotten art or the introduction or
importation of a foreign art should be patentable" are controversial
questions, depending on the purposes patent protection is supposed
to serve. Questions such as the loss of novelty because of publication
or commercial use of the invention by the inventor himself prior to
his application for a patent, or because of his earlier application for
a patent abroad," are perhaps more in the nature of legal technicali
ties. On the other' hand, whether an ingenious novel combination of
well-known elements should be patentable is again a matter of policy
depending on technological and economic analysis." Considerations
of justice, of legal convenience, as well as of economic analysis will
be relevant in cases of simultaneous invention. Should priority be
recognized of him who was first in getting the idea, or of him. who
was first in puttingJ.t into patentable form, or of him who waB.§r§t
in submitting it to the patent office? There 'are. those- who regard
multiple invention as an argument against granting any patent. at
all, because in such cases the progress of the arts would not have
depended on anyone of the simultaneous inventive efforts."

The problem of duplicate or multiple invention may also be treated
under the heading of "utility."One might interpret utility in an
economic sense and hold that the activitiesbehind an invention which
is actually or d'otentially supplied by more than one inventor have a
."marginal utility" of nil: the relative abundance of supply makes the
services of each of these inventors equivalent to "freegoods." " Rea
soning of this sort is not widely accepted. At, any rate, the question
of utility commonly refers not to the inventive services- but to the
industrial and commercial application of the invention, though even
there the judgment of the utility is not always based on strictly eco
nomic criteria. Ethical judgments may enter, for example, when the
patentability of inventions of products designed for "immoral pur
poses" is denied by the laws of most countries, Often the question
of the utility, of an invention can be decided only in relation to the
social cost involved in granting a monopoly right for its use. Con
siderations of this kind have led to the recommendations, incorpo
rated into the laws of some countries, that "trivial" inventions be
denied patent protection; that "petty" inventions be eligible only for
shorter periods of protection (e. g., the "utility models" in Germany) ;
that "improvement inventions" be eligible, not for separate patents,
but only for "improvement" or "supplementary" "patents of addi
tion" of shorter duration, expiring usually with the primary patent
on the invention which they improve. There is also the question of

33 Many countries, particularly less developed ones, were chiefly interested in the establishment of new
industries and, therefore, .granted"patents of importation" or "patents of introduction" even though the
inventions in question bad elsewhere beenpatented to others. The 1791patent law of France provided:
"Whoever is the first to bring into France a foreign discovery shall enjoy the same advantages as ifhe were
theinventor/'

84 The "right of priority" provided In the International Convention for the Protection of Industrial
Property is In: .part designed to prevent the original flllng of a patent application. in one country from de
stroying the pat~ntabi1ity of the invention In:other countries. The inventor bas a "priority" to apply in
other countrtes within 12 months.

3~ The courts in many countries have considered that, regardless of the novelty and utility of the.result
of the combination, no patent may be granted where "no difficulty had to be overcome and the combination
was obvious." Peter Meinhardt, Inventions, Patents,.and Monopoly (London: 2d ed. 1960), p. 66.

~6 See, e.g.1Sir Roundell Palmer, speaking in Parllament, on May 28,1868. Quoted in R.A..M ..[Ma.cfiel,
editor, op ..c t., supra, note 13,p. 97. ... . .

37 "* ,. ,. since the social demand for aa tnventton is always for just one (duplicate discoveries ortbe same
idea being useless), if2 or 10 or 100 inventors stand ready to supply the same invention, then the services
of each one are valucless."~S. C. Gilfil1an,.op.cit., supra, note 31,p.619.
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products- or .newvmedieines.••.. Suoh iexemptions • raise fundamental
questions relating to theeeonomicjustification of the patent system,
If patents are regarded as means of stimulating technological progress,
"nd if progress in the food and drug-industriesis.not less desired than
mother lIldustnes,. why should these exceptions be made?'> Is .the
answ~rthatmonopoliesinfoodaildin .msdicine are intolerable,
consistent with belief in the theory of the acceleration of progress
through.patent monopolies? Does it not reflect some.doubt .in the
theory? .

,The desire to ensure fixed and unchanging standards.of 'patent"
ability 42 is probably inconsistent with thefact;that,;.as science and.
technology progress, ever more can and must be demanded of the
inventors' abilities; And it is after. all the "difficulty" of inventing
which determines the relative scarcity of invention and, consequently,
provides the rationale for .the policy of creating anextrastimllltls for
inve.ntive effort;" This presupposes.thowever, "'.S dotmost' .other
problems under discussion,thatit is.invention rather thanente~prising
innovation which the patent system.is supposed toenc0\l.rage.• If
society aims at stimulating innovation and at attracting.venture

. capital into pioneering investment,then the controversies about the
. nature of "inventions" are beside the point. After all, the innovators'
risl" are not proportional to the .costsend results of .the inv~lltive

efforts."···.·.., .' •. '.' . .... ...' .'
.The duration of patents has been determined by historical precedent

and political, compromise..' The,14-year term of the English patents.
aner 1624 was based on the idea that 2sets of apprentices should, in
7;rearse",ch, be trained in the newtechniques,thoughl1.prol?nga,tioll
by;another 7 years was to be all?wed in exceptionalcas?s.· There were>
allsortsof argumentsin later years in favor of a longer pe~iod of pro"
tection :it should be long enough to protect the inventor for therest of
his .life: to protect him for the average length of time for which a user of
an iny~ntionmight succeed in keepingitsecret ; or for the average time
it wouldtake forothers to COIDe upwiththe same invention; orfor the
average period in whichinvestments ofthis kind can be amortized]
and. some pleas were made for .eternalprotection through perpetual
patents. . •.• .

Economists usually arguedfor shortening the period ofprotection:
tIJ.elJlllk of inventions are not so costly as to require the stimulus
provided by protection for such a long time, and not important enough
to deserve the reward that it affords; a much shorter period would
provide sufficient incentive for almost the same amount of inventive
activity; the period should not be so long as to allow patentees to
get entrenched in their market positions; ,"technology. moves now
witha speed once undreamedof-e-its.swiff march dictates a shortening
of the life of a patent."" . . . . . .

III actual fact, the patent terms were lengthened to 15, 16, 17, and
18 yeargin most countries, and to 20 years in some. Butthe explana-

42 "One of the greatest technical weaknesses of the'patent system Is the lack of a definite yardstick as to
what is invention." , Nanonej.Petent Planning Oommfsslon.iop, cit.,s!lPra, note 39.

eaGilfillan, op. cie., supra, note 31, PP. 618-619.' " , ".','
U That society should protect, andthereby sttmulate, investment in tnnovatton-cnot just tnvennon-cbae

been held by many; but few were as consistent ill their conctustons as JosephA. Behumpeter, who on these
grounds favored permitting monopcliettc practices of various sorts. Reargued that temporary security,
from competition, through cartels, patents, or other restraints, would encourage firms to put more venture
capi.tal into unovuttng .rnvestment.. Scbumpeter.. oeoaeuem, socieuem; and: Democracy..(New Yor};;:
Harper, 1942), pp.8l:-106,: " , . .,..

4~ Walton H. Hamilton, Patents and Free'Eil'wrPriSe (T"NEC Monogi·a'phNo'.':il', 1941),p:157; <
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tion of a monopolistic market position based on the goodwill of. a
trademark associated with. the .patentedrproduot or process, where
the mark and the oonsumerIoyalby continue after expiration of the
patent; 51 .and <e) through licensing, agreements which survive the
original patent because they license>a series of existing improvement
patents and EI possibly endlesssuccessionof futwepatents."

The natentee may succeed in extending the scope and strength of
the monopoly beyond that intsnded by. the lawythat is,beyond 'the

.control of the use .of ajsingle invention supposedly. in competition
with other inventions-e-to achieve control of an .entire industry or of
the .rnarkets of other goods not covered-by the patent. Substantial
control of an industry can be achieved bya "basic patent" <on a
bona fide basic invention), by an "umbrella patent," where illegiti
mutely broad or ambiguous claims, covering .the entire industry.ihave
been allowed and ate not tested in the coWts," bya "bottleneck
patent," 54 which is not basic but goodenough to hold up or close
the entire industry, by an aggregation or-accumulation .of patents
which secure domination of all existing firms and. effectively close
the industry to newcomers," or by the use of restrictive licensing
agreements establishing. domination or cartelization of. the industry
and exclusion of newcomers." Control, sometimes, is extended to
markets of products no, covered by the paten" through the use of
tying clauses inlicensing agreements." .. .... ...

. Patent pooling agreements,sometimes necessary in. order to permit
the efficient use of complementary inventions controlledby different
firms, have often been the vehiclefor. cartel agreementsof the most
restrictive sort. Indignant complain," have been raised against the
use of patents for the oppression of weaker firms by harassing litiga
tionorthreat of litigation; against the use of license agreements for
binding competitors or customers not to contest the validity. of dubi
ous patents; and against the taking out of patents, not to work the
patented invention, but to keep others from working it, especially to
"fence out" possible competing developments of the patented inven-

&1In il.eese where a trademarkwas viewed as prolonging thamonopoly created by a patent, the Supreme
Court condemned the attempt"to retain in the possessionor.the company the real fruits of the monopoly
when the.monopoly bad passed away.." Singer Mfg. Co.v, Jwne Mfg." Co.~ 163 U. S. 169,:181 (1896).,: See 3018.•
the safeguarding provisions in the 1946.Trade Mark Act, sees. 14 (e) ann 15(4).. ....

<52 "Tllll agreements applied to patents not yet issued and to inventions not yet imagined· .... They
extended to a time beyond the duration of any then-existing patent," United smtes v.1Vationa~ Lead Co.,
63 F. gupp, 513, 524 (S. D. N. Y.1945).:, '. .. . '

~3 The patent !Inthe idea of the automob.He, the Selden pa.tent, applie~ !or in 187~ and granted after.Ion..g
- dclay· 1n'1895, IS the .most famous example..'Henry. Ford had .to htlgateunti11911. to destroy thl"
"umbrella.". The patent on hardboard is another example;

Si This term was proposed by 'ruurman.w. Arnold, Hearings before the Senate Oommitteeon Patents
on S. 2303and S. 2491, pt ..7 (1942), p, 3301. . ..' . :

M" tjapltal seeking to eontrolIndustry through the medium of patents proceeds to bur up all importan t
patents pertaining to the particular field.. :Theefiect of this is to .shut out competition that would be
inevitable if the various patents were separately and adversely held. By aggregating all the patents under
one ownership and' control, using a few' and suppressing the remainder, a monopoly is .built up that'is
outside of and broader than any monopoly created by the patent statutes. It is 'monopoly of monopolies'
and is equivalent to a patent on the Induatrv as such," Revision and(Jodification of the Patent Statutes,
(Oldfield) Committee on Patents, H. Rept, No. HOI, 62d Congo (1912), p. 5; .'. ,"

~6 A German electrie-llght-bulb manufacturer once commented on the American antitrust law: .... •,we
have no reason to be excited about the American law·· '" we could use all agreements with the Ameri
cans which are made ona ).?eTfectly legal basis, namely, as patent license agreements, to accomplish the
now intended aim of tho distribution of markets," Hearings, supra..note 54, pt. 3, p. 1318. It is now
reeognfzedrthat "industrywide license agreementa v •• with the control over prices and methods of
distribution ~ ** establish a prima facie case or consjitracz.' Vuited States v. ,U. S. GVP8'l(,fflpo., 333
U, S. 364, 389 (1948).

srAit-er several court decisions which estab1i.Sl;Ied the illegality of patent licenses restricting the use of
unpatented products, thc United States Pate!),tAct of 1952 created new uncertainty on this score by insert
ing a provision which makes it a "contributory infringement", to a still undetermined extent,for anybody
to sell an unpatented article (material! apparatus, machine part) designed for use with a patented machine
or in a patented process. This provision seems to be intended to protects 'patentee's control over the
sale of such unpatented articles.~British law has moved in the opposite direction: the Patents Aet of 1949
contains severe provisions ?o-gainst tying clauses and makes them definitely unlawful.
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C. COMPULSORY LICENSING

Among the sanctions provided by various patentJaws for j'abU:ses"
of patent protection are revocation. of patents, refusal of judicial
relief.-in infringement suits, and compulsory licensing. (The firSit
statute providing for compulsory licensing in cases of "suppression"
wasprobably the South Carolina Patent Act of 1784.) Compulsory
licensing, however, is not always instituted as a. penalty or remedy
for "abuse"; in some countries it may beresorted to whenever deemed
necessary to safeguard the public. interest. Be it on account of
"abuse," as in England, or' "in, the public 'interest," as in Germany,
theissuance of a compulsory license may be requested by an interested
party whom the patentee has refused. to license, or maybe. proposed
bya Government department. In Germany the most frequent reason

. for such actions has been the existence of dependent patents; that is,
of patents covering inventions which could not be worked without
license under a patent held by someone else." In England insufficient
use of a patent may in the future become a more frequent reason for
compulsory licensing or for "licenses of right," especially since food
products and medicines were made patentable by the most recent
amendment of the Patent Act (1949) but with provisions facilitating
the granting of compulsory licenses." In the United States compul
sory licensing has usually been ordered by the courts in cases where
patentees have misused their patents in violation of the antitrust
laws. Moreover, the amended Atomic Energy.Act (1954),although
liberalizing the law somewhat from the standpoint of patentees, still
provides for compulsory licensing of patents on nuclear inventions
and continues to forbid patents on in"entions of atomic weapons.

The proposal to make all. patents licensable under. the law not.
conditional upon judicial or administrative findings of "abuse" or
"public interest,"" has been resisted almost everywhere, partly because
of the administrative or judicial difficulties of .determiningv'reason
able royalties," partly because Of a fear that the.incentive for innova
tive enterprise woUld be unduly weakened. Systems of general
compulsory licensing-e-where everybodymayobtain licenses under
any patent-s-have been referred, to as "monopoly-free" patent sysc
tems, because patents could no longer serve;tq exclude.competitors
willing to pay royalties." Patent,ees, undersuoh " system, could no
longer hope for attractive monopoly profits, but only for suchrevenues
as they would collect as, royalties, from their licensees ,and .as
"differential rents" due to the cost advantage over theirroyalty-p"ying
competitors." These revenues might notbesmaller than the.poten-

6( A decision by the German Relcbsgerlchton January,6.-19ltl,'declaredlt "intolerable ··:.'thattwo
parties should be permitted to prevent each,other and the public from using a valuable tnvennon."

al While normally the applicant for a ocmpulsoryIlcense must prove that the patentee has abused his
monopoly, in the case of patents relating to food or medicine the burden of proof;is on the patentee.w-ho
must show cause why the compulsory neense should be'rerused. , ,',

63 There Is; of course, the possibility of declaring, thatipatentain general or.or speCifiedtype are vendowed
with '8 'business affected with a public interest' concept, connotingt:be common-law ;obligations of such a
business to serve all without discrimination and at reasonable rates," ThIs is mentioned; though not
proposed, by Stedman, "Invent1onandPublicPolicy," L,aw an(iCoIltemporary,Problems,sol.,)rII (a.u~
tumn 1947),p. 679" ' .. .

61 Max BBrlin, Die volkswlrtsehaltllche Problematik der patentgese.tsgebung (ZUrichand St. Galleil:Poly~
graphischer Verlag, 1954), p. 201. It has been suggested that the omission of the word "monopoly" from
the new English patent law "can only foreshadow a steady increase in the emphasis on licensing and a
correapondlng deeline in the reliance upon exclusive monopoly in the .admlniatratlonof fha patent system
in this country." SIr Arnold Plant, "Pll,t,ent and COPyr1ghtRef0PJ:l;?'l:'heT~ee:Ban!sR~"V.l.e'\V:(SePtt:lm.
ber 1949),p.16.. , . .' ' . ,,,,: .

eaOn the possIbility of setting "reasonable royalties" under compulsory licenses:with a. ylew to the
~x:peIlS,es involved In maldng the 1nvent~on,seeS:oodman, ,op.c1t.,.l!Upt80, .note ,66,p.6,Gf3,.
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try that is acquired by "great aggregations of patents" by preventing
acquisitions of alternative technologies by license or assignment and
by requiring divestitures of patents or compulsory licensing; prohibit
restrictive licensing in fields in which the patent owner does not
operate." If any of these provisions should seriously reduce the
incentive to develop and introduce patented inventions, special rneas
uresshould be taken, "to provide incentives for development without
tolerating serious impairment of market competition." 76

A very different approach has been proposed by another writer who
was convinced of the ueed for a patent reform other than the intro
duction of general compulsory licensing, In order to combine the
advantages of "free accessibility of inventions to all," insured through
general licenses of right, with the benefits of adequate incentives to
investors in research and innovatiou, he proposed-e-
to supplement Hcensee ct right by government rewards, to patentees on a level
ample' enough to give general satisfaction to inventors and 'their financial pro
moters.tt

The rewards are to be fixed annually according to the "assessed values
created by the invention," 78 though with some gradations taking
account of the "degree of invention and novelty" involved." ..As a
transition to such. a system, the licenses of right might be voluntary-«
that is, the patentees may elect to register their patents as available for
licensing-with sufficiently attractive rewards to patentees, the ade
quacy of the rewards being judged by the number of patentees
accepting the scheme; in a sense, with these annual payments the
government would "buy off" the exclusive rights which it had granted
to the patentees." Under another plan, instead of making annual
"participation payments" to the licensors (in addition to the reason
able royalties received by them from licensees) the gov~rnmentwould
buy the patents outright and open them to all,free of royalty." . Still
another proposal would give the government an option to purchase
at a reasonable price any patent that it might wish to open up for
generaluse.82 , '

Proposals for systems of prizes and bonuses to inventors, as alter
natives to patents, are almost as old as the patent system. 1:0: the
United States, in the 1787 discussions of the powers to be reserved
for Federal legislation, Madison proposed a premium system instead
of a patent system." In 1834, Russia established a commission to
determine awards for inventors in lieu of exclusive privileges. And
similar proposals were debated almost everywhere during the 19th
century, but ran afoul of the fiscal limitations (In earlier governments
.. 15 Id.j p. 246.

reId., p. 248.
~~ j'-g:a.~nel Polanyi, GP., cit.,supra, note 21,p. 67.

~~,p.~ , ",' '.
80 Id., p. 69. Polanyl's proposals have veJ;y recently received high praise from Prof. John Jewkes: "Pro

fessor Pclanvl's case is argued so thoroughly, and the 'possible objections to it faced so squarely, that it is
regrettable that it has not received more public attention." Jewkes believes "that Professor Polanyi's
proposals would strengthen the position of the individual inventor in society." John Jewkes, David
Sawers,and Richard Stillerman, The sources.or Invention (London: 1958), p.254. , '

81 This is by no means a new idea. Several States purchased Eli Whitney's rights in the cotton gin an
Invention patented in 1793,andmade the invention freely available to all their citizens. Walton lIamilton
The Politics of Industry (New York: Knopf 1957),P. 70.

ij2 A similar proposal was made in 1M8 by R. A. Macfle in an address at a conrerecee. He proposed that
"At any time during the eurrency of a patent l Government maypurchnse forthe public an unreserved right
to use the tnventton v ... -". NatIonal ASSOCIation for the Promotion of SocIal,Science. 'l'ransactions.1858
(London: 18(9), p.l48. " '"

saNevertheless, the patent clause in the Constitution was unanimously approved. The Debates in the
Federal Convention of 1787 Which Framed the, Oonstitution of the United States,of America2CE:unt and

,Scott edition, 1920), pp. 420,573..



where the outlayis too great.govemment might undertake it.... Sucha
scheme would not be inconsistent with t4e laisser-faire principleof
assigning to the government only-
thosepublic -works which, 'though they may be in the hi~hest degree advantageous
to a great society, are, however, of such a naturethat the: profit could never repay
the expense of.any individual, or small number of individua1s; andwhich it, 'there
fore, _cannot be expected that. any ,individu£llorsmallnutnber ,of Iudlvlduals,
should: * * vmetntaln.w __ , . _ ,'. ;;' : .,".' ,,', __ ' .. __ .'

If private enterprise under unlimited competition finds. it. not
sufficiently profitable to undertake the amount of industrial research
and development that societyw-s,nts to be carr,ied on inthe interest of
faster progress, society has several choices: to. make. research grants
or subsidies to selected industries or special priv"teorganizatioIl8;
to promise prizes or bonuses for. useful inventions made. by .privato
individuals or groups; to promjsemonopolygrents through patents;
or to maintain governmental research agencies .. It seems that the
largest countries have adopted more. thanone of these possibilities.
The United States, for .example, has not only maintained .a very'
strong patent system but has also resorted-to subsidized research and
to Government research. The latter has long hpen ,a chief s0)ll'ce
of agricultural improvements and has lately "SS!1IDed lar!;eproportions
in many fields connected with national defense. "I'he greater part of
the total research expenditures in the United Stat,es is now financed
by the Government. In. 1953 the FedeIal Government contributed
$2,8 billion Or 52 percentof thetotalfunde}ppnt on researC~"Ild
q.eYeloP'lleIlt:" .. .

. .

E. _INTE,R:N.A.TION"AL PA.:rEN-~-R~~~-rIQN:S

The existence of national patentsystems, in a world.with'expandinlt
international trade, raised problems which soon suggpsted the desir
ability of international understandings, Patentees were interested in
a geographic extension of their monopolyrights;l1ud thus in a system.
that would make it easier for them to .secure patent. protection in
foreign markets.'! Advocates of industrialization we.rp interested in
domestic production and, therefore, opposed to a system that would
protect the importer from the domestic producer, instead of the pro~
ducerfrom the importer." Internationalists found it preposterous
that a patentee should be forced to forego the cost advantages of
large-scale production and to manufacture.in 20 or more different
countries with compulsory-working provisions. Inventors found it
intolerable that foreign patent offices should deny the novelty, and
thus the patentability, of their inventions on the ground of "prior
publication" involved in the patent applications at horne.. They found
it. even worse when countries denied them.patents because someone
else had quickly started to work their inventions, and .wor~t of"ll

S9 Adam Smith. An Inquiry into .thf) Nature, BudCausesofthe "£Vealtho! Nations (1776)" boo.kV.,ch.T;pt.ITr.- .''' - - - - - -- - - - -', - _- - " -,: - ;--,' .,'- - -- - " ,'-,'-
,99National Science Foundation, Reviews of Data on Research and Development, No.1{December 1956);

The budget tor the fiscalyear1957 providesforsomewhathigherexpendituresforresearch and development,
National Science Foundation, Federal Fnnds forSclence, Y.. The Federal Research and Development
Budget, Fiscal Years; 1955, 1956, and 1957 (1966), p. 5. _, '--

91 Edith Tilton Penrose, The Economics of the International Patent System (Baltlmorei.Johna Hopkins
Press, 1951) p.69. ,"',.,' .
,92 Hence tbe compulsory working provision in manypaten~ laws, for example, in the earlier French law,
In the international discussions it became verY clear that many regarded the requirement of domestic
working of patented inventions as a substitute forhfgh import tariffs.. 'See, 6. s., A. Pillet,·Le rligime Inter-
national de Ia propriet€l industrielle(Paris: Larose & Forcel, ·1911),P. 294,,.... '.' _.,..' '.' :.' ..'



market which neither. improve nor cheapen the goods available,
develop its own productive capacity, nor obtain for its producers at
least equivalent privileges. in other markets. No amount of talk
about the 'economic unity of the world' can hide the fact that some
countries with little export trade in industrial goods and few, if any,
inventions for sale have nothing 1..0 gain from granting patents. on
inventions worked and patented ahroad."" This, however, .. is' not
an argument against the.internationnl convention, whoseprovisions
more likely reduce than increase the cost which eompletelyunco
ordinated patent systems would impose on several nations through
inducing uneconomic locations of industry.

. The convention has been attacked as. having been instrumental in
the formation of international cartels and restrictive practices." Un
doubtedly, patent and license agreements have been used .for.eartel
ization and domination of international markets, but theseoppor
tunities were provided by the national patent laws and the absence
of antimonopoly laws or of adequate prosecutions; the convention
has neither furthered nor. hindered the use of patent .prctection for
international c"'rteliz",tion.· . . .

IV. ECONOMIC THEORY

A. EARLY ECONOMIC·· OPINION: '1750--,.1850

The English classical economists accepted the traditional view
that, in the words of Adam Smith (1776), monopoly was "necessarily
hurtfulto society," 97 but a temporary monopoly granted to' anin
venter was", good way of rewarding his risk and expense." Jeremy
Bentham (1785), comparing rewards by bonus payments with rewards
by "exclusive privileges," held that the latter method was "best
'proportioned, most natural, and least burdensome" ; "it produces an
infinite effect and costs nothing." "The "protection against imi
tators" is necessary because "he who has no hope that he shall reap will
not take the trouble to sow." 100 John Stuart Mill (1848) urged that
"the condemnatiouof monopolies ought not to extend to patents."
The inventor "ought to be both compensated and rewarded"; not to
reward him would be "a gross immorality." .101 The temporary
"exclusive privilege" was preferable to a governmental bonus because
it avoided "discretion" and secured a reward proportional to the
'.'usefulness" of the invention, a reward paid by the consumer who
benefits from it. ' 02 . .., .

The German cameralists had reservations, Johann Heinrich G.
von Justi (1758) was in favor of rewards and eneouragementsfo
inventors; but not "by privileg-es leading to monopoly positions." 103

Ludwig Heinrich Jakob (1809) approved of patents only forinventions
"~altn '1'. Penrose; op. elt., supra, note 91,p.1I6. See also Baymond Verncn, op.elt.;supra,riO~(j94

pp.12--14.
~G Heinrich-Krcinstein and Irene '!'ill, "A Reevaluation of the International Patent' oonveanon,"Law

and Contemporary Problems, vel. 12 (1947),pp.765-781.,
~7 Adam Smith, op.cit., supra, notesa, book IV, ch. VII, pt.UI.
9sId.,:bookV,ch.I,pt,III. ' ' '' ,c,,'-

9~ Jeremy Bentham, A Manual of Political Economy, Works (BoWring, editor),voI. III, 'p.71.
\09Ibid. .; ,,'
10\ John Stuart Mill, Prlnelples of PoHtical Economy, book V. ch~X:'
\tl2Ibld, " ' , _, ,.' ,. ,,' : ',' ",' ,'" ',",>.- ,'. " " "."
HI3 Johann Heinrich Oottlobs von Justi, Staatswil'thscbaJt oder s~stematiscb~ Abhandluug aller oesonc

mischen und Cameral·Wissenscbaftan, dic-sur Regierung cines Landes: erfordert_wer.~en(L.elpzig: 2d
edition,)7li8), vet. I. p. 209; voLlI, p. 613; " " "
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Patent protection for inventors is advocated on ethical grounds
in the name of "justice" Or "naturalrigl1t"~oronp:r;ag1p.9;ti~ g:t;qund_f:\~
in the name of "promotion of the public interest." In s0l!'evieWll,.
ethical and pragmatic considerations are combined, largely because
conduct is regarded as ethical if and because it benefits society.
Others recognize the possibility of conflict between .J:eqllir~rp.eJ:lts of.
justice and material usefulness to society, and they may seek justice
eyeIJ. at the expense of material benefits, or material benefits. at the
expense of justice. . •. ".. ..' " .'.,." .

The four best-known positions on which advocates of patent pr~

tection for inventors have rested their case may l)ec~ar'icterize,da~
the. "natural-law" thesis, the "reward-by-monopoly", thesis, the
"monopoly-profit-incentive' thesis, and the "e1(ch~ngf:'l'7for:'s~Cre,tB~'
thesis. ..... . " .....

The "natural-law" thesis assumes that man has- a natural propetty
right in his own ideas. Appropriation of his ideas by othersythatis,
their unauthorized use, must be condemned as stealing. " Society)s
morally obligated to recognize and protect, this.. property .right.
Property is, in essence, exclusive. Heno«, enf?ry,eIl?-J~n,t pi ,exclusivity.
in the use of a patented invention is the onlyapprqpriate wayf~r

society to recognize this property right. .,' -: ' . ',' .. ' .• , .' .' •.,
The "rsward.by-monopoly" thesis assumes that justice requires

that a man receive reward for his services in proportionto theiruseful':
ness to society, and that, where needed, society must intervene. Vi
secure him such reward. Inventors render useful services, arid the'
most appropriate way to secure them ,commensurate rewards. is. by
means Of temporarymonopoliesin the form of exclusive pateIJ.trigp,ts
in thelr.inventions. '.. . .' . ,J " •..••••

The "monopoly-profit-incentive" thesis assumes .that industrial
progress is desirable, th.at inve.ntions...and t.heir.,.indus,t.r..ia.l. exp.loi.ta.t.io.n
are necessary for such progress, but that inventionBand/or their
exploitation will not be obtained in sufficient measure if inventors
and capitalists' can hope only for such profits as •the competitive
exploitation of all technical knowledge will permit.T~ m,'ike it
worthwhile for inventors and their capitalist backers to make their
efforts and risk their money, society must intervene to increase their
profit expectations. The simplest, cheapest, and most effective way
for society to hold out these incentives is to granttemporary Illonqpo
lies iIJ. the form of exclusive patent rights ininvep.tions. '. .' .•
. The "exchange-for-secrets" thesis presumes a bargain between
inventor and society, the former surrendering. thepossession of Secret
knowledge in exchange for. the protection of a temporary exclusivity
in its industrial use. The. presupposition agaiIJ., is that industrial
progress at a sustained rate is desirable but cannot be obtained if
inventors and innovating entrepreneurs )reep 'inventiOIls,secret,;'_i~

th.is case, the new technology may OnlY IJ.1..uch later beco.me avail.ab.le
for general use; indeed, technological secrets may. die with their
inventors and forever be lost to society. Hence, it is in the ip.ter~st
of society to bargain with the inventor and ri:Wke him disclosehi~
secretfor the use of future generations. Thisean best be done by
offering him exclusive patent rights in return for public-dieclosure
of the invention. ' . . .
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be used by somebody else; by contrast, "an idea can belong to an
unlimited number of persons" and its use by some does not prevent
its use by othors.!" And so on. It is interesting that some French
lawyers conceded that they preferred to speak of "natural property
rights" chiefly for propaganda purposes, especially because some of
the alternative concepts, such as "monopoly right" or "privilege,"
were so unpopular .u8

, /,,'

The "reward-by-monopoly" thesis was strongly supported by
English economists who, though opposed to all other kinds of mono
poly, held that a temporary monopoly grant to inventors would be a
just reward. Some opponents denied the need for reward: "Geniuses,
just as stars, must shine without pay.'m, Moreover, "nearly all
useful inventions depend less on any individual than on the progress
of society" and there was no need to "reward him who might be lucky
enough to be the first to hit on the thing required."!" Others recog
nized the inventor's moral right to be rewarded, but held that the
reward would come without government intervention. The head
start of the first user of a new invention would, as a rule, suffice to
enable him to earn enough to cover a. reward for the invontor.!"
Some economists, who conceded that competition worked too speedily
in wiping out the innovators' profits, proposed that inventors be
rewarded by prizes or bonuses according to the social value of their
inventions.t'" They regarded patents as "the worst and .most
deceptive form of reward, causing more often losses than profits even
to the-inventors."!" The contention that a reward in the form of a
temporary monopoly would avoid bureaucratic discretion, ",ould be
commensurate to the usefulness of the invention, and would be paid by
its beneficiary, namely, the consumers,'> was countered by the charge
that under the patent system the rewards rarely go to those who
deserve them, are never in proportion to the services rendered, and
are always combined with great injury and injustice to others.'"

The "monopoly-profit-inceptive" thesis is independent of the ques
tion whether or not a reward to inventors is called for in the name of
justice. To be sure, the hope for a "just" reward may serve as an
incentive, but often it will not be sufficiently attractive, and either
more 01' something else may be needed to promote technological prog
ress: a bait rather than a just reward. The profit expectations con
nected with the hope for a patent monopoly may induce inventive
talents to exert their efforts, and venturous capitalists to risk their

117 Michel Ohevaller, in session of rune s, 1869,' .annetee de la Soci€M d'Eeonomle Polltique, vel. VIII,
1869-70(ParIs; 1895), p. 114. ,SImilarly, Ooquelin, op. ott. supra,note H2,p. 217.

ne DeBouffler, reporting the pateIlt bill to the French OODStitutional Assembly in May 1791. Quoted
by Augustin-Oharles Renouard, Traitli des brevets d'invention (Paris: 3d edition, -1865), p. 103. 'Again,
vicomte Dubouehage in the debate on the new French patent law, Obambredes Pairs,seance du zd.mers,
1843. Le Moniteur Universel, No. 84, March 25, IM3,p. 542.

us.Otted disapprovingly by Wilhelm Roscher, System der Volkswlrthschaft, pt. III, Natlonalbknnomfk
des Handels und Gewerbertetsses (Stuttgart: 1881), p. 758.

120 John Lewis Ricardo, M. P .,in the hearings of the Select Committee of the House of,Lords;reported by
The Economist (London), July 26, 1851,P; 812.

121 "The speed with which new ideas spread, the time interval involved which affordssome prlcrlty In the
commercial exploitation of the new ideas, may be very different for the different types of product." ' Albert
E. F. Schliffle; op eft., supra, note III, p. 141; similarly, p, 150. ScMffle held that the beadstert was Insuffl-
crent in the prodnctlon of books, but sufficient in the exploitation of inventions. ' ,

122 See note 84, supra. See also The Economist (London), July 26,1951,p. 812,and Viktor Bohmert; "Die
Brflndtmgapatente neon volkswlrtschaftlichen Grundsatsen und industriellen Brfahrungen,". Vierteljahr
schrift fur Volkswlrthschaft und Kulturgeschlchte, Slebenter Jahrgang, No. XXV (1859), p. 74.

123 John] Prince-Smith, "Ueber Patente Iur Erflndungen," Vier1:cijahrschrift flir yolkwirthschaft und
Kulturgeschichte., Erster Jahrga-ng, No. III (18fl3), p. '161.

m John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, book V, ch.X,
121 Speech of the Rt. Hon.Lord Stanley, M. P., Ohairman, Royal Oommlssionon Letters Patent, House

of Oommons, May 28, 1868; reproduced in R. A. M. [Macfie] editor, Recent Dlscusstonson the Abolition of
Patents ~or 1IlVentlons(London: 1869),p.lll.
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oped to a. stage at which they can be reduced to practical.use,the
system encouraged secrecy in the developmental stage ofinvelltions
whereas, if there are no patents to be obtainedv.earlior public!,ti9W
of ideas might .hasten tecbnologipal advance 011 .all fronts.'" T,b.~.
only support for tbis argument was ananalogyfrombasic research, ..
namely, the purescientists' urge to publishasearlyas possiI11!l'~':': .

D. MODE~N .:IDCONOMld'oP~NloN:~:srNcE':1873:

Up to 1873 the patent question had been a "hot"iss#.e;ec~hOi)iists
had been arguing their cases with a sense of urgency, eager to convince
the public and the government: The!lefeatof the patent aboli
tionists-e-which was interpreted. by many as a victory, in the, halls of
government, of the lawyers and other "protectionists" over-the
majority of economists-c-changed thecharacter ofecon.omic discour$e
and.commentary on the patent system, The flo",;Of ,bookE;, pamph.!efs,
and, articles on the economics of patent protection; came to .a-stop;
epqn91I1ists had '. f9stin~er!lst. ,ir)." thep!'teIlt iqlle~.tion,alld .turned ito
other problems. .. .. .... ,. . , ... , . ,. .,. , ....•.. .. ... .,

This does not mean that .nothing was written.abouf the !jc9n9lllic
consequences of the patentsystem-Imt lawy¢r~, engin"!jr~,!,p.d
historians wero. tlIe Chief,,,,pters. "Economists au~horirig .~"ller!1f.
eoonoinic texts could riot help, of course, including some comiiiel;\t~;
on the patent system; but, the absence of references to the heated
controvery of 1850-73 seems to indicate that they were I.10tf~lllifiaf

with this literature and, instead, took their cues from the econolllie
"bible" of the time, John Stuart Mill's Principles ofPolitipal Eqonom:y,
atleast for the first 50 years of the. period here considered. ...."
. It is perhaps misleading to discuss all post:1873literaturellnder the

heading "Modern Ecouomic QpiniM."Butthefirst halfoftbis
period yields too meager pickings for .a survey t? justifyseparatini>
it from the more recent decades .. Au integratedLreatment; will-also
be more. suitable for an exposition which is ,not chronological 'but
systematic according to the chief issues discussed in the literature.!"

One of the issues most fervently debated before1873p.isappeared
almost completely from the agenda: the question whether there is,'
can be, or ought to be a "property" in an invention, in a noveltechno
logical idea. Now that, the controversy with lawyers had coma to an
end,it was no longer necessary for economists to argue against' the'
legal constructions of "property rights" ininventions.: .Tbisconcep
tion had been most popular in France and it is no surprise tliata
French economist seems to be the only one who mentioned it.without
rejecting it. Tbis is what Leon Walras had to say onthispoiIIt:

Our analysis shows that monopoly is opposed to the: best interests cifsociety,
and that the intervention of the,state. ta founded upon the interest ofsociety~: 
But" firstly, interest-ought to give way to right, and"secondly,agreater)Ilt€lrest
ought to gtve.way toa lesser. one.' One can imagine a case where a private
monopoly 'would be-right, if for example the manufacturer ofour productwere
allinventor with completeeontrol of his eecrebaeklugnelther.help norsupport

I!4John Prince-Smith, op. clt., supra, note 123,p.160. ,.' '.; .', " '.
13~ According to a modern view, not found in the last century, of the justification of patents in exchange

for d1sclosurebPllbUcation at the time of the application-for, or grantof,thepatentwouldhave eoclal
benefits long efore the expiration of the patent: "The patent may-be held.Invalid, openrngup.the Inven
tlon to all who wish to use it. ' Astde.rrom actual exploitation~the disclosure ieueerurin itself SinC.'.'.t Ina... Y
stimulate others to activity in the same field." "John O. Stedman, op, en., sucre.note 66,p. 666. '''''' "

la~ In eompillng quotations for thissurvoY,I:was greatly aided by en.unpublisbed essay by:Editll T.
Penrose on th~ D:is<:us~ion of Patents in Economic Doctrine, prepared I,n1948. .
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monopoly is of limited, duration in order that (ultimately) society may succeed
to, the, unlimited enjoyment of, the invention. His invention is. the successful.
outgrowth of a rivalry with others who were experimenting in thesame direction
ashe. , Social currents have carried, him to his goal. Therefore, after a suitable
period of' grace, his achievement is once more thrown into the arena of free
competition.te , ',.:

Sometimes the monopoly character of patents is stressed without
immediate declaration of its social propriety. Thus Lionel Robbins
comments:

'I'hefufluence of tariffa In fostering monopoly is well known. tMuoh Iees well
known-but not commensurately less important is the Influence of patents. It is
probable that even professional economists have greatly underestimated this
factor. Yet a patent is an obvious monopoly; the patenteehee excluslve rights
and, where patented processes, are, involved, conditions are necessarily
monopoliatdc. This influence has many ramifications *' *, * 145

Robbins rejects the notion that the monopoly conferred hy patents
for inventions is something categorically different from all other kinds
of monopoly. While he brackets patent protection with tariff pro-

. tection,Sir Sidney J. Chapman brackets it with "trading or industrial
privileges' which-. .
have 'been conferred on certain persons with the object of promoting particular
businesses, or for other reasons. Protection of this type frequently leaves the
~~ate1Vithanawkward problem oicontrol to solve.ae

And Irving Fisher states that-
.The rise of trusts, pools, and rate agreements is largely due to the necessity of
protection from competition,preciselyanalogous to the protection given by
patents and copyrighte.w

When they discuss the limited. duration of the patent monopoly, not
all economists think of the fixed term of the patent grant; some think
rather of the development of substitute processes or substitute prod
ucts which are going to supersede the. protected ones. Simon N.
Patten wrote: .
The gains of monopoly are temporary,due to, sudden increases in productive
power. But each generation will see its sphere reduced, for the power of substitu-:
tdon constantlyworks against monopolies, as it works adversely to rent, profits,
and lnterest.«e

For Joseph A. Schumpeter this kind of competition, by which new
firms destroy existing ones, and new products replace accepted ones,
is "the essential fact about capitalism." He belittles "the traditional
conception of the modus operandi of competitionv-c-ccntered around
price competition, quality competition,arid sales effort-because what
counts is "the competition from the new commodity, the new tech
nology, 'the new source of supply, the new type of organization," or
what he ,calls "the process of creative destruction." 149 In "the condi
tions of the perennial gale," restrictions of competition as provided
by. patents, "monopolistic practices" or "restraints of trade of the
cartel type" are merely "unavoidable incidents of a long-run process
of expansion which they protect rather than impede." "0 .

lU Friedrich von Wieser, 'Soclal Economtes (1927), p. 223. (First published In 1914.) Wieser goes on
tos~y that the ,~'grant tsmade on one eon-truon. that the Invention be put into aetualuse," a condition
stipulated In severnl patent laws, but not In the United States.

m Lionel Robbins, The Economic Basis of Class Conflict (1939), p. 73.
H6 Sir Sidney J. Chapman, Outlines of Political Economy (London, 1911),pp. 353-354.
147 Irving Fisher,Elementary Principles of Bconomtea (1912),p ..33l.
us Simon N. Patten, Essays in Economic Theory (Tugwell ed., 1924), p. 255.
149 Joseph A; Schumpeter, Oapitalism, Boeialfsm; and DenlOcracy';(l942), pp; 83--84.
13G ra., pp. 87-ln.
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a remark of Alfred Marshall (though it relates to a highly hypothetical,
nonoperational principle) :

If it were possible to adapt the duration of each patent grant to its peculiar
conditions, the public interest would call for a specially long. period for patents
relating to processes to which the law of increasing returnapplies strongly, but
in which its effects a!e slowly developed.w

In other places Marshall had proposed that industries operating under
"inqreasing;,returns" be given ','bounties" (government subsidies) in
order to induce them to expand faster than they would otherwise,
and thus to realize greater economies of scale. .

Either subsidies or extended patent terms are proposed by Corwin
Edwards to take care of extraordinarily high development costs:

Slibsidies mightbe granted to help cover development expenses, either-directly
orbyappropriate reductions in taxes .. Where development expenses are heavy,
the duration of patents might be extended.w . ,

But for the general case Edwards does not think that the period of
patent protection is too short. On the contrary, he holds that the
enormously. enlarged scale of patent holdings-the accumnlationof
patents-has made the present time limitation largely.ineffective:

'rhe chsnge of scale in acquiring and using patents has 'also destroyed the
effectiveness of the timelilIlitationswhiph are attached to patent grants; Where
technology progresses slowly and enterprises are small and patents are diffused;
It.is reasonable to suppose that there will be active competition in using technologi
cal devices upon which patents have already expired. Under modern conditions
this often fails to take place. A concern that bases its business strategy' upon
patents is constantly engaged in applying for or purchasing new patent rights as
its old ones expire. It attempts to avoid a situation in which it no longer enjoys
.patent protection * * ". Since tec-hnology is dynamic,. the patentee is likely
to acquire important new patents within the 17.:.year period and to use these to
perpetuate its exclusive position or the limitations upon, its competitors ** *.
True, cases are on record in which the basic patents of an industry have expired
and patent control has been broken; and there are other instances in which im
portant newpatents have been developed by concerns other than those that held
the old ones, so that patent control has passed: from one enterprise to another;
Equally, striking, however, are cases in which one enterprise has held control
through patents for periods as long as half. a century.t'"

Patent protection for such lengths of time finds no defenders in
modern literature-the advocacy of perpetual patent rights having
disappeared together with the belief in "natural property rights in
ideas," of which it had been the logical derivate. Those who advance
various economic justifications for patent protection have the tradi
tional terms-i-between 14 and 20 years-in mind, even if they fail to
say why this should be the right duration. Perhaps the "exchange
for-secrets" thesis comes closest to an implicit endorsement of a
particular period of protection-on the basis of some sort of average
length of time in which technological secrets could be detected and
put to use by competing producers. Thus, Leon Wlliras held that if
an inventor who was not sure he could guard his secret demanded
the protection of the state in the .exploltefion of his monopoly for a specified
time on condition that,when the time was up. he would give the' invention to
the. public, it could be.In the interest of society to concludesuch an agreement.
In effect, it might be better for. the consumer to have the product immediately,
and reward the inventor with a .monopcly for a few years than to await the
discovery of his secret-by some happy accident.tw "

lli~ Allred Marshall, op. ctt., supra, note' 152,p.407.
24~~~5'rwin D. Edwards, Maintaining Competition: Requisites of a Governmental Policy (1949),pp.

167 Id., p. 225. ,
16& Leon Walras, en; cit" supra, note 137,p..202.



Concerning the diversion from nonpatentable inventions to inventions
"covered by the patent law," Plant first observes that-
Avery great deal of invention goeson outside its range.twithout allY inducement
beyond that provided by the operations of the open market.ie

But the diversion toward patentable inventions is unquestionably
'significant; and-
ir"~w can it be shown that the "patentable'{ class of innovations possesses so
muchigreater. usefulness than all these others that it should be specially .en
couraged by monopoly? 181

According to Plant, it cannot be shown:
The existence of a monopoly, 'in: fact, operates to divert the attention of inven

"tors from what may well be the most fruitful field for further innovation. Inthe
case of inventions 'which cannot be patented, a particularly useful device at once
attracts the attention of other specialists who seek, maybe competitively" to
refine and improve it and to adapt it to the widest. possible use. The blocking
effects of patent monopolies check these surely beneficialtendencies; competitors,
instead of helping to improve the best, are compelled in self-preservation to apply
themselves to the devising .of alternatives which, 'though possibly inferior, will,
circumvent thepatent. It-is a particular case, but one which is very Widespread,
ofthe .maldiatributdon of. resources. which is consequent upon the existence-or
monopoly.we

Many of the old arguments for or against.the thesis that the patent
system effectively stimulates inventive activity have become obsolete
by the shift that has taken place, in the last half century or more
from .individual enterprise to corporate enterprise and from individuai
inventors to collective invention by research teams employed by
business corporations. A good many old arguments referred to the
encouragements which the patent system supposedly holds out for
the self-employed inventor and the leisure-time inventor, who would
eitherturn entrepreneur in order to exploit his success commercially
or would sell his patents to an entrepreneur. These arguments do
not fit well the case, more typical today, of the employed inventor,
the employee on the research and development staff of a large corpora
tion. Thus, Alfred E. Kahn writes:

The transformation of technology and of economic society during the .laet
century negates completely the patent law assumption as to the nature of the
inventive process. The systematic, planned experimentation which characterizes
modern technological method, :swifter and surer than the old; has, enhanced the
interdependent, cooperative nature of .. invention. , .Technology. has become. .eo
vast, and so .complex that the individual is more than ever dwarfed in relation to
it. Invention has in addition become much more consciously cooperative. In
thegreat modern research laboratories, tens, hundreds of men focus upon single,
often minute, problems. With scientific organizations thus systematically
mulling over all the knownproblemsbinventions become increasingly inevita.ble.
It becomes .more than ever impoaai le to isolate anyone contribution as the
invention or: any, one man as sale inventor andrightful patentee.

This means, further, that invention today requires more,than sound mechanical
sense and a tool shop. It requires thorough specialized technical training and
costly equipment., Barbers," ministers, .art students (Arkwright, Cartwright,
Fult~n)- can no Ionger be counted upon to give the world its great Inventions,
Nor IS the garret a~y longer an adequate laboratory. Hence Inventors are for
the' most part trained salaried professionals, hired to learn' and to work in the
great laboratories provided by those who can afford them. . Patents, are-auto
matically assigned to the corporation which pays, the salaries and provides the.
tacllltdes. . Because it takes the risks, the buslneee takes the speculative reward.
Because invention is consciously cooperative, the, individual .iriventor Q{i.nn;o~

~':~ reid~. 45,
resId., p~46.
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AN EOONOMIC REVIEW' OF THE PATENT SYSTEM 0\1

The problem is whether the expected headstart is l?ng enough or
too short to promise recovery of development costs. WIthout patents,
inventors and innovators would be, according to.Ludwig YOn Misea-«
in theposition of an entrepreneur. Theyhave a .temporary advantage as against
other people. As they start sooner in utilizing their invention * * * themselves
orin making it available for use to other people (manufacturers * * * ),they
have the chance to earn profit in the time interval untdl everybody .. ca:n likewise
utilize- it. 200 -

But theheadstart might be too, short for most inventions. Hence
It is very probable that technological "progress would be seriously retarded if for
the inventor _and for those who defray the expenses .inourred by. his experimenta
tion,.-the results obtained were nothing but external economies.P?'

By "external economies" Mises means the. economies and advantages
accruing .to others rather than to the innovators themselves.

JosephSchumpeter, similarly, holds that--
theIntroduction of, new methods, or productton and new, commodities is hardly
conceivable with perfect-and perfectly prompt-e-competdtdon frorn thestart * *,*.
Ae.e matter of fact, perfect competitionis and always has been temporarily sus
pended whenever anything new is being introduced-automatically orby measures
devised .for the purpose-s-even in otherwise perfectly competitive conditdons.e»

Whether the "automatic" delay in the appearance of competitors is too
brief for comfort and, in the interest of progress, should be supple
mented by "measures devised for the purpose," such as the grant of
patent monopolies, is the essential question. It brings us back to the
issue of the "optimum" period of delay in the imitation of novel
techniques-e-the issue economists have failed to examine. Needless
to say, there will always be the possibility of very expensivedevelop
ments that- cannot be profitable even if a 30- or 50-year monopoly
grant were promised; on the other hand, there will be innovations. that
cal\ pay for themselvesin less than a year; and there will be a spectrum

. of possibilities between these extremes. To try to encourage the most
expensive innovations by promising very long patent monopolies for
all innovations would involve an indefensibly high social cost. What
general principles can be developed to shed light on the issue?

Since the relevant period of profitable exploitation of an innovation
is a conjecture about the future-no matter whether the anticipation
rests. on the natural headstart or on the. term of a patent grant or on
the interval before the emergence of a. substitute invention-s-what
counts most in this respect is whether entrepreneurs, hy and large,
are optimistic or pessimistic. Fritz Machlup-s-the author of the pres
ent study-e-lias written in an earlier book:

For the pessimistic monopolist we can plausibly generalize that open avenues
of technological advancewill remain untried. Investment in industrial research,
development and innovation will not appear promising in view of the supposedly
imminent advent of competition, Inventions will be suppressed if the time for
theamcrtdsatdon of the required new investments, seems too short.

* * * we may point to the possibility of the opposite error; the overoptimistic
entrepreneur who underestimates the actual degree of pliopoly [i. e., newcomers'
competition] and overestimates .the ,safe 'period. , He .need not be an actual
monopolist,nor even imagine that he is one; it suffices 'that he believes it will
take his competdtore-s-imitatorsor makers of substitutes-longer than it actually
does to start competing with him, This,optimism is the best promotor of technical
progress. Progress calls for both-innovation and imitation. If firms anticipate
rapid: Imitation; they will not risk expensive innovations. But if. imitation' is

~oo Ludwig von MIses, op. cit" supra, note 138,p. 657.
201,Id., p.658.
3~ Joseph A. Schumpeter, op. cit." supra. note.14.9. p. 105.
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Arthur R. Burns finds that patentprotection works in general "only
for large and well-financed corporations".''' Frank Graham com
plains that "large corporations * * * tend to engross inventions and
to retard their· appearance." 210 Corwin Edwards describes how

."patent control ceases to be typically the monopolization of a partie
ularadvantage in product and in industrial process" and "comes to
be substantially monopolization of the industry itself." 211 .

·The charge ofsuppression of patents has been angrily rejected and
persistently repeated. Michael Polanyi calls it a "fable" 212 and Lud
wig von Mises regards it as unsupported and unrealistic.t" Alfred
Kahn believes that evidence of patent. suppression' has been pre
sented,21' and Floyd Vaughan cites cases of what he considers proved
suppression.s" Corwin Edwards discusses existing and proposed
remedies for whatever suppression there may occur.?" Arthur R.
Burns examines the. circumstances under which suppression is apt to
occur 217 and John Maurice Clark does likewise in an analysis which
should, command the respect of experts on both sides of the issue:
.* *'* there is still a suspicion that patents are bought for .the purpose of 'put

ting them to sleep. Here, assuming the fact for purposes of analysis,we have
overhead costs behaving strangely. A capital outlay is incurred, not to secure
the aid of an instrument of production but to prevent it from being used, and
from depreciating the value of existing processes by its competition. The' act

, is essentially monopolistic, in.that it involves control over the level of _efficiency
in the Independent-and supposedly competitive field of production. . .'

Would -a concern ever put. to sleep a patent on a more efficient process than
the ()lle the concern was using? Presumably not, if (1) the efficiency of the new
process were known with absolute accuracy, and (2) the saving were enough to
pay,' a fair return on the capital sacrifice involved in replacing existing equipment
before its natural time. However, both these conditions offer a deal of latitude
and-uncertainty. Within this uncertain margin, the tendency of a secure monop
olyIs toward the conservative course, giving existing methods the benefit of the
doubt, while that of. the competing concern is toward taking some chances, since
a-standpat attitude is the most dangerous One a competing COncern can follow.
A monopoly owning a patent which is on the doubtful margin is very likely to
Iet It .slumber-, though it might give a substantial sum to prevent someone else
from developing it. Even a patent known to be inferior may be worth buying'
and.puttdng to sleep, if ~t is better than the run of processes used by competitors.ce

The charge of suppression of patented inventions is in a sense
offset by the countervailing charge against the patent system, ad
vanced by Sir Arnold Plant, that it contributes to an "increasingly
rapid rate of obsolescence of industrial equipment." '''Since avoid
ance of. ex~essive obsolescence is the only plausible motive for the

IOVArthur R. Burna, op. clt., supra, note 156,p.17; . '
210 Frank D. Graham, Social Goals and Economic Institutions (Princeton: 1942), p. 211.

, 211 Corwin D. Edwards, op. cre.,supra, note 166,p. 224. Edwards presents a very instructive explanation
oftheefIects ef.Iarge accumulations Of-patents on the undisturbed validity of "weak patents," which in
weakerhands would be invalidated in the courts. ' ~

.212 "The widespread-allegations by popular writers that many important inventions are being left unex
plolted under capitalism may be counted among the fables ofour all too credulous times. In 25years of in
dustrtal experience 1 have not come across aslngle case of the.alleged kind," Michael Polanyi, op. cit..
supra, note 27, p. 70. .... '

218 "It would be more realistic to blame capitalism for its propensity to overvalue uselessInnovations than
for its alleged suppression of useful innovation" "" Those alleging suppression of useful innovations do
not cite a single instance of eueh an innovation's being unused in the countries Protecting it by a patent
while it is used by the Soviets-no respecters of patent privileges," Ludwig von Mises, op. ett., supra,
note 138, p. 509.

2\{ Alfred E.ltahn, op. ctt., supra, note 159,'po '483.
m "The effect of suppression is generally harmful in that it hinders inventIon or restrains competition or

both. Such suppression, like anything else which involves human intentions and speculation about poe
sible results, is difficult to prove or disprove. -Neverthelesa, it exists according to the evidence available
.... "." Floyd L. Vaughan, The United States Patent System (1956), p.,227. Vaughan then proceeds to
examine the evidence with great care. -Id., pp. 227-260.

210 Corwin D. Edwards, op. cit" eupre, note 166,pp, 238-24l.
~17 He concludes: "Thus a law intended to encourage the improvement of methods of production is in

terpreted so as to permit the obstruction of the.utilization of new knowledge in order to protect those who
have commlttedthemselves to methods now obsolete." Arthur R. Burns, op, ere., supra, note 156, p, 16.

m John Maurice Clark, Studies in the Economics of Overhead oeste (1923), p- 145.
J19ArnoId Plant, op.cit., supra, note 163, p. 51.-' . .:
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patents often preamble their apprehensions about the consequences of
patent protection in our time with affirmations of faith in the achieve-
ments of the past: .

That the patent'. system. established a century ago. wllS designed to, and. did
_measurably.i.serve both as a stimulus to invention and as a spur to enterprise,
there appears little doubt. The question may well be raised, however, whether
the changes which have taken place in our economic life-notably, in this instance,
in the growth of capitalconcentration, and .the increasing importance of Inetdtu
tionalresearch in the development of inventdons-e-require that adjustments be
made in our fundamental attitude toward patent protection; or any specific phase
of it,~f the 'greatest gains are to be achtcved.e-

It is worth noting that some of the patent. abolitionists of the 19th
century prefaced their arguments with similar polite bows to the
past,'" although in the intellectual climate of the patent controversy
of that. time it was probably easier for an economist to oppose than
to defend the patent system.

The most outspoken critic of the patent system in modern times has
been Sir Arnold Plant. At one point in his argument he refers to
"exceptional cases" in which.vspecial inducements" would be necessary
to-secure funds for "prolonged research and experiment" .on specified,
socially desirable inventions. He continues:

A,patentsystem applicable to inventions .in general clearly cannot be; justified,
however, by:exceptionalcircumstances of this kind. Economics, in short, has

. not yet evolved any apparatus of analysis which would enable, us to pronounce
upon the relative .productivityof- this particular infant industry-the production
of inventions; nor does it provide any criteria for the approval of this method
of special eucouragement.en

After examining the case for general compulsory licensing as a reform
designed to facilitate "the operation of competitive forces" within the
patent system, Plant concludes:

Expedients such as licenses of right, nevertheless, eannot: repair the 'lack'.of
theoretical principle behind the whole. patent system. They can only serve to
confine the evils of monopoly within the limits contemplated by the legislators;
and, as I have endeavoured to show, the science of economics, as it stands today,
furnishes no, basis of justification for this enormous experiment in the encourage
ment of a particular activity by enabling monopolistic price control.sw

John Jewkes, in a book published in 1958, pays his respect to Plant's
"classic" study, which he recommends as "the dePl1rture point for
any modern etudyi of the patent system." 227& Jewkes, who presents
much evidence in!f!cating the continued importance of the individual
myentor,holds th~t-

, So long as the survivalvof the individual inventor is not utterly despaired
of * * *;and so long as nothing better can be suggested for the purpose; there is
a very strong case for the retention ofthe patent system." 227b

But Jewkes is far from eulogizing the system. This is what he has
to say about it:

Itis easy.enough to perceive the weaknesses, even the absurdities, of the patent
system and the reasons why conflicting opinions as to its value are to be found.
Its very principles are paradoxical. It is meant to encourage over the long period
the widest possible use of knowledge, but it starts out by conferrlng-upcn Lhe

2M Leverett S.Lyon, Myron W. wetldns, and Victor Abrainson, op.clt., supra, note 175, p. lSI.
aZ6 See tbe statements by R, A. Macfle, SirRoundell Palmer,and Hermann Rentzscb, cited in note 252,

Infra,
22,6 Arnold Plant, op. cit, supra, note 163, p.43.
227 Id. p. 51.

25: 7& John Jewkes; Dav~dSaw~s,andRicbar~Stlllerman, Tbe Sources ofInvention (London: 1958)~:p:.

:lin'Id., p~251.' ,
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This is but one ,of the fundamental conflicts in the economics of the
patent system. There is another, which is quite independent of any
profits collected by the patent owners and of any monopolistic restric
tions imposed on production. This second basic problem relates to
the overall allocation of productive resources in a developing economy,
and to the question whether at anyone time the allocationto industrial
research and development is deficient, excessive, or just right.

It is easy to conceive of the possibility that such allocation is too
meager. But can there ever be too much? Is not more research
and development always better than less? Is it possible that too
much is devoted to the inventive effort of the Nation? " This depends
on what it is, that is curtailed when inventive activity is expanded.
More of one thing must mean less of another, and the question is,
what it is of which there will be less., The best of the possibilities
would be that there will be less "involuntary leisure"; that there
have been unemployed talents waiting to be used, anxious to give
up the leisure that had been imposed on- them. This possibility,
however, must be written off as anillusion ifwe are engaged in serious
economic analysis. . "Depression' economics," based on the assumption
of pools of unemployed resources ready to be put to work,has its
uses, but only for what has been called an "upside-down economy." 228

Economic theory and economicpolicy for the "upside-up economy"
. would be badly vitiated by an assumption of ever-ready pools ' of

productive resources that can be drawn upon at any time, to any
extent, for any use.

The next best possibility would be that "voluntary leisure" is
given up; that qualified people are ready, with some inducements, to
devote more time to inventive activity, not at the expense of any
other productive activity; but at the expense of some of their leisure
time. Persons with a bent for tinkering and inventing, busy with
other jobs during their regular hours, may be glad to use their free
evenings and weekends for inventive activity. Others, employed in

'research and development, may be willing to work overtime. This
second pool of potential resources may be of great importance for the
implementation of "crash programs" of research and development in
a national emergency. But long-run programs, not directed toward
specific goals (like winning a war or an international race fora par-

, ticular technical feat), but designed for "progress in general," cannot
successfully be based, on the continuous and continual supply of over
time labor. The other source of volunteer labor-the free time of
amateur researchers and tinkerers-s-can probably be drawn' upon
regularly. (To have mobilized these "individual inventors" is per
haps one of the achievements of the patent system in times past.)·
But this isa very limited source of supply, perhaps already fully
utilized; in addition, the role of the "evening-and-Sunday inventors"
has become quite insignificant in our age of organized research and
development. Thus, the possible sacrifice of leisure cannot be
counted on to provide the labor for additionalinventiveactivity,

ae This colorful expression was used by Abba P. Lerner, Economics of Employment (1951), pp. iu-ieo,
An "upside-down economy" is characterized.by unemployment of all the productive resources that would
be needed to produce increased amounts of goods and services. "Topsy.turvyeconomics is appropriate
for an upside-down economy" (ld., p. 142). It is upside down because such an economy would not be
benefited by the things which contribute to the welfare ofa normal economy, namely, economy, efficiency,
and thrift, but, rather, by their opposites, westerutness.. inefficiency, and prodigality (Id. p. 146). The
prescription for upside-down economics is-to print money and spend it. But when this presorlptfon can
not lift the. economy beyond a certain level of employment and activity, this level sbould pexegarded ee
normal, and topsy-turvyeconorn:fcs should be shelved in.favor of "ordinary economics," "concerned with
the economical usa" of scarce res~ces.'



tive rather than absolute magnitudes: consumption can still increase
absolutely,thanks to accumulation from preceding periods, even when
productive resources are shiftedto the production of. equipment and
knowledge. What happens there is that of the potential increase in
the output of consumers goods a large part is "seized" when the
consumption sector must give up resources to the other sectors. But
that the expansion in one sector encroaches on the others is sometimes
forgotten with a vengeance: the drive to increase at the same time
investment and consumption, by -more than the "inherited" increase
in productivity would permit, shows up in inflation, which makes
increased money outlays buy smaller quantities of real goods. Push
ing forward more vigorously on one of the three fronts may force a
pullback on one or both of the others.

Increasedresearch and development in order to increase the stock
of knowledge is a splendid thing for society; so is increased production
of productive equipment; and both are valued so highly because they
eventually allow increased consumption. Yet, these three-more
research.v.more equipment,. more consumption-r-are alternatives
in the sense that, even though all three can increase when productivity
increases, a greater increase of one means smaller increases of the
others. At anyone moment,an increase in the production of knowl
edge means less equipment and/or less consumption than might
otherwise be available. A choice by society to increase research and
teaching implies a choice, though usually unconscious, to have in the
next years less productive equipment or less consumption, or less of
both, than they might have had. Should a relative cut-back of
consumption prove impracticable, the choice is between "knowledge"
and "equipment/' " , .

As, a matter of fact, things are much more complicated than this
simple set of alternatives may suggest. Capital equipment is pro
duced, it was said above, partly to maintain the stock and partly to
increase it. One might conclude, as the statistician does, that "net
investment" is simply the excess of total production of capital goods
over depreciation, over the used-up part of the stock. But it is
possible to increase the production of one kind of equipment and
neglect the replacement of another. For example, one may push the
production of hydroelectric and atomic powerplants and neglect the
maintenance of the highways and of the roadbeds and rolling stock
of therailways. On balance, there might still be "net investment" or
"accumulation of capital," and yettbe failure to replace transport
facilities, may one day cause so serious a bottleneck that total produc
tion may fall catastrophically. (In a competitive free-enterprise
economy the danger of such an occurrence; in this writer's opinion, is
minimal,but it may be very real in a war economy or in a centrally
directed cconornv.)

The same difficulty may exist in the production of knowledge.
The acquisition of new knowledge and the teaching of established
knowledge to the young may be in competition with each other,es
pecially if the teaching profession serves as a recruitment pool for
industrial research personnel. One may regard education and training
as the "replacement" part of the production of knowledge; and it is
possible for industry, by providing more attractive job opportunities
(not just for research and development, but for all sorts of occupations),
to drain schools of the teachers needed for the instruction of the new
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should be clear that ther~.can be too much promotionas well as too
Little promotion of inventive activity.

. Any particular distribution of resources may be less than' the best ;
onecan never be sure. Now if, thanks to the Nation's thrift, addi
tional resources become available-i. e., are released from the produc
tion of consumption goods-where should, they be put to work, in
education.vor. industrial research, or capital-equipment? To make
more equipment js usually safe; one can know what contribution it
should make to total product. To improve education may yield
nothing but cultural values or, on the other hand, may result in a
large increase in productivity and thus greatly contribute to an in
crease in material welfare. To undertake more industrial research
may prove the most productive of all, though it will to some extent be a
gamble since one does not know what will come out of it. Perhaps the
mathematical theory of games can yield a solution.

No evidence has yet been presented to show that at a particular
time industrial research and development is likely to payoff .better
for society as a whole than an improvement of education or an increase
in the stock of capital goods would. If one puts education, training,
research, and development all into one category, and sets it against
investment in industrial plant and equipment, then one might possibly
find some evidence for the contention that-in certain countries and
over certain periods of time-the investment in knowledge has con
tributed more per dollar to the increase in labor productivity than the
investment in physical industrial facilities, The bracketing of re
search with education seems necessary for several reasons; for example,
the researchers and. developers must previously have been educated
and trained, and the, utilization of new technical knowledge often
requires degrees of dissemination and comprehension that cannot be
attained without broad and general education.

If it should be possible to find statistical criteria for the identification
of the. contributions which "investment in knowledge" and. invest
ment in physical facilities have made to the increase.in productivity,
and thereby to obtain evidence for claiming "major credit" for the
former-s-one would have to guard against the mistakes of regarding
these findings as pertinent for,other places, other times, and other
allocations of resources, Particularly one would have to guard
against the fallacy of confusing "total utility" and "average utility"
with "incremental (marginal) utility.'" It is perfectly p.ossible for

.researoh and education to deserve first prize in the distribution of
merits for economic growth, and nevertheless not to deserve first
claim on additional resources.229 \

. If .education, industrial research, capital goods production, and
consumers goods production are considered as alternative uses of
productive resources, this implies that resources are transferable.
Does this mean that the same persons can engage in chemical research,
in industrial toolmaking, and in shoe manufacturing? Such a
narrow meaning of "transferable resources" is neither contemplated
nor indicated. There may be administrative talents that can be

221 If annual expelldltures· for education, research, and' development were $25 billion, and annual net
investment in physical capital were $20billion, it would be conceivable (a) that the former contributed
as a whole more than the latter to the economic growth of the Nation; (b) that the former contributed also
more per dollar spent; and y{)t (cj tbat the last blllion spent on the former contributed lessthan the last blIllon
spenton the latter, or, in other words.-that, the Nation might be better offif 1 billion were added to physical
mvestment at .the expense of education, research and development. This is said here only to expound a
principle, not to judge the present situation in the United States. (As a matter of fact, this writer's hunch
polntsin the opposite direction, perhaps because he Is tnmselr engaged in research and eduoatkm.)



hadito forego their "natural privilege of labor" and were barred
from using their own inventions.f" The fact that there was competi
tion in making new inventions was found to be healthy. But that
he who lost the race to the patent office should be barred from using
his own invention, and should have to search for a substitute inven-
tion, wasfound to be absurd. . .

What may appear absurd to a disinterested observer, or .unjust and
unfair to one who lost the right to use the fruit of his own labor and
investment, must to. anecono;mist appear as, sheer economic waste.
Of course, one may regard this as an incidental expense of an other
wise beneficial institution, an unfortunate byproduct, an item of social
cost, which, perhaps,is unavoidable and must .be tolerated in view of
the social advantages of the system as a whole. However, from
merely defending the need of "inventing around a patent" as a minor
item of waste, the discussion has recently proceeded to eulogize it as
one of the advantages of the system,''' indeed as one of its "justi-
fications." 232 -

The advantage is seen in the additional "encouragement" to
research. If the competitors were given licences under the patent of
the firm that WOn the race, they would have to pay royalties but
would not be compelled to "invent around" it. Exclusivity, however,
forces some of them to search for a "substitute invention." But
why should this be regarded as an advantage? 233 The idea is probably
that, if industrial research is desirable, more research is more desirable,
and that it does. not matter what kind of knowledge the research
effort is supposed to yield. From an economic point of view, research
is costly since it absorbs particularly scarce resources which could
produce other valuable things. The production of the knowledge of
how to do in a somewhat different way what we have already learned
to. do in a satisfactory way would hardly be given highest priority in a
rational allocation of resources... .

This same, or a stilllower, evaluation must be accorded to the third
form of "competitive research't-e-inventive effort for the purpose of
obtaining patents on all possible alternatives of an existing patented
invention just in order to "block" a rival from "inventing around"
that patent. In this case inventive talent is wasted on a project
which, even (or especially) if it succeeds exactly in achieving its
objective, cannot possibly be as valuable as would be other tasks to
which the talent might be assigned. When thousands of potential
inventions are waiting to be made-inventions which might be of
great benefit to society-how can one seriously justify the assignment
of a research force to search for inventions that are not intended for
use at all-but merely for satisfying a dog-in-a-manger ambition?

There is, however, another "justification" for this kind of "com"
petitive research": it can be summarized in the colorful word "seren
dipity." This means "the faculty of making happy and unexpeeted

:130 Rev, J. E. T. Rogers, op. cit., supra, note 111, p. 125. Similarly, Robert Andrew Macfle, The Patent
Question under Free Trade (London: 2d edition, 1864),p. 8; and several others.. . .

231 Statement by WilHam H. Devta, Hearings before the Special Committee on Atomic Energy on S. 1717.
79th cone. 2d sess., pt. I (1946), pp;'61":-6_2~

w.rcbn O. Stedman, op: cit., supra, note 66, p. 675.
222-". '" • exclusiveness may encourage research by compelltng tndividuals to 'invent around' patents.

Whether this advantage is sufficiently important to offset the substantial disadvantages that arise from
denying others the opportunity to use an Invention, even though they are willing to pay a toll for the prlv
Uegeof dome so.fa Iar.Jrom certain." ronn.c. Stedman, op. cit., Supra, note 61\, p. 662; (Italic, supplied.



now secret information; actual patenting practice, however, implies
that others may be ready any minute to put the same information to
work. Is the conviction that valuable technical information might
remain secret for years, if not 'forever, fully consistent with the
attorney's advice to his clients that they rush to the Patent Office
lest someone else with the same idea beat them to it? If several
inventors actually come up with the/same idea, is it likely to be one

· that anybody could have kept secret? And is not society likely to
lose, then, by restricting the use of such an idea for several years?

The contention that the first inventor has by "natural law" a
"property right" in his invention does not go well with the provision
(also enunciated in the French law of 1791) that whoever introduces
a foreign invention should have the same rights as if he were the in
ventor. Nor does the notion of the inventor's "natural property
right" in the invention-s-not to be confused with the property right
in the patent-e-go-well with the accepted principles that certain kinds
of invention are not patentable, that all patents should expire within
14 or 17 years, and that they may be revoked earlier or licensed to
others in case of an "abuse of the monopoly," for instance, through
nonworking or insufficient use of the invention. A "natural property

· right" is just the opposite of a "limited, conditional, and revocable
monopoly grant." . '. .

The problem of what are "natural rights," or rights under natural
law,is one of legal and political philosophy, and controversies about it

· are usually moot.. But the assertion that the recognition of anybody's
exclusive rights man invention, or in its commercial USB, "takes
nothing away from the public" is a fallacy which can be rebutted, and
hits been for centuries; "I'he .various '-'freedoms" Of "rights" which
individuals would enjoy if no exclusive rights were granted to patentees
have often been listed.'36 In particular, those who independently
develop the technological ideas already patented by someone else are
barred from using the fruits of their own labor, and those who would
have freely imitated these inventions are deprived of the right to
imitate-e-which some regard as a "right" not less. "natural" than any
other, The suppression or restriction of these and other rights may

, be in the public interest, and one might perhaps say that patents
take "little" from the public compared with the benefits that accrue
to it.: But to contend that theytake "nothing" is simply wrong:

The meaning and object of "property" and "property rights" are
shrouded by confusions, which, however, are more troublesome to
lawyers than to economists. But it is almost embarrassing how often
the controversial idea of a property right in an invention is confused
with the noncontroversial idea of a property right.in a patent.

A confusion which might encumber economic analysis if it were
widespread is that between "property" and "monopoly." There is
the idea that "property" and ·'.'monopoly" are one and the same
thing from the economic point of view, and that the "owner" of an
invention has a monopoly of its use just as the owner of a house has
a"monopoly" of the use of the house.?" ,This idea runs counter to
the fact that anyone who builds a house exactly like one built earlier

· '~3GBee, for example, William O. Robinson,The Law of Patents for Useful Inventions (1890), vel. I, PP.'
-41}-49, ' "

zal The list of Writers who have fallen victim to this confusion is long and distinguished; amongfhe
celebrities-which it Includes are an emperor of a great nation, a statesman otagreat republic, and a
dean of a great law school.
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no social asset 240 .and,again, somebody'? right to keep others from
using his invention should not be confused with the invention itself.
To confuse an important invention with the patent that excludes
people from using it is like confusing an important bridge with the
tollgates that close it to many who might want to use it. No statistics
of national wealth would ever include (domestic) "patent property."
And the "destruction of patent property"-though it may affect the
future performance of the economy-would leave the Nation's
.wealth, as it is now understood in social accounting, unimpaired.
(An' exception must be noted concerning foreign patent rights. One
may regard domestic holdings of foreign patents as claims to future
royalties and profits earned abroad and/ hence) as assets; of course,
foreign holdings of domestic patents, establishing foreign rights to
future royalties and profit. earned here, would then have to be counted
among the liabilities and, therefore, as deductions from national
wealth.)

The idea that social benefits may be derived from the operation of
the patent system misleads many into assuming, without further
argument, that social benefits can be derived from existing patents.
If one accepts the theory that patent protectionhas the social function
of serving as an incentive for inventive. activity, one accepts,by
implication, that the beneficial effects of this incentive system must
flow, not from existing patents,. but from the hope for future profits
from future patents; this hope may induce people to undertake certain
risky investments and useful activities-to wit, financing andarrang
ing industrial research-e-which they might not undertake otherwise.
Existing patents, on the other hand, restrict, the use of inventions
already known, and thus they reduce temporarily the full contribu
-tionLhese inventions could make to national output. 'I'hese restric
tions are neither "odious" nor unlawful, nor contrary to public policy;
they are "necessary" if any profit is to be derived from the patents.
But. they are still restrictions, keeping output smaller than it might
be otherwise. Consequently.iexisting patents impose a burden on
society, a burden which it has decided to carry in order to hold out to
people the chance of obtaining future profits from future patents on
future inventions.r" That existing patents are a social cost, not a
social benefit, is most readily appreciated when the patented inven
tion is of such extraordinary importance that society would not
tolerate even a temporary restriction in its use. The great inventor
of the polio vaccine, Dr. Salk, generously contributed his idea to
society without applying for a patent. If he had taken a patent on
his process and sold it to a company which exploited it restrictively
enough to make high profits,24" would the American public have stood
for it? .. ,

The preceding considerations concerning the social benefits derived
from patents concerned. the theory that the patent system is designed

210 Th'is does not mean that the enforcement of contracts, law, and o;der is nota great social benefit. But,
it.wlll be understood, an individual's right to police protectlon agajnst assault and robbery cannot be re
garded 'as an asset' in national-wealth statIstics.

2UIf society were to repudfate all exfsttng patents, or to preelude thetr profitable exploitation, Inventors
and Investors would lose confidence In any promises of the Government concerning its future performance
under the patent system. Society honors its past promtaes, which is burdensome, in order to tnduce people
to do what it regards as beneficial. Some people flnd it difficult to dlstingush between sacrlflce and benefit
when the former Is a condition of attaining the latter. We need only Imagine that the sacrifice may be "in
vatn'r.or that the benefit may be had "for free"-and we can readJly see the loglcal difference-between the
negative and the positlve items in the-mental balance sheet.

211 .. This rhetorical question bas, been partly answered by an antitrust suit,brought after this study was
.cornpleted, in which the compeniee producing the vaccine were charged with unlawful pricing precncee.
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terms justmentioned. (Economic theorists. are invited to. skip this
section.) .. . .'

-There are .nodifficulties. concerning "priva.te cost" and "private
value",' Private costs are the money expenses which a producer has
to.incur.in the prodnction of his output. . The amount by which his
total private cost would be.iincreased or reduced ifoutp1,lt were
slightly. increased or reduced is referred to as "private marginal
CO$t." Private value (or "revenue" or "revenue product"). is the
producer's total of money receipts from the sale of his output; that
is, his sales proceeds or, alternatively, the aggregate price, in money,
.which tJie output could fetch in the market if it were sold. The
amount by which the total money value. would be changed if the
quantity of output sold were slightly increased or reduced is called

, "private .marginal value" (orI'marginal revenue," '. or "private mar-
ginal product").'" . .

The concepts of social cost and social value (or social product) are
. more complex. Beginning with social value, we may first ask why

the private value of a producer's output should not be taken as the
measure for the value of this output to society. The answer is that
this would be quite all right in many instances, but not always.
Often, society, or some members of society, will find that they can
enjoy an incidental advantage for which nothing is paid to the pro
ducer. For example, if a building company constructs an especially
beautiful house ()n our street, it gets paid from the buyer whatever it
is worth to him, but receives nothing from the rest of us whose enjoy
ment is distinctly increased. (The opposite may occur too: if the
house is ugly, the price paid for it by the buyer does not reflect the.
displeasure. caused' to the rest of us. This, however, is usually.
expressed by saying that the builder's private cost does .not fully
reflect the social cost, the latter including the discomfort suffered by
those who. have to stand the ugly sight.)

Thus, if the price received by a producer reflects only the value to
the buyer, but not any incidental benefits to others (which do not
have to be paid for), the social value (social product) will exceed the
private value (product). Such discrepancies will occur generally
when producers must lower their prices to all customers in order to
find buyers for a slightly increased output. Total sales proceeds in
such a case may rise very little, or may even fall; that is, private
marginal value (private marginal product) may be very small or
Il~gative, whereas social marginal value (social marginal product)
may be high.'45 ..'

Private cost and social cost will differ when the producer's money
expenses do not reflect the displeasures or sacrifices caused to others.
If, as he increases his output, a producer employs a larger number of
skilled workers and, in order to attract them, had to raise. the rate of
paY,his private marginal cost will include both the wages paid to the

2{~, Tho terminology is not uniform, but economic theorists have no trouble with the slight variations
tn terms.: Most of them use the term "marginal revenue" to refer to the change in total-sates receipts due
to a small change in the quantity of product sold..and the terms "marginal revenue product" or "marginal
value product" (or simply "marginal product") to refer to the change mtotal.sales receipts due to that' .
change in the quantity of product sold which results from a small change-In the.input of some factor of"
production... T.hemost Widelyused expression for comparisons between private and social values is "private
marginal product." See,for example, A.:C.Pigou, quoted supra. p. 40.

m Assume, for example, that a producer has been selling 2,000 units per day at $1 each, but after increasing
his, output to 2,100 units he can dispose of it .onlv by lowering his price to $0.90. Total sales receipts for
the increased pby;sical product is only $1,890, or$110 less than for the smaller product. "Private marginal
value product" is minus $110. The buyers, however, get increased seusrecnon, though they pay less for it:
they obtain "unpaid settstecnon.?.. ',' " . .", ' .. , .
,..... --. '.- .. ' '.'
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produced with it, there will be all sorts of variable eosts incurred in
their production-for labor, for materials, for wear and tear of rna
chines-:butnot anothercent for the original invention. Thus,there
will beno element of the cost of the-invention contained in the marginal
cost. of producing the goods; that is, to repeat, the marginal cost of
using the invention is zero, socially as well as private. If the invsn
tion is used competitively-by anybody who cares to, and without
restraint or payment-the quantity of goods produced will be so large
that, the price at which they are sold will cover no more than the
marginal cost; hence, the selling price will contain nothing for the use
of the invention, no return on .the sunk investment.

The same would happen with investments sunk in material things
ofunlimited durability and unlimited serviceability. Assume, despite
the unrealism involved, that we were to build a bridge or a tunnel,
lasting forever, requiring no maintenance, and usable for an unlimited
amount of traffic. In this ease, too, the marginal cost, long-run as
well as short-run, private as well as social, would be zero. If the
bridge or tunnel is to produce any return on the investment and is to
haye any private value at all, it will be necessary to restrict its use;
this is actually done through the imposition of toll charges. The
problem of the social waste caused by making a charge for something
thaf can be had at zero "marginal cost" has long been discussed in
welfare economics, chiefly under the headingvMarginel cost pricing." '"

But the bridges and tunnels of the real world are not inexhaustible;
they call for some maintenance, and they wear out eventually and
have to be replaced. This fact changes the problem to some extent,
because the long-run marginal cost of using these installations will
then not be zero, even if the short-run marginal cost is."1 (Thus,in
view:of the need for eventual replacement, the principle of "marginal
cost pricing" may still allow some recovery of the investment cost of
toll bridges and toll roads.) Inventions, on the other hand, once they
have been made and developed, require no maintenance and. no
replacement." Tbe marginal cost of using them is zero even in the
long run; and "perfectly competitive pricing" would not permit
recovery of any part of the investment cost.

Competition of newcomers is never so "perfect" in actual practice
"sin a theoretical model designed to depict a position of "long-run
equilibrium." In the real world, imitating newcomers, even if. all
technical knowledge were immediately available to them (and if there
were no patents or any other barriers), wonld take some time to
make plans, to start construction, to get into production, and to
bring their products on the market; in the meantime the innovators
would have earned some profits (in the nature of "quasi-rents").
If the "imitators" have first to find out about the newly invented
techniques, the time until their competition can become effective will
be even longer. If the invention is of a novel process of making a
known product, competitors may not hear about it for a long time.
Perhaps the only thing they notice is that one of the producers-the

su Hercld Hotelling, "The General Welfare in Relation to Problems of Taxation and of Railway and
Utility Rates", Econometrica, vel. 6 (1938), pp. 242:-269; Wllliam Vickrey, "Some Objections to Marginal
Cost Pricing", Journal of Political Economy, vols, XLVI (1948), pp .. 218--238; Nancy Ruggles, "Recent
Developments In the Theory of Marginal Cost prtclng", Review of Beonomlc studies, vol. XVII (194!}-60),
pp.l07,..126.

2il There may be a positive short-run marginal cost when the Iactlltlea get overcrowded.
2l! Inventions can of course be improved or adapted for special purposes. This will usually require addl-

tional outla.yswhlcb, once they are,made, become again "sunk costs;" ' .
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be determined independently of.the extent of use-that is made of it;
and the extent-of use depends, among other things, on the royalty
that, ischa,rged. In brief, it is not the usefulness which can determine
the royalty.rate: rather, the royalty rate will determine the use, and
with it the usefulness, of the licensed invention, given the known sub
stitute technologies and the demand for the prpduct.'"?

T4e fuller the utilization of the invention the greater, of course.ris
its total usefulness to, the consuming public; but the smaller also is its
"marginal" usefulness.' . The more fully-, the .. invention is exploited,
the lower will be the prices paid by the consumers for the final prod
ucts. The height of the royalty rate Will determine how farthe pro
ducers can go in, the utilization of the invention. As long as apay
ment for royaltiescan be squeezed out of the pockets of the buying
public, one could go still further insatisfying its demand. Since the
marginal cost of using any existing invention is zero, it follows that
only when its marginal utility is zero will its total usefulness to society
be maximized.251. _ . .

Gan this total social usefulness of an invention, whether it is used
"fully" or "with restraint," be estimated? Certainly not by what is
paid for the use of the invention. , There is some possibility of esti
mating in money terms the .socialbenefit rendered by a cost-saving
invention. H,thanks to such an invention, fewer productiveresources
are needed-than before to produce a given quantity of product of
given quality; and if the productive resources economized by using the
new process can be employed for producing either more ofthe same
good or more of other goods, the Natiorr's total output will be greater.
This increase in national product due to the invention can be estimated
by the competitive prices of the resources economized jn the production
oftho Ori,gina,l on,t,put. F,or ex,ample, if a,n invention permits an annual
net saving oUI million worth of labor and material, and if there are
uses for the released labor aJidmaterial, QP.~ is safe in estimating tha,t
the-invention has a social value of $1 million per year. There is little
possibility, however, of estima,ting the .socia] benefit of a quality
improving invention, and almost no possibility in the case of inven-
tions of new products. That people are better off with the new
products than they had been withwhatthey used to buy, is generally
'assumed provided their choicesare free. But any numerical index for
translating a change in the compositi~nof output intoan.increase in
output would bequite arbitrary,': '

1)1 any event, even if there existed ways of estimating the social
value of new inventions, how is this connected with the issues with
which we are dealing? Let us recall that we are not talking now about
the value of patents, nor about the social value of the patent system,
but rather about the social value of inventions. Again several differ
ent questions must here be distinguished: the social value of a par
ticUlar invention; the socialvalue of. the annual crop of inventions,

:2iQ Jn this .fl!gument the royalty. rate.was the Independ(mt~arlabI0 and tbe.quantity produced (L e., the
degree of utfliaatfcn of the inventwn) was the dependent variable. one cen turn it around and make the
quantity produced tha.:[ndependent variable, and tbo royalty rata the dependent one. This would be like
asktng pow much the licensee could-afford to pay lor the permission to use the invention for a certain volume
of output. There is nothing wrong with a statement that the usefulness of an invention toa licensee is re
flected in the royalty rate he would be willing-to pay for a fixed volume of output rather than do -without a
ncenee. -This would .be equivalent to the statement that theusefulnessofnn invention to a licensee rs re
nected mtce vojume of.produetlonfor which he woulduse it at a fixed royalty rate perunit of output. .' In
'both WaysofJooking atthe problern the volume ofontput(or degree of using the invention) is crucial and
must not.be disregarded.'. " .... ' . _ ' .' .

251 Adeptsof.the differentiaL calculus will eesnr recognIze that total utility is a maximum when the first
differential coeffieient,...".miwginalutiUty.,-iszero.· _ '.
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agrees on .some.syatem of counting,one must realize that there are
highly important and altogether nugatory inventions, and that it
would be silly to zive them equal weight. Yet, when all this is said
and done, one ;ill still have to concede thatit is not meaningless to
say that some times have been more productive of new inventions
than others, and that some conditions may be more conducive to
inventive success than others; and what can this mean if it does not
mean "wore" inventions? If more people are put to work on indus
trial research and development, more inventions, important as well
as trifling ones, will be produced. The exact meaning of the "more"
of the increment-s-may be in doubt. But we need not be so fussy,
and may be satisfied with something less exact. Incidentally, since
we are going to use. the concept of the "quantity" or "amount" of
invention only in a speculative analysis, we may proceed as if we were
able to give an exact meaning to the' concept.

The bnlk of technological advances, especially the millions of small
improvements in production techniques which probably account for
a large part of the increases in labor productivity, have nothing to do
with patent protection. This can probably be tested by examining
the types' of technological change made over recent years in many
different industries." Thus, only some part (of unknown size) of
all increases in productivity is derived from patented inventions. Of
these inventions, some might nevercome into being without the patent
incentive; others might come later; and the rest might come in any
case and at the Same time, with or without patents. This means that
the, patent system is not to be credited with all patented technology,
but only with that technology obtained "only with patents" and that
obtained "earlier with patents."
. Granted, that there results an increment in national product attrib
utable .to inventions that are generated, or whose application is
accelerated, by the patent incentive. Against this, however, must
beset the reduction in national product that is attributable to restric
tion in the use of those inventions which are patented but which wonld
have appeared at the same time without patent incentive and would.
have been, free for unrestricted use by anybody. The restrictive
effects of the patent system are not confined to those immanent, or
inherent, in the exercise of the patent monopoly; that is, to the relative
underutilization of the patented inventions. Besides these "imma
Ilent"restrictions there may be "transcendent"restrictions associated
with the increased strength of the, patentees' general monopoly
coritrol in their markets." Account should also be taken of possible

263 Every plant superintendent introdnces hundreds of small teehnlcel improvements every year. Most
of these are quite trivial--:-relocating some machines; ohanglng transmissions, conveyors, pipelines; readjust
ing temperature, light, pressure, rotatIons, wateroontents; using more suitable materlala, fuels; avoiding
waste; altering sequences of operations; rescheduling of repair and maintenance work-perbaps, nowhere
recorded, but they may add up to a substantial total. effect upon productiVity.

21i The terms "immanent" and "transcendent" restrtcttons are introduced here In recognition of the prlor
rights which patent lawyers have Inbetter-soundtng phrases such as restncttons "Inherent tn the patent
grant" and restrictions which are "unauthorized extenetona.cr the monopoly" or go "beyond the scope of
the patentmonopoly." "Immanent",restrictfons, in an economic sense, are not coextensive with "Inherent"
ones, and "transcendent" not with those golng.vbeyond the score of the monopoly grant." For example,
a patentee using his control to compel hIs ucensees-tessees to buy from him an unpatented material for use
on the patented machine is illegally going beyondthe scope of his patent monopoly; yet tbe imposed restric-
tions are still immanent tn the exercise ofhis monopoly tn the eeonomtc sense used here, because the (unlaw
full actions restrict only the use of the patented technology (and the patentee could achieve the same effects
by settlng royalty rates In proportfon to the amount.or material used).. On the other hand, the use of the
general market power gained by the patentee as a result of his patent position may lead to transcendent
restrictions, that is, limitations on the output o! dIfferent commodities and,' hence, in .he use of different
technologies; these restrictions could not be identified by the law as extensions of the, patent monopoly.
The choice of this new economic termiIiology, though It av,OidS"Infrin!ement of prior rights in "words of
art" used by lawyers, may involve an encroachment on the domain o Kantian phUosophy--:-but phIloso-
phers takesuchmettera philosophically. - ',.;' ,,' "" " ,,-,', . ' ,



activity' has been pushed that far, It may mean that a further increase
in the research staffs of all companies and institutes by, say, 10
percent may yield an increase in new workable .inventions b1 only,
say, 1 or 2 percent; and the increase in demand for research personnel
may boost the research payroll b1' say, 30 percent for an increase in
the work force of only 10 percent. Thus, a relatively large outlay
may 'be needed to produce a relatively small inc~e.a~e in theproduction
of inventions. In -addition, inventions are subject also to rapidly
dimini~hing utility, because a greater volume of inventions will
ordinarily include a higher proportion of multiple inventions, of
substitute. inventions, of process inyentions for the production of
prqducts simultaneously made obsolete by new product inventions,
etq.--and because the number of inventions .that can actually be put
to use is Iimited by the availablesupply of productive resources and
9apit~I,.",hichwi1lcompel a more stringent selection from the inven-
tions supplied. '. . .

'. The do llble action of diminishing returns and diminishing utility
illparticularly important in evaluating thesocial desirability of changes
in the patent law, especiallyin.the scope,strength, and durationof
patent protection. It is sometimes assumed that the "best" patent
law is the one that gives patent applicants thebiggest chance 01 obtain
ing the safest protection for .the longest time. This assumption is
made without any attempt to. examine how effective an extension of
the scope, strength, or duration of I'atont protection is likely to be in
inducing the desired technological advance.f" Yet, such an exami
n~~ioll is essential, and to make it .the followingquestions must be
answered: ' .

(I} How. much would a sm~llillcrease in the length, strength, or
scope of the patent monopoly increase the pro!itanticipatioI.\s .of
those who invest in research, developmentcaud actual innovation?

(2) How much would this increase inprofit anticipations raise, at
effeRtive interest rateaand riskallowances, the present vajueof the
expected returns? .' . .' ..' ..
.. (3) How much would this increaseinthep.resent value of the ex
pected returns increase the amounts of funds currently invesfed in
research and development? .'. .'

(4) How much would this increase in current investment in research
and development increase the amounts of productive resources, chiefly
human resources, allocated to research and development work?

(5) How much would this increase in the current input of productive
reso~cesfor research and developmentincrease t~e outjJut of novel
and useful technological ideas? ".. .

(6) How much would this increase in the output Of technological
ideas increase the rate ofactual execution of innovations in production?

(7) How much would this increase in the actual rate of innovation
in production raise the productivity of productive resources?

(8) .How much. would this increase ill productivity of labor, land,
andcapital goods increase the national product?

(9) To what extent would this increase in national product be
offset-by the decreasein national product thatwould result from the
output restrictions inherent in the extension of the patent monopoly?
;, 2M1 A few writershave stressedthe effects of patent protection upon the rate of investment-(and employ
ment) more than the effects upon the rate of invention. If one assumes that-there is no scarcity of invest
men~ opportunities, One mar.eXl?ediently restrictthe analysis to the effectson technologicalprogresawhlch

~ is bicoliformance withtradltiona1pa.t~nt,tp_eor;y;_ :- ":,)C",;' ''':< ",<_, .'. ,
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(9) .This increase of k percent in the national product may be offset,
partly, fully, or more than fully, by the I-year extension of the patent
monopolyin the use of all patented technology that would have also
been invented. and used under the shorter patent grants and could
have become free for unrestricted use at the earlier expiration of. all
patents and would have permitted an increase in national product by
i percent, or an increase in product valued at 1 dollars. (Again we
neglect other cost items, especially the cost. of invention, reflecting the
withdrawal of productive resources' from other lines' of activity.)

Each, of 'the steps in' the "succession of transrnissions"involves, of
course, a complex set of probabilities, the magnitudes of which depend
on a large number of circumstances, technological, sociological,
political, cultural, psychological, economic. Each of the nine coeffi
cients, from a to i, is the result of.many unknown variables. If any
one of the first eight coefficients-is zero (or negative), h must be zero
(or negative); in. this case, andalso if k ispositive but smaller than i,
the extension of the duration of the patent grant will inflict a con-
tinning net loss upon the-Nation, . .

.Thisschematic 'presentation ,of: the. "succession of transmissions,"
connecting an extension of the duration of the patent monopoly with
an increase or decrease in national income, is probably difficult to
comprehend on first inspection.. The a-b-c fashion of expressing the
magnitudes of the various effects may have made the expositionmore
concise, but perhaps also harder to comprehend. A numerical illus
tration will perhaps facilitate thinking things through and visualizing
what kinds of factors may determine the outcome at each stage of
the process. . ...'

The numbers chosen· for the illustration are arbitrary; no attempt
is made here to guess what the equivalent numerical relationships

'might be in "reality." Hence, any similarity between the numbers
chosen and the actual data for the United States or any other country
is more or less coincidental. Some of the numbers will on purpose be
chosen to exhibit a "shocking. pessimism," which may be necessary
to offset the unreasoning optimism or faith of most apologists of the
patent system. The illustration is designed to evaluate the factors
which may determine the effects of an extension of patent protection
by 1 year, say from 16 to 17 years. . .

(1) The purpose of the extension is to lengthen the period during
which patent owners can expect profits from the exclusive or restricted
exploitation of. new patented inventions. Each firm employing a
research .force for inventive activity may now hope to earn more,
than without the extra, year of protection, on all new inventions for
which patent protection may be useful for the full period., The
additional profits expected from the additional year may be (i)
profits from inventions that would have been made, patented and
utilized even without the extension, or (ii) profits from inventions that
would not have been made without the extension, because the needed
research and development cost seemed too.high to be recovered in
III years, but which will be made if the additional year of protection
promisesrecovery of the cost.t"

-251There may be an intermediate category: profits from inventions that would have been made and
patented but not utlllzed without the extension, because the investment outlays required for the actual
exploitation seemed too high to.be recoveredin 16years but-appear recoverable and attractive with a17-year
_protecnoa.



. At this rate the present value of the expected $200 million increase in
future profits is $74 million. Assuming that the $5,000 million, the
previously expected total profits from a new crop of patents, were
anticipated to accrue over 16 years in a series of first quickly rising
and then gradually dwindling installments, and that the present value
of. that series was approximately $2,500 million (which would imply
an average length of profitability of between 11 and 12 years), the
in.crea.se by $74 millionwou.ld be les.s than 3 percent. (i. e., b=3.0).
• (3) If all firms had ;plenty of liquid funds; had no more attractive

investment opportunities for them; were eminently "research-minded";
and were not bound by any rules-of-thumb concerning their research
and development budgets, they should be willing to put up an amount
not much less than the $74 million for additional expenditures. But
·the four. conditions are contrary to fact. Even if we forget .the pos
sible scarcity and the competing uses of funds, we.must not overlook
that. many firms adhere to some "standards" of research appropriation
suchas a fixed ratio to sales.'" Since such rules are not very flexible,
wecannot assume that all firms will respond to the $74 million in
crease in the present value of new patented inventions. There might
sleo be other considerations preventing firms from. increasing their.
research budgets in response to an increased value of patents; for
example, they may knowhow difficult it is to obtain the specialists

.. they would need, and they may prefer not to bother...For the sake
(If the argument, let us say that the increase in. current research ex
penditures will be $50 million. If total expenditures for research and
development had been,say, $2,000 million, they are now increased
by 2)\percent (i. e., c-2.5) .

. (4) Research. and development expenditures are made for salaries
of scientists, engineers, and supporting personnel, and for the aequisi
tion of. facilities such I1s buildings, apparatus, machines,materials,
and electricity. The supply of human resources of great skill and
learning is. the bottleneck in any attempts to expand research and
development work. When firms have decided upon such an expan
sion,theymay try to find the needed specialists among the teachers

· and advanced students in the universities, but they will also resort to
.raidson the research. staff ofother firms. In the course of their efforts
to secure additional research men to hold those on their staff who are

· offered better jobs elsewhere, .and to replace those who leave, salaries
will rise. The relative rise will. depend on the possibility of attract
.ing.qualified scientists and engineers from other occupations. The
elasticity of supply of qualified research personnel seems to be very
small·~60 '. .--- _ ._ _ __ _._ -.

Assume. that the $2,000 million annually spent on research and
.development haveinvolved the employment of 80,000 scientists and
engineers, .with supporting personnel and facilities; .261 and that one-

:IIl1 "."'*" many companies ** .. reported alsothatthoir research expendttures have represented e.rele
tdvaly-stable percentage of thetr sales tor the past several years: * *_*.Oilicials orsome companies pointed
out Jhat research directors submit a budget based on a proposedprogram but that the company's finance
officersor top management apply a predetermined standardto the totet.. The"type ofstandard most widely
used Is the ratio of research coats to sales." National Science Foundation, science and Engineering in
Arncrl('an,Industry: Final Report-en a 1953-548urvey (1956), p. 47.

2eo"Among the Iactots.reported to place limitations upon the expansion of-company-financed research
and development, the manpower situation appeared to be uppermost in the minds of research officials."
Id., p. 42. "At least half of the companies reported that they were unable to hire enough reseercnscieansts

~ , and engineers to meet their needs .. '" "'.", Id., p. 53. (The last statement seems to indicate that many
, eompeotes nave preferred to "gtve up," rather than .to'ratae thetr bids even further.)

261 This figure Is a reasonable approximation to reality. , In 1953the "average cost" .orresearch and. de
velopment, inlAmerlc.an industry, was found to be $27,000 per sctenust.or engtneer. Id., p. 32.



There is no rea.son why the proportion of inventions that are un
workable on economic grounds should increase as the total. number, of
inventions increases. .Butihere are good reasons why the propor
tion of multiple and substitute inventions should increase when the
total increases. Every age presents its inventors with certain tech
nical problems and, as the number of people engaged in inventive
activities increases, the number of those who work on the same prob
lemswill increase. It is ahnost inevitable that an increasing per
centage of the solutions will overlap.'"
. Another loss is likely to occur between the shelf of usable inventions

arid the shop or factory where they are supposed to be put to actual
work. Firms, at anyone time have limited financial, entrepreneurial,
and managerial resources; if there are more inventions to .. choose
from, this does not mean that more inventions will be reduced to
actual use in production. Busy management cannot get around to
doing all the things that might be done. On the other hand, perhaps
when the innovators can be more selective the quality of inventions
actually applied may be improved. And the emergence of new firms
may be strmulated when people of entrepreneurial ability find that
promising inventions remain unused. . .

Thus, with the proportions of multiple and substitute inventions
increased, and the proportion of usable inventions actually introduced
somewhat reduced, we must indicate that 1 will be smaller than e.
IVe.assume, for purposes of illustration, that the 0.5-percent increase.
in the number of usable inventions made and developed will be con
verted into ano.a-peroent increase in the number of inventions put
to actual use in production (i, e., 1=0.3).. .

.(7) Now the stage is reached where the new technology at work
can raise the productivity of resources. The magnitude of the con
tribution which improved products and new products make to the
national product cannot be. estimated, as was pointed out before.
But. the contribution of cost-reducing inventions can be estimated.
For the sake of simplicity, we are now thinking only in terms of cost
reductions; that is, in terms of increased output per unit of resources.

The new inventions developed and put to work will not affect
productivity in all industries, let alone in all sectors of the economy.
The effects will be concentrated in a few industries and, within .these
industries, .in the production of some particular goods or services.
The economieaachieved may be very impressive in some of these
instances, but their significance in the economy as a whole will, of
necessity, be modest. Even a doubling of output per worker in the
production of a few products is apt to show itself as a small change

. inthe decimalsof the. growth rate of "average productivity" in the
economy. . .

Let us assume that the annual increase of average productivity
would have been 2 percent; that a large part of it is due to the increase
in capital per worker; that the bulk of the increase that is attributable
to technological progress is not related to patentable inventions; and
that one-tenth. of the total growth of productivity, 0.2 percent, can
be-attributed to patented inventions (bearing in mind that this figure
is only a figment of ourimagination), The increase of 0,3 percent in

2a2 If it lsassumed that both the proportlon of unworkable inventions and the proportionofunexpectedly
good inventions are appro::dnlately unchanged when inventive activity is stepped up, and if it is assumed
that thet'open problems" of tbetime are l1mited, the proportion of multiple and substitute inventions must
of_~sity1n~ease,~ Il1ventiveactl:v~tY1s~tensifllid;'.-..



and jcouldbezeroeven if all. the preceding values. were positive.
TI;t~reJ:llaining two "beneficial" factors, g and h, are more likely to be
p~sitive if all others are: .. .... .

... One important moral of the argument is that no one who thinks
it through can be. very sanguine concerning the effects to be expected
in"r~alitY"i and, certaiuly, no one can be at all s';ITeabout any of
thesematt·ers.·· . .. .

L.INTRODUCING ORABOLISHING COMPULSORY LICENSING
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tions and, without reciprocal licenses, might vigorously compete in
the sale of their products. The. situation is different where patents
held by two or more firms cover complementary-inventions, so that

.without.. cross-licensing none of the firms could produce efficiently;
If firms refuse to license .each other under patents on complementary
inventions, or if firms refuse. to license the owner of dependent patents,
unless they are permitted to stipulate restrictions of use, output,
markets, or prices, prohibition of restrictive licensing would interfere
Wl.·th. effi.cient p.roduction ".'-ex.cept if lie.ensing in such cases. w.ere
compulsory.: In many countries this is accomplished by compelling
the issuance of licenses to any applicant who can show that his o~
patent cannot be worked withoutpermissiou to use an invention
covered by another patent under which he wants to be licensed,alld
who is willing to grant a reciprocal license.''' Thus, the effects of
outlawing restrictive licensing cannot be analyzed without consider
ing, or maldng an assumption concerning, the status of patents which
foreclose the use, or efficient use, of inventions patented by others.

Assuming then that licensing under such complementary and
dependent patents is compulsory, the general prohibition of restrictive
licensing would undoubtedly weaken the market control exercised
by patentees who would agree on an amicable sharing of markets
when they agree to the sharing of their inventions. Would this
reduction. of monopoly power substantially reduce the incentive
effe?ts: of patents? , To 'be, sure, restrictive ,license agreements can

. increase considerably the profits of a patentee. But, much as this
might ,!-ffect the value of his patents, it would hardly, be taken into
account at the stage when he plans his investment outlays for industrial
research and development work. The possibility of using patents as
instruments of lawful collusion is in the nature of a windfall to the
owner, and only rarely, or perhaps never, an effective anticipation for
an investor in research and development directed toward eventually
patentable inventions, At the time. when a research project is formu
lated, neither the inventorsnor the firm that finances them are likely to
think of the restrictive license agreements that may be made \IUder
the hoped-for patents."? The increased profits from the increased
strength of his monopoly position are imputed not to future patents
on future inventions, but rather to existing patents. But the value of
existing patents is irrelevant for the problem of technological prog
ress.'71 .What counts in this respect is the anticipation of profits from'
future patents, and these anticipations are unlikely to include the
extra.',gains from making restrictive license agreements. Hence,
whether such gains 'Ire actually possible or not possible-s-depending
on the permissibility or prohibition of restrictive licensing-should
make no difference for the incentive effects of the patent system.

This conclusion, if correct, has implications for patent law and
policy. It strengthens the cases for forceful proceedings to remedy

2G8Thls statement presupposes that the patents are valid; otherwise tbose whn were denied a license
may defy the patentee and win in the suit for infringement. "The possibility of "inventing around" the
patents doesnot contradict the statement.tn the text, because the waste lnvolved in this unnecessary activitr
makes it equivalent to Inefflclentproduotion. , " "

26V Corwin D. Edwards, op. cit.,·supra, note 166, p. 242. Edwards recommends that such a provision
"should be incorporated in American patent law." Ibld.

110Ifrestrlctive licensing really figured so prominently in the thinking of a company, they probably have
some ~xlsting patents to use as a frame for the arrangement; It could probably be shown that restrictive
licensing Is usually done under a whole series of patents. ~

271 The high veiue cr existing patents may of course be a politlcal~psYchological aid innurturing the anttct
patfona that are supposed to be erfecttve: the anticlpated values Of anticillated patents on anticipated
Inventions, -
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collections of technical knowledge could be compiled, perhaps no
less efficiently, by' special agencies in the absence ·of patents.'''
. Apart from any effects upon the size of the national income, the'
patent system affects the distribution of income. Indeed this is its
purpose from the point of view of the "just reward" theory: to trans
fer-some of the income increase produced by newly invented tech
nologyto. the people responsible for it. The recipients of this .incollle
transfer are often pictured to be those ingenious, independent fellows
called "garret inventors" or "basement-inventors"} it 'was. said .that
they would be helped by the patent system in their endeavors to go _
into business for themselves or to sell theirrights to one of the several
businessmen competing to acquire these rights for practical applica-

'tion. of the inventions. '. Yet this is .nothowthings work today.
The majority ·of "inventors" are employees of corporations, many
working on .the staff of research departments of very big firms,'"
The income transferred from the consumers is received by thecorpo
rations to cover their research and development cost (if written off
immediately) ,or as part oftheirprofit either to be-reinvested (perhaps
inresearch equipment and innovationsjor to be distributed to stock
holders. Is what the consumers pay on this score (as part of the
price of the goods and services they buy) more, or is it less, than the
increase in real income which results-e-has resulted? will result?~

from the corporate research and development work? If it is. true
t)latthetotal outlay for such work is increased under the patent
incentive, this increase means more demand for research personnel
and.thuswill raisethe salaries of the entire staff, old and new,although
it is ouly the additions to the staff that will increase the rate at which
.newteohriology. is created. If the supply of research workers should
.be 'completely-inelastic, there will be only increased salaries but not
more inventing; .nnd if the corporations should know this, or for any
other reasons fail to increase their outlays for inventive and innovate
Ingactivities, there will be' ouly increased corporate profits resulting
.from the patent system. Bunonenevercan tell,perhaps the income
redistribution accomplished•by the system. is only a' modest portion
of, ·the increase innational-product which the system induces and
which. would not occur without it. .
.. The incentive effects of the patent.system.iwhich are supposed to

yield-the new inventions and innovations which in turn produce an
increase. in national output, are. the. result ofprofit expectations based
onrestrictiona.ofthe output produced with the aid of the patented
iriventions.These .output restrictions' are the very essence of the .
patent system because only by restricting output below the competi
tive level can the patent secure an income to its owner. There need
not be any contradiction between the output restrictions and output
.expansions effected. by ,the patent system. While. each existing
patent may restrict the utilizationofa recently developed piece of
technology and thus reduce the' output. of particular products in

m It is difficult to' compare two methods of dissemination if one of thein has not been' tried. _Would-the
','compilers" be able to get the cooperation of industIY?, Would -tbe prestige of pubhe recogmtion be.en
induc~melltformaking information available to.the compilers? It must be home in mind teat the present
method ofdisclosure isnotdesigued to inform and to instruct; 011 the contrary, patent applicants often try to
discloseasIittlc as possible, and only in terms of the claims of the patents. "Diaaemlnatton'tmight be more
effectively achieved by dJfferentmethods.· .. .•. _ ' .. . '..'
~78From1939to 1955, 343,125 U, S~ patents, or 58.51percent of the total, were issued to corporations. (They

owneven a larger portion of all patents.) The degree of"concentration" is reflected in the fact that 104,110
oft1:Jese patents were issued. to oniv.as corporattons," Patent Office (Federico), Distribution of Patents
Issuedto Corporations,(193~55)',Senate Patent Study No.3 (195'i'). '



elimination of profits" one might think that without patent protection
it would not pay to invent. and to innovate, and that firms could not
afford to invest in research and development. On the strength of the
theory of the "sufficiency of the innovator's headstart" one might
think that many innovatorswould have enough time to recover their
costs of innovation. But on the strength of the theory of the "nearly
perfect competition from imitators" one might think that few inno
vatorswould get awa, withoutlosses., ..

No conclusive empirical evidence is available to decide this conflict.
oftheories. That the automobile industry developed partly despite
patents (when it still had to overcome the barrier ofthe basic Selden
patent) and partly independently of patents (since Hi refrained from
enforcing the exclusive rights obtained) is some presumptive evidence
against the theory of the need for patent protection. That in Switzer
land and the Netherlands industrial development proceeded rapidly
when these countries had no patent laws is not conclusive because,
one might say, they shared the fruits of the patent systems elsewhere
and profited from the free imitation of technologies developed abroad-e
an instance of sharing the benefits without sharing the cost. That
experts in the chemical, electronic, and other industries testify that
their firms could not maintain their research laboratories without
patent protection may persuade some, but probably should be dis-

. counted as self-serving testimony. That countries with patent laws
have made rapid technical progress does not compel the inference
that their progress would have been. slower without patent .laws.
None. of the empirical evidence at our disposal and none of the theo
retical arguments presented either confirms or confutes the belief that
the patent system has promoted the progress of the technical arts and
the productivity of the economy. .

O. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The statements winding up the discussion in the preceding section
look like a disappointingly inconclusive conclusion of a ratherlengthy
economic review of the patent system. Some explanatory remarks,
therefore, seem to be in order.

It should be said, first of all, that scholars must not lack the courage
to admit freely that there are many questions to which definite
answers are not possible, or not yet possible. They need not be
ashamed of coming forth with a frank declaration of ignorance.
And they may make a contribution to knowledge if they state the
reasons why they do not know the answers, and what kind of objective
information they would have to have for an approach toward the
answers.

The "inconclusive conclusion," it will be remembered, referred to an
attempted "Evaluation of the Patent System as a Whole." The
literature abounds with discussions of the "economic consequences"
of the patent system, purporting to present definitive judgments,

. without even stating the assumptions Oil which the arguments are
based, let alone submitting supporting evidence for the actual
realization of these assumptions. No economist, on the basis of
present knowledge, could possibly state with certainty that the patent
system, as it now operates, confers a net benefit or a net loss upon
society. The best he can do is to state. assumptions and make

o
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guesses-about the extent to .whichreality corresponds to these
assumptIons.' '.' .:.'.". . ." . .

.Ifone does not know whether a system "as a whole" (in contrast to
certain features of it) is good or bad, the safest "policy conclusion"is to
"IIl\i.ddlethrough"-either with it, if one has long lived with it,.or
without it, if one has lived without it. Ifwe did not have a patent
system, it would be irresponsible, on the basis of our present knowl
edge of its economic' consequences, . to..recommend instituting·one.
Brit since we have had a patent system fora long time, it .wouldbe
irresponsible, on the basis oLour present knowledge, to recommend
abolishing it. Tills last statement refers to.,a country such as the
United States of America-e-not to a small country and nota pre
dominantly nonindustrial oountry.cwhereadifferent weightofargu
mentznight .well suggest another conclusion.

'While •the student. oLthe economics' of the-patent: system. must,'
provisionally, disqualify himself on the question of the effects of the
system as a wholeon a large industrial economy, he need not disqualify
himselfasa judge ofproposed changes in the existing system; While
eoonomic analysis does not yet provide a basis-for choosing between
'fall or Ilothing,"it 'does provide a sufficiently firm basis for decisions
about "a little more or a little less" of variousingredients of the .pat~nt

system. <Factual dataoLvarious kinds may be needed even before
some of these decisions can be made with, confidence, But a team' .of
well-trained economic researchers and analysts should be able to
obtain enough •information. to reach competent conclusions OIl .ques
tions ofpatent reform> The kindoLanalysis that.rcould: form. the
framework for such research has been indicated in the 'present study,.
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particular industries, the system as a whole may promote the develop
ment and application of ever new technologies and thus permit an
accelerated increase in national product. One is reminded of the
famous analogy of the automobile brakes which permit motorists to
drive with greater speed. 2

" The patents are here likened to, the
brakes which the "drivers" (entrepreneurs) in the economy can apply
and which are to give them the courage to accelerate its progress.""
The "braking" is the. direct and absolutely certain effect, the en
couragement is only an indirect effect and not quite so certain, though
rather plausible. The output restrictions based on patents are
primary effects and testable; the incentive effects are secondary and
more conjectural. • . .

These incentives are supposed to generate technological inventions
plus innovations-innovation being the first commercial application
Of a new idea. Invention without application is useless; practical
application may depend on patent protection even where invention
does not. Thus, even if the patent system were proved to be un
necessary for the promotion of invention-that is, if an adequate flow
of inventions were forthcoming without patent incentive-c-patents
might still be needed as encouragement for investment and enterprise
to introduce untried techniques and products."

To be eager to do something is not enough if the necessary funds are
lacking. Some observers have placed less emphasis on the need for
patents as an incentive for investment in industrial researoh.tdevelop
ment, and practical innovation than on the need for them as sources
ofjinance for such investment. Theyhave argued that onlythe monop
oly profits derived from existing market positions based on past
patents can-provide the funds for new incentive work and innovating
ventures. This argument was perhaps suggested by the observation
that the largest research laboratories are in fact maintained by corpo
rations with the strongest patent positions and with high and stable
earnings. 'I'his, however, does not mean that other firms, not drawing
on patent-monopoly profits, could not afford to invest in research.
What it probably does mean is that the patent system, because of
certain scientific and technological developments of the time, favors
certain types of industry, such as chemical and electronic, and that
this occasions both the accumulation of masses of patents and 'the
intensive search for new patentable inventions in these industries.
But even this explanation probably exaggerates the role of patent
monopolies in industrial research. It seems very likely that even
without any patents, past,' present, or future, firms in-these industries
would carry "on research, development, and innovation because the
opportunities for the search for new processes and new products are
so excellent in. these fields that. no firm could hope to maintain its
position in the industry if it did not constantly strive to keep ahead of
its competitors by developing and using new technologies. .: .

We' find ourselves confronted with conflicting theories. On the
basis of the theory of the "competitive compulsion to keep ahead"
one might think t~at firms would invent and innovate even ",ithout
patent protection.. But on the basis of the theory of the "competitive

m Joseph A. gchumpeter Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (i9~2), p. 88.
m The analogy bas proved-remarkably persuasive although it does not fit the patent story in two'easentlal

pclntsi the' motorist applies-the brakes to hisown car when it runs tooImt, the patentee applies brakes in
order to slowdown or step others, regardless ofhow jMt orcauti0U8ly theyproceed. _ _ -- _,

2T~ Of. the remark by Judge Frank in Picardv. United Aircraft Corp., 128 F; 2d, 632, 643 (2d Orr. 1942).
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"abuse ofthepatent monopoly," for vigorousantltmstprosecutions
against, restrictive contracte.i.and-forta general .prohibition of all
restrictive licensing if this prohibition is, coupled with provisions .for
compulsory licensing under complementary .and dependentipatents.

EVALUATION"OF:,.TH,Er 'PATENT ,SYSTEM:, AS')';;. WHOLE

:A,:coIIlpari~on,ey~;'th()ij~hsl'ecW~tive;J{thelllcieIIient~l \'erH)~t~'
and costs associated with a,little more .ore little!ess patent protection, ,
is .morefeasible than-is an;>ttemp,~toassessthe "total effect~"plthe:
system: An. economic eyaluati()lfof)ohe patent system as ~,wl;lOle:,
implies ~n allalysis of thediffer,encesbetweenitsexisterice~rid n()llC
exi~tence----:pe:rhapsa. hopeless task. "<~everthelessseveralditferent •.
effects; some •beneficial; somehanmfu], have been attributed.ro the .
operation ofthepatenteystem, and rnust ller.eYieVed in.ariattCIfIpt ,
at evaluation." "'." .",.' •. "''''''':'] ..... <,.:;......".,; •. :.., -.c:

That the. patent systelll.succeeds,in. eliqitingthedlsclosW:8 of·;
technological seeretais a claim. f\yi4ely~sserted, . though often. 4elfied.
The chief ·qllestioniswhether, byand .large, the period overvhich
inventions could be kept. secret, or illwhich the first inventionv()uld.
not beduplicated.. by other inventors, is longer thl\nthePeri()d)or,
whichp.atelfts are granted... ,Anegativeanswer. is, stronglysuggected
by the simple reflection th~tinventibrisprobably.l\r.e,.patentedonly
when the inventor or user fears that ()thers would soon find OJlthic
secret or independently come upon the.ameidea. '. It:,wouldfolloW
tll~t .the' patent system can elicit. onlythoce . technological, secrets
which without. a patent system would be likely tobe dispersed e:Vim
sooner than .they becomefreefor publiouse underpabentprotection. ,"

This, c()Ilchrsion disregards the possibility that .allthecompetitors
who eyelltually find out.aboutthe novel.technology orfind.it ind"7'
pendently will try to liceep,it,secr.et. " However, this would be a"secret'~.
shared byall.whose knowledge really.matters, ' For if there is enough .
competition among those who are "in the know," the .interestsofthe
community are safeguarded. ..Buttllere isanotheradvantag" in;
prompt .and .full disclosure. under. the patent system, which is not se- ,
cured through. the.process.ofindividual detection ormultiple invention...
Disclosure of an.inventionthrough the patent grantmay. give"id~as",
to technicians in other industries whowouldnot, as a rule, go.out .
of. their ways to "find" the technical.information in .questionbuf may
be glad to take a hint when it is "thrown'Iat them through publication.
in.the official gazette. Inother words, dissemination ofteChnicl\]jdeas
to outsiders should be. considered, separately from the av~ilability
of ..the invention to those who would. like to. use it in competition
with the first inventor.'..... ..... .,', ", ", ..,' ."

.The claimthat the patent system seivestodisseminate technological
information, and that this accelerates. the growth of'productivity.in
the economy, is not questiolledc , In some countries, thou~hnot.ill, .
aU,the patentofflces have collectedand made publicly available the
vast 'amount, of technical information contained in,the.hlllfdreds()f
thousands of patents, current and, past. But,vhilethisctore,of
knowledge in public print.is a very'desirablebyproduct of thepatertt,
system•. it, is not necessarily dependent on it; conceivably".illlilar·
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The argument sketched here W3.S restricted to .considerations of the
comparative effectiveness of the system in stimulating invention and
of. the comparative rates of ntilization of patented technology that
has proven itself commercially successful. Thus, the argument did
not extend to considerations of the comparative effectiveness of the
systemin stimulating innovation and. of the comparative utilization
of patented technology that has not yet proven itself commercially
successful. Where there is still a long and difficult way from the
patented invention to its first commercial application, where much,
investment at high risk is required before the invention can be reduced
to practice, compulsory licensing may beaserious deterrent.t" •. No
technique of analyzing this problem has been.found thus far. Thereis
not even the legal presumption concemingithe (constitutional)
validity of the objective: .tostimulate, not invention, but innovating
enterprise based on invention. Nor have economic theories been
offered. to show that innovation based on patentable and patented
invention is in any respect preferable, from the point of .viewof
economic welfare or progress, to other kinds of innovation. If the
assumption of chronic stagnation and continuous deficiency of invest
ment opportunities in a free competitive economy is rejected, one has
to present reasons why investment should be channeled away from
'other outlets and toward innovating enterprise centered on patent
protection. If the reasons for this redirection of investment are
accepted, perhaps the underlying theories will suggest the type of
analysis suitable to examine the positive and negative effects of various
compulsory licensing. schemes.

M..PROHIBITING OR PERMITTING RESTIUCTIVE LICENSING

Perhaps. one can coine closer to an answer'regarding the similarly
controversial question of the. admissibility or prohibitionof restrictive
licensing. It is often denied that restrictive licensing can increase the
monopoly power of the patentee. 266 Under his exclusive right he
may-in the United States-e-produoe and sell as much or as little as
he wants and may price his products as he pleases. If he agrees to
license others under his patents under conditions which restrict the
uses of his inventions, or the volume of output, the market outlets,
and the selling prices, is he extending his monopoly or is he relaxing
it by letting others share in the use of his inventions? • . ... '

No general answer is possible. Just as cartels and other coordi
nated oligopolies are sometimes more restrictive, sometimes less re
strictive than "perfect monopolies," the restricted sharing of exclusive
patent rights may be more restrictive or less restrictive than their
exploitation by a single patentee. . Court cases involving various
industries in the United States have shown the use of patent agree
ments as instruments of very tight output and price cartels, domestic
or international; in these instances restrictivelicensing has undoubt
edly strengthened the monopoly power of patentees.'" This is par
ticularly clear where different firms hold patents on substituteinven-

263 Those who stress the need of protection of perfect excllisivity. in order to attract the venttirecapit3r
required for perfecting, adapting, and eventually applying a patented invention;implicitlyadmit that the
invention as patented doesnot yet "work"; or that the way It works it doesnot yet have "utility."" "
~& For example, George E. Folk, Patents-end Industria) Progress (l942)'pp.'12, 16. , ' , " '_'_
267 Cf. Corwin D. Edwards, Economic and Political Aspects of Inwrnat(onal-Carfuls,Monograph Nod,

Subcommittee on War Mobilization of the Senate' Committee on Military Affairs, 78th Oong.,'2dsess.
(1944). . . '.. . ,
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patented inventions applied in actual production, if instrUliJ.entaliri
enhancing average productivity at the same rate as the other patented

. inventions, would then contribute an 0.06-percent increase in a"erage
productivity (g). ... . .... .. " .. . •. ., .... . •.••..

(8) What would this mean in terms of total national product? . This
will depend on its current size, of course, and on the possibility of
reemploying the economized resources in equally productivepursuits.
Such a possibility may not exist. The productive factors displaced
in one use may be employable elsewhere, if atall;ouly with reduced
compensation because of reduced "value productivity," . Moreover,
account may have to be taken. of an accelerated obsolespence ..of
capital, of transfer losses of capital and transfer costs of labor, of losses'
in labor skills, etc. .' .... ,'. .. . . . • "

For reasons such as these.we shall assume that thp national product.
will increase by ouly 0.04 percent (h), If its size hadbeen $300 bil
lion-with this assumption we are, I am afraid, coming nearpr to the
United States national income than tothat of any otherccuntry-i-its
induced increase would be $120 million. ,

(9) We have reached now the item which is negative byhypot~eSis,
since the whole incentive theory is based on it: the ,restriction of ~U£Plit
in the 17th year of the patent monopoly. Here we encounter a timing
problem: during the first 16 years after the I-year extensi(jn,ofthe
patent grant becomes effective, the Nation would not incur theco~ts
of additional restrictions (assuming that the termsof patentealready
issued would not be lengthened). Only afterthe transitiollperi(j~
is over will the losses due to restrictions becomeeffective.J'h,esp>
restrictions would apply, of course, not merely to inventions made
under the stimulus of the extension of the duration of patents (or under
the stimulus of patents in general), but to an patented inventiol1siriuse., On the other' hand, the fact that only a small percentage ofin~

ventions remain usablsfor the entire life of the patent limits c(jrisid:'
erably thesize of the output loss during the added year ofprotecti(jl1'

The assumption we make for the output loss due to the restripti(jns
in the extra year will decide whether the total calculation comes out
with a net gain for society or with a net loss. Despite the repe~ted

insistence that these are not "estimates" but arbitrary ~ssumptiolls,
the danger of offending sensibilities is great; it may be averted by
making two alternative assumptions: If the loss ofproducts duetotb.,e
restricted use of patented technology in the 17th year of the P"tent
~ant is one-fiftieth of 1 percent of the national product, it ",ould
amount to $60 mi1Iion (or one-half of the increase credited to'the
extension of the grant); if the loss is one-twentieth of 1 percellt, it,
would be $150 million (or a little more than the increase credited-to
the extension) .. It should be remembered that this negative factor
(i) reflects only the cost of restrictions, not the othe,r cost items, such
as thpcost of invention. .. ...,.,.... ,. . . .

Summing up this lengthy exercise in "imaginary numbers,"it may
first be noted that only positive numbers were chosen for all c(jpf
fieients from a to h: 4.0, 3.0, 2.5, 0.8, 0.5, 0.3, 0,06, 0.04 percent,
respectively. , A negative number, or zero, for a,j:hough not unlikely
at all, would have ended the story in its first chapter. .A.~erg.:Y~ltl~
for c would appear quite plausible, even, with cpositive.c andb
Another zero might be unavoidable at certain ,times for d.That. e
may easily be negative during transition periods has been pointed out,
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half of the total was for professional salaries-. Assume further that
the additional expenditures of $50 million a"e divided in the same
way, 'so that another $25 million became available for salaries .of
scientists and engineers. If the elasticity of supply is, let us say, 0.5
(which means that a 5 percent increase in manpower supplied would
require a 10 percent increase in salary), an increase in the professional
payroll by 2% percent would mean a 1.6 percent increase in average
salary and a 0.8 percent increase in the size of the professional staff.
(Thus, d=0.8.) In absolute numbers, the average salary would rise
from $12,500 to $12,700 and the number of scientists and engineers
engaged in research and development would rise from 80,000 to
80,640.. .

(5) What results can be expected from this increase of the research
and development staff by less than 1 percent? If transitionperiods
are not neglected as pertinent for a practical evaluation of the case,
the possibility must be faced that "output"-inventions-will be re
duced instead of increased. Since the staff increase of many indi
vidual firms was partly achieved by raids upon other organizations,
the turnover rate of personnel must have increased, with an associated
loss indirectly applicable information and experience. It is a fact that
the first months, perhaps years, of a specialist on a new assignment.
may be nothing but a "learning period." In his old position, eng'aged
in research on problems he has studied for some time, he might have
come up sooner or later with new and useful ideas. This chance is
likely to be lost when he. moves to a new position, new problems,
perhaps a field quite new to him.

There may be a partly offsetting advantage in this turnover: ideas
developed in one area may turn out to be applicable in other areas,
and the transfer of specialized knowledge may open up new tech
nological vistas. Thus, the turnover of research and development
personnel may in the long run be productive of new inventions. In
the short run, however, it is sure to prove disruptive and to reduce
the number of technological ideas developed.

Apart from the effects of staff turnover, .the increase in staff may
be expected to increase its output s~mewhat. There are indications
that the law of diminishing returns operates also in the production
of inventions, and probably quite drastically beyond some point, but
whether that point has been reached is an open question. For the
sake of this illustration let us assume that the 0.8 percent increase in
the research and development staff will turn out it 0.5 percent increase
in newinventions (i. e., e=0.5).

(6) A considerable proportion of all inventions are eliminated
from the output of inventive activity as duplicate (or multiple) in
ventions: it happens frequently that two or more inventors or-inventor
groups arrive at the same invention approximately simultaneously;
one ofthem is adjudged to be the first, the others are out. Another
portion of new inventions is eliminated as inferior substitutes; they
are 'patented, of'course, but are :doomedto .remain von paper." _. ~
third group of inventions, though novel and useful and therefore
patented, are economically not workable. Is there a presumption
that the distribution of new inventions among the various workable
and unworkable categories remains approximately the same as in
vestment activity is stepped up?
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Assume that the "annual crop"oreconomicallyworkableinven
tions has been expected, with the 16-year protection, to earn for the
patent owners $5. billion over the lifetime of. the patents. If all
inventions and all patents remained good for the full duration.ofthe
patent grant, its extension by 1 year would mean a maximum increase
of profits of the type (i) by M". or 6.25. percent. Bnt noone can he
that. optimistic.. Evenvety excellenb.newproduots, .new.machines,
or new processes may become obsolete much faster than in 16 or 17
years. Only a small proportion of all patented inventions can be ex- .
pected to "live out" the duration of the monopolygrant.. Let us
then, rather arbitrarily, lower the expectedincrease in expected profits
from 6.25 to 3 percent of the $5 billion; thatis, $150 million (which
still reflects an extraordinary optimism). Let us.then add another $50.
million for profits of the type (ii), that is, for profits from inventions
that would have been too. costly to bemadewithoutextended protec
tion.. Thus, altogether $200million in new profits, or 4. percent (the
coeflicienta=4.0) of the $5 billion, will be expected, thanks to the
extra year. ·u··.,' ,,'«,·u'·."'i'

Strictly speaking, only the $50 .million, and not the $150 million,
may bea bait for new ventures .in research anddeyelopment; .the,
$150 million of profits of the type (i) are more in 10])." nature of wind
falls than of spurs to action. But we shallmake the heroic assumption
that the entire $200 million increase in expected profits may fulfill .the
function 'customarily attributed to the profit motive. .., ,; ....

There is at least one consideration which might compel a drastic
reduction of this figure, perhaps even to zero Or a negative magnitude.
The desire of firms to develop or acquire new patentable invontionsis
partly influenced by their desire "to have something that others have
not got."New patents often are wantedonly to replace old ones-that
are.expiring} in other words,some of the demand f'orpatentedinven
tions is a replacement demand. Ifthelife.ofpateritsis prolonged,the
replacement demand is reduced. Individual sources of monopoly
profits must be replaced before they dry up; if they last longer,the
replacement becomes less urgent and can be put off. To some firms,
then,the value of the new patents of extended duration may fall,
rather than rise, because they are wanted chiefly as substitutes-e-and
substitution becomes less necessary.

Should this consideration weigh heavily with many firms, all in
crease in the number of patented inventions would not add toth:e
profits expected from the hitherto planned crop of inventions; indeed a
smallercrop might do."8 .,. .. .: ,: .'..'

We do not want the train of our argument to come to a dead stop
at the very first station of a long line. Let us then merely note the
qualification, but neglect 'it.-in our calculations, andgo ahead: with .
our assumption that the profits expected from new patented inven
tions are increased by4 percent, that is; by $200 million .
. (2) These additional profits are expected to be oolleotedinthe.laet

year of the life of the patents, that is 17 years from now. The present
value of $1 due in 17 years is 51 cents if the interest rate is 4 percent,
and 44 cents or 37 cents if the interest rate is 5 or 6 percent, respec- .
tively. There should really be a higher "discount" for risk and uncer
tainty-but let us assume that 6 percent is enough on all three sqores.

2~8 An ofl'setting consideration relates to funis waiting impatiently for tbe patents of their conipetitors'to
expire so that they can use tbe patented inventions. The longer the duration of patents the greater the
inducement to "invent around."
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(Such additional output restrictiolJ.s would riot be limited to the. tech
nology created under the incentive of the extended patent monopoly,"
but may involve all patented technology in use.) This possible
decrease in national product constitutes item 4 of the six cost items
previously enumerated. For a complete analysis one will also have to
inquire which of the other five cost items may be increased, and by
how much, as a reslJ.lt of the increase in the length, strength, or scope
of the patent monopoly.

K. SHORTENING OR LENGTHENING THE DURATION OF PATENTS

The '''succession of transmissions", or- "transformations.v-begin
ning with. an extension of patent protection and ending (if.everything
works out without a hitch along the line) with an increase in national
product (and otherwise with a decrease), may be illustrated by
sketching an analysis of the effects of an increase in the duration of
patents, say from 16 to 17, or from 17 to 18 years: .

(1) The increase in the duration of patents by 1 year may increase
profits expected from new patents by A dollars to be received after
17 years, or by a percent of the total profits expected.

(2) This increase in expected profits by a percent, or by A dollars, .
to be received 17 years from now, will be equivalent, with appro
priate discounting for ilJ.terest, risk, and uncertainty, to a "certain"
increase by B present dollars, or by b percent of the present value
of the total profits expected from new patents. . .

(3) This increase of b percent ill. th~ ;present dollar value of future
returns may, depending on the availability of funds and on the oppor
tunity cost 25" of using them for other purposes, induce an increase
in current expenditures for research and development work by
c percent or C dollars.

(4) This increase in research expenditures by c percent involves an
increase in the demand for physicists, chemists, engineers, and all sorts
of specialists, and may, depending on the supply of such human re
sources, lead to a transfer of manpower from various activities and
thus to an increase in manpower allocated to research and development
by d percent. . ' •...... •.

(5) This increase of d percent in the manpower allocated to research
and development work may reslJ.lt in an increase of e percent ill the
number of new and useflJ.l technological ideas.

(6) This increase of e percent in new technological ideas will prob
ably include an elJ.larged portion of duplicate or substitute inventions,
or of otherwise unusable in ventions, and hence may lead to an increase
of onlyjpercent in new technology reduced to actual use in production.

(7) This increase ofjpercent ilJ. new technology actually appliedilJ.
production may permit an increase of g percent in the output per unit
of productive services (hour of labor, acre of land, ton of coal, etc.) in
particular uses (provided that in estimating this increase qualitative
changes in final product are in some way quantified).

(8) This increase of g percent in the per-unit-productivity of certain
services used ilJ. certain liD;es of production may permit an incroaseo]
h, percent in the national product, or an increase in product valued at.
H dollars. . .. ..... .

2lOa Cost-is fhe value' of'forgone opportunltjee. "If a firm can obtriin,U:pt6zmllIion; dollars,' though not
more,in loan orequity capitalat a rataa/interest of.5percent,but can1,1seall oUt forInvestments-yielding
at least 12 percentrany money outlay which the firm 15 C9nslderJng~woilldC<lmpel it to forgo a return or 12

. percent; thus the 'opportunity cost" oHunds to the firm is 12percent.
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"obstructions andenoumbranoesvwhioh patents may put in thi,,,,ay
of others,. to wit, .potentialinventors and innovators, and which.keep
them from engaging in:industrial·~esearch.in.c~rtaiIl·directions,-;from
working on ideas the development of whichseefus blocked, or from
undertaking innovations which, though not really infringing any
patents,might incite harassing litigation, Thus not only istheu~e

of existing technology restricted-c-this, to some extent, .is intended by
the patent system-but possible developments ofnew technology may
be interfered with by existing patents. .•.. . .'. .' .'.' .•.•....•..•

Three other cost items also have to be taken into account: '(I)th<!
cost of operating the patent system,which means chiefly the input of
administrative, legal, technical, and clerical ability in government,
industry, and law offices; (2) the c,!st of inventing, which is primarily
the use for industrial research and development work of scientific and
engineering personnel withheld from other. activities; and (3) the cost
ofinnovating, which collsists of faster obsolescence of capital goods and.
of losses due to more frequent transfers of human and material
resources. _ ': _ "." '. ''.' _;', _ ",' _""" "'-;'.,:_

Thus,. the benefits derived from the patent system consist' in the
increase in national product attributable to technological innovations
which are "generated" by the system in the.seJ:ise that they would not.
come into being without patent incentive orwouldarise only at a later
time. The costs, or ,:,egativyitems to be set against the benefits'9all
be organized under sixheading: (1) the operatmgcost of the patent
system, (2) the cost of inventing, (3) the cost of innovating,(4) the
cost of immanent restrictions in the use of patented invelltioll",
(5) the cost of transcendent restrictions uponproduction as a res\1lt.of
general monopoly control strengthened through patent I'0sition~,aIld
(6) the cost of obstructions and encumbranc~s to potentialmventor~
and innovators. Most patent experts take it for grantedthattlie.
"generating capacity" of the system is great, and that.its restricting

,and obstructing effects, as well as the other cost elements, l're,neg
ligible. Of course, no ready means of measuring the positive all4
negative effects are available, but one should expecta.t least sOIlle
theoretical analysis' to precede pronouncements on the 'largeness of
net. benefits. .' " .. . ,'. ..' '. ,. ' . •. . . ••'

To illustrate, one of thesixc'!st itemsmay be singled out atthispoint
because it has a bearing on the most. essential arguments:' the c,!st()f
inventing. One must assume that beyond. a certain volupe of
inventive activity the .cost of inventions increases rapidly, because
the "production of inventions" is liable to become subject to drl'sticl'lly
diminishing (if not zero). returns 255. and, moreover,', the supply of
inventive talent is, beyond a point, highly inelastic.' If inventive.

2!.i "Dimltlisbing rettiins'; in theimhse'i.ised herert1ean tb'atthe"outp~t",Ii:lcreaSes at~ small~rprhp6itiijri
than the "input," so that ,the cost per unit of output Increases. There is usually a phaseof,"irim:easmg,
returnsv-e-where output increases proportionally. faster than input~before diminishing returns set Ill;
It is quite possible, therefore, that a nation can stili increase the production of inventions at increasing
returns: tbat, for ex.ample, a to-percent tncreese tn t':e inventive talent eIl?-ployed for indus~ri~lrese~rch
and development wlll produce a ze-percenc iucrease III the flow of Inventions. Moreover, It,IS:posslble
that inventive activity atone time.goes on under drastically diminishing returns, but then an important
scientific discovery suddenly opens up such a wealth of problems ofpractical application that the produetlon
QfinventionsmovesintoanotberpbaseofincreasingretuTl1s.. ,," ",,' .. ", .:

Even if a nation bas allocated enough resources to tbe production of inventions to have pushed It rer.tnto
the range of diminishing returns, tbis need not mean that too many resources have been so allocated, Indeed,
economists can explain why productdon is most efficient under diminishing returns. Thus, it is not' to
charge wastefulness if It ls said that the production ortnvennons is subject to diminishing returns. It mar
be well worth trymg for a a-percent increase in the flow of inventions at tbe expense of a tu-pencent tncreese
in theemployment of research personnel. All that the possibility of "drastically diminishing returns"
should mean to us is that we ought to watch the cost and not be deluded by the false hope that a given
percentage increase in research staff will always yield the same percentage increase in inventions.
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patented or unpatented; the social v-alue of the annual crop ofpatented
inventions; and, lastly, the social value of the annual crop of patent
generated inventions, that is, of inventions that would not have been
made or developed had it not been for the incentives afforded by the
patent system. This increment oj invention that is attributable to
the operation oj the patent system is probably of relevance to an evalua
tion of the patent system as a whole. But there is yet another magni
tude, perhaps even more interesting for the problems before us: the
(positive or negative) increment oj invention that is attributable to
certain changes in the patent system. The possibility of analyzing
these two increments will occupy us in the next sections.

J.THE COST 'AND VALUE OF ADDITIONAL INVENTIONS

The analysis of the "increment of invention" attributable to the
operation of the patent system, or to certain changes in the patent
system, can only be highly speculative, because no experimental tests
can be devised to isolate the effects of patent protection from all
other changes that are going on in the economy.

May we "dream up" some experimental testing of the differences
between a world with patents and one without patents? Let us
duplicate our world, so that we have two worlds identical in .every
respect, except that one shall have a patent system and the other shall'
.not

j
· and then let us observe, for 50 years or so, these identical twin

wor ds and see what happens. And let us also have identical twin
worlds of the years 1700, 1750, 1800, 1850, and 1900, one of the twins
always with and the other without a patent system. It is conceivable'
that such "experiments" would yield trustworthy results, especially
if we were able to repeat them and control some of the other factors
that might make a difference to the rate of technological progress.
It is also conceivable that the findings would be somewhat inconsistent:
For example, the worlds of 1700 and 1750 might show superior progress
in the specimen equipped with patent systems; the worlds of 1800
might show no differences in the rates of progress; and the worlds of
more recent vintage might show faster progress in the specimen without
patents. Such findings would be in accord with the hunches of some
writers of the late 19th century, who hypothesized that the patent
system may have been useful in kindling the spirit of inventive ambi
tion, but is unnecessary or harmful once industrial inventiveness is
sufficiently developed.''' Yet there is no use imagining the findings
of the imaginary experiments. There are no real experiments that
can answer our questions and we have to fall back on speculative
analysis, on inferring conclusions from assumptions which, on the
basis of common experience ("casual empiricism"), seem to be the
most plausible. '

One may be fussy and contend that it makesno sense"to speak of
an "increment of invention" (attributable to the patent$;ystem) be
cause inventions can be neither counted nor weighed norjmeasured in
any practical way. Perfectly true. Inventions can often be sub
divided or fused, and hence counting is arbitrary; andeven if one

2W "The wisdom of Qur ancestors is not discredited when.mow that circumstances have completely
changed, we abandon a system of restraints that is no longer tenable. Brltfsh manufacturers have outgrown
the confinement alid trammels orttie nursery and go-carts, and demand freedom of action and fuller scope."
Robert Andrew Mecne, The Patent Question under Free Trade (London: second edition, 1864), p. tv.
"In early stages ofindustriaI development patent protection may have been beneficial. Not in the present
state of the economy." Hermann Rentzsch.l "Patentwesen"l...:..Handwfirterbuch der Volkswil:tschaft
(Leipzig: 1866),p. 634. Similarly, Sir Roundell Palmer [in the .l1ouseof Commons] as reported in West-
minster Review,new series, vel, XXXVI (July 1869) p. 125. -
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one who has the new process-e-can thrive on a price toolow for.them
to make profits.. Thentheymay start hustling and may eventually,
chiefly through turnover of supervisory personnel, learn all about the
superior process. .Severalyears may have passed by then. If the
invention.is ofa new product, or anew tool or machine, for sale in
the market, the competitors may be able by examining the article
to figure out how it is made. In this case they. may be substantially
faster in catching on and catching up, but it still may be years before
their competition .can become effective. ,<The innovator mayhave
used his headstart to developaIoyal. clientele: customers maybedis
trustful of the imitations andmaYJlersist in patronizing the producer
of the "original." Thus,the notion .that only patent protection. of
new inventions can make the innovator's headstartIast long enough
for him to make some money is exaggerated; to say the least.. ..: :

If the innovators are lucky and theimitetorstardy, profits of'.the
innovating enterprise-without patent protection-will vanish only
after having paid lor all the cost of invention and innovation, or even
more. Instead of "luck" the innovating firms may rely on their
generally, strong position .inthemarketr-usually. called .imperfect'
competition-whichmayaccol)llt for long delays in ilIlitation and.a
cqnsiderablesafeguarding . of .their, headstart, ,without any patent
protection.', Only if the.innovators have neither that strong position,
in the industry nor the luck of tardy imitators, that is, only if imitators
are very quick, willprices come down and willthe innovators' profits
disappear. before all of .the cost. of invention and innovation is re
covered. Partly onsuch grounds has the need of artificial delays of
newcomers' entry, through patents or othermonopolisticroad blocks;.
been questioned." -Needless to say, much depends on the size of the
investment. .If the costs, of research and development are very high,
the "natural" headstart .will. be insufficient, for. recovering, the' yost;
but so maybe a 17-year monopolyfor that matter:

Some light, Lhope, has now been shed on the.question why-without
a. patent monopoly-e-the private value ofan invention may be well
below the private cost of making it. What can be said about its
social value? Is there a way of estimating the value of a new inven-
tionto.the economy as a whole? . ,', ,.. . .... '

As pointed outabqve,th\,principle that the social value of any
thing is measured. by what people pay for it does not apply toa good
many things, and inventions are among .them, If they were publicly
disclosed and open to any comer, no one would pay for an. invention.".
But if they are patented and can be used only for. a fee, would then
the' fee paid .indicate anything aboutthe.value.of .the inventions:
That the answer is negative may be seen from the following argu- ,
msnt. Assume for a moment that an invention is patented .butthat
licenses ara.offsred ,to everybody who wants to us it. If royalties
are charged per unit, of. output-produced, and.jf the royalty rate is ,
relatively high, the licensees-given the demand-for the-product-e
will produce a smaller output and will charge higher selling prices to
cover the high royalty rate.. If the rate is low, the invention will be
used more extensively, output will be larger, and selling prices lower.
If the royalty rate is zero,the invention will be used with the least
restriction. Thus, the "yalue" of the license to the licensee cannot.

24~ Slle·pp.·23 24; supra.. An histor1callY'S~nificailtexposltioJi_ofthiS argument was "presented by.
Count Bismarck to the Bundesrat of the North German Confederation in December 1868. For an Englisb
translation, see House of Commons Sessional Papers, vol. 61,doc. 41 (London, February 16, 1870).
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new workers and the increases in wages paid to the old workcrs:The
cost to society, however, must be counted only in terms of productive
resources employed; the social cost of the particular output increase is
measured by the. alternative output which the newly employed
workers might have produced in other fields; it will not include the
pay increase to old workers because this does not reflect any sacrifice
of total national J?roduct (though it ':lay ~ffect its .redistributio~).
In other words, private marginal cost, In this case, will exceed social
marginal cost.. ..

Now we are ready to put these concepts to work. Private cost and
valne will determine how the producer fares and what he will be
induced to do. If the private marginal cost exceeds the private
marginal value (product) he will decide to reduce his output .• If his
total private cost exceeds total private value (product) he loses
money. If, at the output produced of any goods or service,its social,
marginal costis less than social marginal value (product), the economist
will deplore that not more is being prodnced, since increased output
would be in the interest of society. If, on -the other hand, social
'marginal cost exceeds social marginal value. (product), too mnch of the
good or service is being produced: economic resources are being
wasted and had better be used for other purposes.

Now, how does all this apply to the production and nse of in-
ventions? '

r. THE COST AND· VALUE OF INVENTIONS

The production and use of inventions present problems for economic
policy because of some crucial discrepancies between private and social
costs and values.

New inventions are ordinarily the product of considerable inputs of
productive services, of large expenditures of money. Thus, the social
cost of producing inventions is high, and the private cost sometimes
even higher. The private value of inventions, however, if the Gov
ernment does not intervene by means of patent protection, is often
much lower and may,~fterashort time if competition is vigor~us,
fall to zero. The social value of inventions is difficult to appraise; it
may be very high, certainly much higher than the private value of
nonprotected inventions. If private prodnction cost exceeds private
value, the producer of invention loses money and may stop producing.
If the social value of inventions exceeds the social cost of producing
them, inventive activity ought to be increased, not reduced, in the
interest of society. Under these circumstances, theGovernmenbds
called npon to intervene in support of the private value of inventions.

What causes these discrepancies? The explanation has sometimes
been songht in the difference between manual and intellectual work
or in the difference between material and intangible goods; but, despite
all the philosophic disquisitions on these differences, they havenothing
to do with the problem at hand. What really matters IS the diflerence
between "variable" and "sunk" cost. Since the costs sunk in the
research and development work that leads to a new invention are
independent of the use that later is made of t~e ne~ly invented tech
nology, it does not cost more to use it more ~ntenswely. That IS to
say, the "marginal cost of using the invention" will be zero.T!:e
invention cost is now "fixed"; it is not increased when greater use is
made of the invented technology. As larger quantities of goods are
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to stimulate invention.. Other' theories-not often clearly ex"
pounded-e-stress other incentives as the essential functions of the

. system: to stimulate innovation and to stimulate investment."
Inventing, innovating, and investing are different activities, though
usually not properly separated in analysis. They may, of course, be
interrelated; a big investment may be required to finance inventive
activity; innovation also usually involves investment of capital;
innovation,IDoreover, may be based on a patented -invention.r con
stituting, in effect, its commercial exploitation. But there-need not
be such relationships: innovation may be based on nonpatentable
inventions or even on nontechnological ideas,"3 and investment may
be for new.though not novel plant and equipment. Now, underth~
theory that the patent system is designed to stimulate innovation,
existing patents (and pending patents) will playa direct role in the
realization of this objective. The point is that inventive activity
'must precede the patent, whereas innovating activity may follow it.
But the justification of the patent system as an incentive for innovat
ing enterprise and for entrepreneurial investment would call for
different supporting arguments than the justification as an incentive
for invention. These arguments might have to include a demon
stration that innovations based on patentable inventions are socially
more desirable. than other innovations, and that the free-enterprise
system would not, without monopoly incentives, generate investment
opportunities to an adequate extent-propositions which the sup
porters of the theories in question might not be willing to entertain.
Moreover, there would be the additional question whether the pro
motion of innovating enterprise and of entrepreneurial investment
can be held to be subsumed in the promotion of "science and the useful
arts" which the Oonstitution of the United States stipulated as the
sole objective of patent legislation. •
, These remarks have been prompted by observations on the-value
of (existing) patents to society.' .Several other value concepts remain
to be discussed. The relationships between them are sufficiently
complicated to require a more patient discussion and exposition and,
perhaps, an explanation of the basic economic concepts involved.

H~ PRIVATE AND SOCIAL COST AND .VALUE: EXPLAINING BASIC
ECONOMIC CONCEPTS.

Ecdnomists have developedfdr their analytical work two pairs<~f
concepts which are very handy once one' has become. familiar '. with'
them:'.'private cost," "social cost," "private value," and ~'soqial

value." These concepts can be so helpful in our discussion that it
wonld be well worth while to become adept in their use. The same
holds also for an adj ective by which the four terms can be modified,
the'wordvmarginal." This sounds as if the discussion were to become
highly technical and full of professional jargon. But I believe we
can remain on the level of general intelligibility, save for, the few
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by someone else will be permitted to use it or sell it:-'even if he
has copied it-e-whereas anyone who develops a technology exactly
like one developed earlier by someone else will be prohibited, by the
patent rights granted to the "first inventor," from using it Or selling
it-s-even if bis work was entirely independent.'" '

An old fallacy relates to the "adequacy" of the "reward" to the
inventor. The assertion has been made, and is still being repeated,
that the "rewards" which inventors or their assi~ees earn through
profits from exclusive use of the patented .inventions are in propor
tion to the "social usefulness" of these inventions. .There is no reason
why this should be so, and in fact no such proportionality, or approxi
mate proportionality, can possibly be shown. It is well known that
several inventions which have later proved to be of immense usefulness
to society were somewhat "ahead of their time" when they were
made and patented, and have earned nothing for their creators. It
is firmly established that patents on some trivial gadgets have earned
millions for their owners while patents on technically highly significant.
processes have been financially unrewarding. In general, the profits
made from the commercial exploitation of a patent depend in part
on the degree of restriction on the output produced under the patent.
It is more than probable that the socially most important inventions,
say, of drugs or vaccines for the cure or prevention of cancer, would
not be allowed to be exploited with the same monopolistic restrictions
that are freely tolerated in the exploitation of patents on hair curlers,
bottle caps, or television screens.

The most perplexing and disturbing confusions occur in discussions
about the "value of patents." This is no wonder, what with the large
number of possible meanings in the minds of the writers on the sub"
ject: they may be talking about (a) the value of patents to their own
ers, (b) the value of patents to society, (e) the value of the patent
system to society,. (d) the value of patented inventions to their users,
(e) the value of patented inventions to society, (f) the value of patent-.
induced inventions. to society." But even this is not all, because the
social value of inventions may depend on the degree to which they are
used, and the value of patents to their owners on the way they are
exploited.

Singling out, from this Iong list" (b) the value of patents to so
ciety-s-and making quite sure that this refers neither to the social
benefits of the patent system nor to the social value of the inventions,
which are altogether different matters-it is worth pointing out that
existing domestic patents held by domestic owners cannot be reason
ably regarded as parts of the national wealth or as sources of real
national income. To regard them so is as fallacious.as.it would beto
include in national wealth such things as the right of a businessman to'
exclude othersfrom using his trade name, or the right of a (domestic)
creditor to collect from his (domestic) debtors, or to include such
things as (domestic) money, securities, damage claims, and lottery

. tickets. The right ofa person to keep others from doing something is
~8From'ail economic point of vlew, "property" and "monopoly" have almost nothing to do with each

other. A seller who owns his wares has propert.y-c-but no monopoly If many other people independently
sell stmner things In the same market. A seller who can eontrol theprtce of what he sells, because DO ODe
seriously competes with him in the market, nese moncpoly-e-but no property if he does not own what
he sells, (For example, 'he may "sell" the products of cartel members or the labor of union members.)

m Not all patented inventions are "induced" by the hope for profits from e prospecttve patent monopoly;
some inventions would also be made in the absence of a patent system. See, infra, pp. 63-64. ·
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discoverieabynccident." 2" The idea is' that the research teams
engaged in : "inventing. around patents,": or in inventing ito obtain
patents to "block" other people's efforts to "invent around patents,"
might .by sheer accident hit upon something really useflll. ' In other
words, the work of these research forces is justified by the possibility
or probability that they might find something which they did not set
out to find.

There is no doubt that these happy accidents Occur again arid
again. But can one reasonably let an effort to produce something
without social value take the credit for accidental byproducts that
happen to be useful? Can one reasonably assert that research not
oriented toward important objectives is more likely to yield useful
results than are research efforts that are so oriented? Is it easier to
find the important by seeking the unimportant?

There is good historical evidence for the truth in the old saying that
"necessity is the mother of invention." The continentalblockade in
the Napoleonic War led to the development of beet sugar; the block
ade in World War I led to the process of obtaining nitrogen from air;
the U-boat blockade in World War II led to the invention of atabrine
as a substitute for quinine; etc., etc. Does it follow that it would-be
a good idea to institute more blockades? Perhaps the necessity of
seeking substitutes would help us find many fine things; "serendipity"
might yield splendid results, , " "

If the Nation had masses of unemployed scientists and a scarcity
of research problems,a strong cesc could be made for encouraging
research of any- kind; even an assignment to duplicate, inventions
made in the past might yield accidental inventions of great usefulness,
But the situation is different: there is a scarcity of imaginative seien
tists and there is no scarcity of unsolved problems. The use of,scarce
research resources for seeking alternative solutions to satisfactorily
solved problems can hardly be justified under the circumstances-e-no
matter how well serendipity works.

G. SOME CONFUSIONS, INCONSISTENCIES, AND FALLACIES~

The discussions in the last section or two have been somewhat
apart from the main stream of the debate, on the traditional issues
concerning the patent system. Some of these issues cannot be finally
,resolved inasmuch as they rest on, unprovable articles of faith or
morals. Others,however, involve confusions which can be clarified, .
inconsistencies which can be shown up, or fallacies which, can be
exposed. The erguments-e-the ,confuted or the confuting ones-s-will

.for the most part be recognizable as those advanced by a number
of writers mentioned ·in the previous 'survey, of economic opinionr'"

A slight inconsistency can be discovered with regard to the bargain
theory-s-that patent protection is exchanged for the disclosure of
secrets,' The theory asserts .that great benefits are obtained for
society by securing the general availability, after pyears or so, of

m The word was "coined by Horace Walpole upon the title of the fairy'tale The Three Princes ofSerendip
[the former name of Ceylon], the heroes ofwhich 'were always making discoveries, by accidents and sap:acity,
of things they were not in quest of.''' Oxford Universal English Dictionary {Oxford: 1937), p. 1847.. In
a recent article entitled "Serendipity: the art of being lucky in a laboratory," it was stated: "Of course,
significant chance discoveries are the blue diamonds of laboratory searching. They are as rare as they are
unpredictable. Well-organized research along clearly defined lines is most often the method by which
modern science achieves its goal.' The Lamp (Standard Oil 00., New Jersey), vol. 35, No.3 (September
1953),p.20. ., '.' . '.' .' ,'.' ,

23~ I trust I shall be pardoned ifI do not cite any of the writers who have fullen victim to what eee bere
considered "confusions, Inconslstencles, and fallacies." . ,
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shifted almost anywhere, and there maybe engineering skills that are
usable in all sectors. But what is chiefly necessary Ior transfers
between sectors is that the youngsters in the schools and colleges,
and in the graduating classes, can turn in one direction or another.
The .relative attractiveness of the job opportunities open to the new
entrants into the labor force will ordinarily influence their choice of
occupations and maybririg about a considerable change in the alloca
tion of human resources. This would be enough for the argument
presented. Whatever transferability exists at later stages of human
careers will increase the ease with which the shifts of resources between
sectors are accomplished. "

If resources were not transferable at all, neither in the short run
nor in the long, then of course research could not encroach on alter
native uses of resources. But in this case all incentives to research
would be futile, for research could not be increased beyond the limits
set by the number ofresearch talents in existence. (Let us remember,
the flexibility of the number of hours worked is important for "crash
programs" in an emergency, but not for long-run programs.) With
the number of researchers imd inventors given and unchangeable, the
case for the patent system, or for any other device to stimulate in
ventive activities, would be lost. Fortunately it is not so.W,hile
the supply of inventive talent and research brains may, in the short
run andover a certain range, be relatively inelastic, it need not be so
over all ranges and over longer periods. Research and inventive
activities canbe expanded-at the expense of other economic activities.

F.COMPETITIVE RESEARCH, WASTE, ANDSERENDIPITX

Not only is research in general competitive with other economic
activities, but research on particular problems and in particular fields
is competitive with research on other problems and in other fields.
This needs to be mentioned chiefly because in recent years another
concept of "competitive research" has received increased attention:
different firms and different research teams competing with one
another in finding solutions to the same research problem in the same
field. '

Competition among rival firms which takes the form of a< race,
between their research teams-a race, ultimately, to the patent
office-may have various objectives: (a) To be the first to find a
patentable solution to a problem posed by the needs and preferences of
the customers-a better product-or by the technological needs and
hopes of the producers-better machines, tools, processes; (b) after a
competitor has found such a solution and has obtained exclusive patent
rights in its exploitation, to find an alternative solution to the same
problem in order to be able to compete with him in the same market-s
in other words, to "invent around" the competitor's patent; and (c)
after having found and patented the first solution, to find and patent
all, possible alternative solutions, even inferior ones, in order to
"block" competitor's efforts to "invent around" the first patent.

These forms of "competitive research" were described and dis
cussed by antipatent economists during the patent controversy of the'
19th century. Concerning the first form, there was much complaint
that other inventors who discovered practically simultaneously "the
same utility,"but were not the first III the race to the patent, office,
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generation. ,No statistical technique is available to measure a "net
increase in knowledge" when a high rate of output of new technical
knowledge, inclusive of inventions, is accompanied bya decline in"
the performance of the schools. The time may come when a lack of
adequately trained graduates of the schools creates a bottleneck,
obstructing not only further progress in the arts but also the mainte
nanceof the general productivity of the people. Since the production
and reproduction of knowledge nowadays is ahnost completely '~,
government concern, an unbalance cannot be corrected by free enter
prise. Schools are maintained chiefly by local government; more
than 50 percent of research and development is financed by the central
government; and even the rest of industrial research ls-accordiiig to
many authorities-largely dependent on incentives held- out by the
governmentalosystem of patent protection for inventions. Thus,
whatever imbalance develops within the production and reproduction
of knowledge as well as between it and the production of investment
goods and consumers goods is not to be blamed on the competitive
economic order but on the inadequacies of governmental planning.

These are not just academic speculations but very real problems
of urgent concern to our democratic process. The high taxes needed
to finance education and research cannot but impinge on the produc
tion of other things, and industry feels the pinch nota little. On the
other hand, the neglect ofeducation is becoming increasingly notorious
and is partly attributable to the inflationary increases of wages and
salaries in industry which have made the financial rewards to teachers
and scholars inadequate for the maintenance of the required supply.

.With these competing demands on the productive resources ofthe
Nation, the problem of relative allocation deserves more thought than
it has been given. According to their special interests, or often out of
sheer enthusiasm, different groups try to promote increased outlays
for capital investment,increased expenditures for education, increased
disbursements for industrial research and development, and increased
consumer spending,all at once-not just in times of depression (when
it would-make sense) but all the time. Of course, every-one of these
increases would be fine to have, but since they compete with one
another we should first make up our collective minds regarding the

, comparative advantages. No matter whether an increase in industrial
research is financedby.the government or by private industry (under
the patent system or with some other stimulus) the decision to.increase
inventive activities is fully rational only. when it looks likely that
productivity can be raised faster and maintained more securely by
more new technical knowledge than by more .education and more
capital equipment. If the total amount of productive resources that
Canbe withheld from the production of consumption goods is limited
as it must be-how much should be allocated to the production of
capital goods and how much to the reproduction of established
knowledge, and how much to the production of increased technical
knowledge, is a matter of judgment. To allot all the resources that
can be spared from the consumption sector exclusively to technological
research would surely be foolish; if old capital equipment cannot be
replaced by new equipment, newly invented techniques would do
no good, and without proper education of the new generation the
future of the N";tion may be jeopardized. To allot none of the avail
able resources to inventive activities would be stupid too. Thus; it
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Just as one must not count on. unemployed labor resources for the
execution of long-run programs, one must not assume the availability
of idle capital.' Whenever i'erman~nt economic policies-e-not .just
war or depression measures-are discussed, sound economics must
start from the principle that no activity can be promoted without
encroaching on some other activity. More of one service or product
must mean less of another. Assume, then, that the available pro
ductive resources are 'allocated among four uses: (1) The production,
of consumers goods, (2) the production of capital goods, (3) the
production of knowledge, and (4) the production of security from
invasion and revolution. Any increased allocation to one use reduces
the allocations to some or all of the others. For example, if the threat
of invasion or.revolution increases, resources have to be withdrawn
from the other uses; if that threat is reduced, resources can be trans
ferred and larger allocations made elsewhere. Let us, for the sake of
simplicity, hold the security allocation constant and forget about it.
Let us also agree to dispose of the question of population growth,
either by thinking of the whole allocation problem in terms of per
centages (and' in terms of output per head) or, alternatively.iby
assuming that population stays constant. .

Capital goods are produced partly to maintain the existing stock
of capital goods, partly to increase it. The production of knowledge
may likewise be so divided, because trained people who retire or die
must be replaced by young persons who have to be trained and edu
cated, so that the maintenance of an existing stock of knowledge re
quires constant replacement, and only a part of the resources devoted
to the production of knowledge can, through research and develop-
ment, increase the stock of existing knowledge. , , ,,'.

An increase in the stock of knowledge may lead to a rise in produe
tivity and thus to increases in the output of'oonsumers goods and
capital goods. Similarly, an increase in the stock of capital goods
may raise productivity and thus permit increases in production. This
suggests that consumption can be inereasedjf the accumulation of
capital and knowledge is increased. But, alas, such accumulation
presupposes the availability of resources, and from where can they,
come? If resources have been fully used, increased appropriations
for investment in capital and knowledge imply reduced appropriations
to the production of consumers goods. There is, therefore, a dilemma:
The way to increased consumption is first to reduce it. Only after
reducing the production of consumers goods by transferring resources
to the production of capital goodsand of useful knowledge can the
increased stocks of capital and knowledge raise productivity and
eventually enable the diminished resources that are allotted to con.
sumers-goods production to bring their output back to the formerlevel
and above it.

These fundamental principles are sometimesforgotten, especially
in rich economies or in economies with large pools of unemployed.
resources of some sort; yet they are essential to our understanding of
economic development. It is so very difficult for an undeveloped
economy to advance to higher levels because poor people would starve
.to death before they could accumulate enough capital equipment and
useful knowledge to raise their productivity sufficiently to permit. a
substantial increase in their consumption. The same principles ",ork
also in highly developed countries, though usually by affecting rela-
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Inventor Ehe. power. to. restrict to, himself. the ,use' of that"kno",iledge. " It"grallts
statutory monopolies but it arose out of an act to curb Ihonopoly. "It flourished
most vigorously in the' 19th century, the great period of, economic competi
tion, and even now it is more robustly defended and embodies the most extensive
monopoly rights in those countries which most tenaciously adhere to the .eompeti
tdve system of private enterprise. It is a crude and inconsistent system. It is
based upon the assumption that the rig~t and proper reward for the InnovatorIe
the monopoly profit he can extract in an arbitrarily fixed period. It offers the
same reward to all inventors, irrespective of the intellectual merits of-their in
ventions. It provides rewards for certain kinds of discoveries but usually confers
no such rewards for other kinds of discovery, * * *. _The standards of patent
ability, the patent period, the conditions attached to the patent have varied
greatly from time" to time in the same country and vary as between different
countries. , ." _ '''' " ",'
.Thepa.tent system. .lacks: logic. It postulates something -calledv'Inventloh"

but in fact no satisfactory definition of "invention" has ever appeared, and the'
courts,in, their search _for guiding rules, have produced an almost incredible
tangle of conflicting -doctrlnes. This confusion has led to extensive and .costly
litigation. Its critics have described the patent right as' _merely "something
which has to be: defended in the courts" and, because it .may put the individual
inventor at a disadvantage against the larger corporations, as "a lottery in which
it is hardly worthwhile taking out a ticket."

The system, too, is wasteful. It gives protection for 16 years (or thereabouts)
whilst-in fact over nine-tenths of the patents do not remain active for the who~e

of this period. It is dangerous in, that the monopoly it, confers can often be
widened by itsowner into fields and forms which it was never intended he should

pOIsse~s. . ibl . r : . t' .. 1< t·t· ,, t IS almost .rmpossi e to conceive a any' exie mg SOCIa InS I utton _.,. -~~~~J

in, so many ways. It survives only because there seems to be nothtugbetter.set«

E~' SOME BASIC ECONOMIC' QUESTIqNS

Patents,by giving their owners exclusive rights to the commercial
exploitation of inventions, secure to these owners profits (so-called.
"quasi-rents") which are ultimately collected from consumers as ,part
of the price paid for goods and services. The consumers pay; the
patent owners receive. Are the consumers-s-the non-patent-owning
people-i-worseoff for it? . . .

"No; they are not," says one group of economists. Patents are
granted on inventions which would not have been made in the absence
of a patent system; the inventions make it possible to produce more or .
better products than could have been produced without them; hence,
whatever the consumers pay to the patent owners is only a part of
theincrease in real income that is engendered by the patent-induced
inventions. ' , .

"Wrong," says another group of economists. Many ofthe inven
tions for :which patents are granted would also be made and put to
use without any patent system. The consumers could have the fruits
of this technical progress without paying. any toll charges .. Even if
80me inventions are made and used thanks only to the incentives
afforded by the patent system, consumers must payfor all patented
inventions and; hence, lose by the bargain. Moreover, if patents
result in monopolistic restrictions which hold down production and
hinder the most efficient utilization of resources, it is possible that
total real income is less than what it would be without the p"tent
system. Of course, there is impressive technical progress and a. sub
stantial growth of national income under the patent system,yet
perhaps less so than there would be without patents. .

2210Id., pp. 251-253;
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suppression of patented inventions", the alleged evil of suppression '
would simply reduce the supposedly, ill. effects of the' accelerated
obsolescence that is attributed to the patent-generated advance of
techno!ogy.The complaint .of exoessive-obsolescence does not go
well with a number of additional indictments of the patent system
on charges that it may impede the improvement of existing patented
techniques 228 and "seriously retard continued research." 2~1 Sir Josiah
Stamp, among others, makes the point that, existing patents may
hinder the development of important inventions, and he illustrates
the point by referring to James Watt's invention of the steam engine
and the 7-year extension granted for 'his patent; , .

While, havingregard to the first-rate importance ofthe "invention; the monetary
reward. of the patentees was not excessive, it seems pretty- clear that the extension
was-too great and that it hindered the development of .the steam engine in ~his"
country. Boulton and Watt, .from the fi~st,:had refused to grant .licences fo
other _engi~eers to work. under the patent; the patent blocked the _way of other
inventors,' and Watt himself had come to the conclusion that there was nothing
to be gained by trying new schemes.: " " '.' ' ' ,," _',',

From the polnb of view of being profitable the Industrial gestation of Watt's
steam engine was short. But if judged by the spread of the invention on the,
~idest possible -ecale, it was prolonged by the inventor's own act, But the same I

might, be alleged of, many patents, and we cannot judge fairly by what would
happen if there were no patent system.se " ,. '

The emphasis ,which Stamp and other economists have put on the
"negative results" of the patent system does not imply that they
regarded the negative results as overbalancing the positive ones.
The emphasis has been necessary because so many defenders of. the
patent system in their enthusiasm have made it out as a blessing
without any cost to society.. Several economists have pointed to
certain cost items, but have assumed that the costs are safely below
the gains attributable to the system. This, for example, is the
opinion of John Bates Clark:

It is of course true that a patent may 'often be granted for something that would
have been invented in any ~ase, and patents which are granted are sometimes
made too broad, and so cover a large number of appliances for accomplishing the
same thing. In these cases the public, is somewhat the toeer: but * * *this
loss is Jar more than offset by the gain which the system of patentsbrings with it.

The gains of the Inventor cannot extend" much beyond the period eoveredby
his patent, unless SOUle further and less legitimate monopoly arises. [In such_
cases] the public pays more than it should for what it gets; and yet even in these
cases -it almost never pays more than .it gets. The benefit it, derives is, simply
less cheap than fb.ought to be.223 ' - ,,' __

Others have not been so sure and, in the absence of conclusive evidence,
raised doubts and reserved judgment. ... . .....

It seems to take courage even to register doubts about the net bene·
fits. of the patent system. Some of the faithful, ardent believers .in
the patent system in its present form as a'.' inherently moral institu
tion, as a necessary component of a system of private property, as an
integral part of a free-enterprise economy, and as an indispensable spur
to economio progress, have been quick to bear down on unbelievers
with invectives and innuendos. Perhaps this sort of pressure has
something to do with the fact that agnostics on the economics of

22DRlchll.rd T. Ely; ()ut11rie-Sof Economics (5thed; 1930)~'PP; 561-562.
221 Alfred E. Kahn,' oc. cte., supra, note 11i9,-p. 482.
~2~ Josiah Stamp, Some Economic Factors in Modern Ufe (London: 1929\..p.l02. In the f1rstof-t,he'

two paragraphs Stamp reproduces a passage-from F.lemyW. Dickenson and Rhya-Jenkms, James 'o/a-tt
and the Steam Englne(Oxford: 1927), p;6.· .. _ .. ' 

223 John Bates Clark, op;clt.~supra•.note 151, p. 862.
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rapid while the firmeexpectIt fo.be slow, societywillgetthe benefit of innovatdon
as well as of rapid imitation. ,~- ,' __ .',,' .'. ,'_ _ __ '_ '''' __,',:

To buy innovation by paying with unnecessarily long delays of imitation isa
poor bargain for society to make. Imitation always and necessarily lags behind
innovation. It will be the best deal from the point of view of society if innovators
optimistically overestimate this lag. If they expect the lag to be longer, than -it
actually is,innovation will, be enhanced and imitation will not be 'delayed. That
it may create this socially wholesome illusion on the part of innovators fa the
strongest justification for a well-designed patent system.wt

A.•C.' Pigouincluded"theperfecting of inventions and-improve
ments in industrial processes" in the-e-
class of divergencies between marginal private net-product and the marginal-social
net product * * * [because] the whole" of the extra reward, which they at first'
bring" to their inventor) is very quickly transferred from him to the general public
in the form Of reduced prices. _ The patent laws aim, in effect, at bringing marginal
private net product and marginal social net pr~duct more closely togethe~.204

This formulation, of the aim of the patent system commands widest
agreement among economic theorists, though not all econoll)ists would
agree that government interventions should be resorted to whenever
divergencies between social and private "marginal net products" are
found; nor would all agree that the patent system was the best kind
of government intervention for the particular purpose. Frank H.
Knight has serious doubts in this respect and proposes that-s-
It would seem to be amatter-of political development to provide- a better -way.oj
rewarding these [inventive] services than even -a temporary monopoly-of their
use * *_*.205

F.A. Hayek expresses the same misgivings:
"In the field ofindustrial patents in particular we shall have seriously to exemirie

whether -the award of a, monopoly privilege is really the' most' appropriate' and
effective formof reward for the kind of risk bearing which investment in scientific
research involvea.ee

An interestir"gstatement is offered by Joan Robinson of what-she
calls "the paradox of patents":

.Apatent te e device tbpreventthe:diffusion of new methods before the oti.ginai
investor has .recovered profit adequate to induce the requisite Investment. "The
justification of the patent system is that by slowing down the diffusion of technical
progress it insures that there will be more progress to' diffuse. The patent, system
introduces some of the greatest of the complexities in the, capitalist rules ()f the
game' and .leeds ,to 'many anomalies. ,Since it is rooted in a, contradiction, there
can be no-such thing as an ideally beneficialpatent system.rand it is bound to
produce negative resultsin partieular instances, impeding progress unnecessarily,
even, if its, general .effeat is, favorable on, balance.201

Since many writers on the patent system have shut their eyes to'
the "negative results", several economists ,have made it their taskto
expose them. One of the frequently made charges concerns the par
tiality with which the patent system operates in favor of economic
concentration and bigness,and to the disadvantage of small business.
Thus, Alfred Marshall states that the patent law "tells on the side
of the strong capitalist in competition with men of smaller means";'OB

203 FrItz Machlup, The gconcmtes ofSellers' Competition (1952), I>P. 555---556.
204A. C. Pfgou, op.cit., supra,note 182, p. 185: For an explanation of the technical terms used iii. this

statement see below, pp. 56-58.
~o~_Frank H._ Kilight,Risk, Uncertainty, and Proflt(1921), p. 188.
200 FriedrIch A. Hayek; IndividualIsm and Beonomlc Order (1948), p, 114.
207 Joan RobinsonJ• The Accamuletton of Capital (1956), p. 87.
208 Alfred Marshall, op.clt., supra, note 169,p.244. '
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itbe assumed that Inventors would cease to be 'employed if entrepreneurs lost the
monopoly .over the use of-their inventions. Businesses employ them today for the
production of nonpatentable inventions, and they do not do so merely, for the
profit which priority secures. In active competition, the condition in'which new
devices are most promptly imitated, no business-can afford to lag 'behind its
competitors. The reputation of a firm depends. upon its ability to keep ahead, to
be first in the market with new improvements in its products and new reductions
in .their pricee.ws

. Corwin Edwards seems prepared to agree with the proposition that
small enterprises may be unwilling to sink large amounts into develop
ment work while their rivals stand by and can-
adopt theperfected technique without incurring equivalent expense and can then
force prices so low in competition as topr~vent the pioneering concern from
recovering the costs of development. On. this theory teehnologiqal progress .
would, be retarded by the'.absence of. patent monopolies even if there were no
diminution in the amount of invention and disclosure:

Whatever merit these theories may. have when they are applied to the work of
Individual inventors 'in a society of small enterprises in which inventions are
relatively infrequent, they do not adequately describe the impact of the patent
system in a society in which large corporations maintain research departments,
purchase large numbers of inventions by outaidersyand use.. simultaneously and
consecutively, the monopoly power. given by' many patents. Change of scale
in the use of patents has substantially affected both the nature of the patent grant
and the effect of the patent monopoly upon the market.t»

The thesis that patent monopolies are needed to encourage the
development and practical application of inventions, even if they are
not needed to. stimulate the Inventive activity itself, has been most
strongly enunciated in the controversy about compulsory licensing.
The point. there has been that revenues from licensing would. be
insufficient and nothing less than the monopoly profits from exclusive
use of the invention could allow enterprises to recover development
costs. Corwin Edwards finds that this danger has been vastly
exaggerated:

It baa been 'exaggerated to such an extent as to imply the question why any
outlays to develop products and markets are ever made where there is no patent
protectdon.t" -

Products and markets are developed all the time in fields where
there is no patent protection, and the required outlays are made partly
because producers must keep up with their innovating competitors if

.they want to stay in business, partly because they believe that the
natural headstart which their own innovation gives them. over their
competitors will allow them to recover the expenses of developing
the products and markets. This is Sir Arnold Plant's contention.!"
That the natural headstart would provide adequate profit incentives
for the introduction of cost-reducing inventions has been also the
contention of Havenshear.!" E. A. G. Robinson mentions that many
manufacturers do not rely on the exclusivity promised by the patent
grant, partly because of doubts in the validity or insuperability of
the patent:

In practice the' enforcenientof patent monopolies is often so .difficult, and so
expensive in legal fees , that competing manufacturers have. in some industries
preferred to pool patents; and to look for a sufficient reward for technical invention
in the year or so more's advantage of priority that earlier experimentation usually
gives'and in the subsequent goodwill that may arise from it. 199

iu Arnold Plant, op.' cit" supra, note 163, p.43-44.
ne Corwin D. Edwards, op. crt., supra, note 166,p. 217-18~
100 Id.j p. 247.
m See his statcmentqnoted above]. p.3S.
19S See bts statement quoted on p. <:s6.
1~9 E. A. G. Robinson, Monopoly (Cambridge: 1941), p. 120;
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readily.be isolated as the just patentee,' so' that all patents are held by thecolleo,
tivity-the corporation. Because the process of invention is. more .than ever
a complex process' of minute accretion, the individual patent is seldom large
enough to exploit by itself; therefore patents are pooled as a basis of exploitation
by 'the firm' which "acquires. them.
/ .For the inventors in the Ieboratones, the modem incentive is probably preferable
'to the old.: 'These men are specialists, professionals who like their work. Where
society accords .selentdste and inventors steady income, respect,a career.vend a
laboratory, it is safe to -assume that most prefer these emoluments, facilities,
and associations to the uncertainties of isolated research and business adventure.w

The question is 1\0 longer whether the patent system stimulates
inventive talents to use more of their time and energy than. they
otherwise would for the development of new. technology, but rather
whether it stimulates business corporations to hire more of these tal
ents than they otherwise would for this task. If this is affirmatively
answered, the second question arises whether this use of the talents
is superior to the alternative uses from which they are diverted. To
answer both questions, Ravenshear makes a distinction between
"intensive inventions"-those which cheapen the production of known
produots-i-and , "ori.e;inative inventions," which "produce a result
not previously attained." No special inducement, he believes, is
needed with regard to "intensive inventions";, but "originative
inventions" call for investments which firms would not undertake
without the patent incentive:

A ',manufacturer with 'an established business is' under the strongest' ind.uce',;,'
ment to ado~t any means available for cheapening the production of {existing]
articles- * *, His market beingassured, the adoption of such means is not only
calculated to bring him additional profit, but the rlsk of. not finding .a market
which attaches to new products is absent. The cheapening of production is,,in

.fact, the most powerful instrument of .competition he can employ. If he can"
profitably undersell his rivals in an eetabllehed trade he occupies the most advan
tageousposition to which he can attain. No patents appear to be necessary to
induce him to take this, step whenever the opportunity offers, and to secure by
suitable remuneration the aid of employees who by the exercise of their ingenuity
can assist him in this direction. ,On the other hand, most of these' advantages
are lacking in the ease of originative invention. For a new product there is no
assured market; both the sale and the profits are problematical. It may be long
before the utility and advantages of the new article can be made generally known.
And the calculations and estimates as to the possible demand may not be realized.
Not only so, but in addition to the outlay of capital in putting a new product on
the market after the producer is satisfied of its value, this stage is often preceded
by' a longand costly period of experiment and trial, and, even_after this period
has been passed, unexpected difficulties are often met, with when the manufacture
is- begun on 'a commercial scale. The manufacturer, then, other thingspeing
equal, will, naturally turn rather to intensive invention than to originative in~

ventionas a means of extending his trade. It is here that the patent system steps
in -to turn the scale in favor of originative invention * ** the final c_onc}usiS)ll,
is that patents exercise a net influence in stimulating the growth of industry
where stimulation is most needed, 'and thereby tend to counteract the _effects_of
those causes which tend to 'diminish total activity and to generate employment.tw

The thesis that patent protection is needed as a stimulus to-inven
tion has been first supplemented and then replaced by the thesis that
it is needed as a stimulus to the practical use of new inventions in
industry. Financing the work that leads to the making of an inven
tion may be a relatively small venture compared with that of financing
its introduction, because costly development work, experimentation
inproduction and experimentation in marketing may be needed before
tp.e commercial exploitation of the invention can begin. The risks

IS9 Alfred E. Kahn, op. cIt.• supra; note 159, p. 48L
190A. 'J!'. :Ravensbear, op; cit., supra, note 176,pp. 52-Sf).
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. Frank W. Taussig isskepticalconcerning the need of incentives to
induce men to "invent and contrive." He questions the proposition
that-
men contrived simply be'caus~ this :iras conducive to 'gain, and would not contrive
unless prompted by the experience and prospect of gain. 178

.He holds-
that thereIs an Instdncu of eontrtvenee, and that there is It- keen satisfaction in
following- it. * * * To say that the forward march of the industrial arts is de
pendent on a patent system is like saying that poetry, music, the plastic arts are
merely forms of moneymaking.w .

On this ground-s-
we may be Iedto conclude that the patent system * ** is a huge mistake;180

Taussig does not come to this conclusion, For, even if tho- patent,
system is not needed to stimulate men to inveut, and even if the total
amount of invention would be the same with or without a patent
system, the system may still be important in redirecting inventive
activity into the most useful channels: .

The defenders of patent legislation often descant on the public's benefit from
inventionsas if there were a special moral desert on the part of the projectors 'and
patentees. They put their case badly. What deserves emphasis is the influence
of calculated profit in directing the inventor's activity, spontaneous though it be,
into channels of general usefulness;181, .. ' .

A. C. Pigouaccepts this position without further argument:
By offering the prospect of reward for certain Lypee ofInventioriy they do not,
indeed, appreciably' stimulate inventive, activity, which is, for the most .part,
spontaneous, but they do direct it into channels of general usefulneae.w

Sir Arnold Plant concurs with the opinion that the patent system
diverts .or redirects economic activity, but he questions the greater
"general usefulness" of the favored channels. He distinguishes two
kinds of diversion; namely-
from other kinds of activityirito Iuventlonend Irom one kind of inventive 'activity
to attempts to make such patentable inventions' as will, in the expectation of the
inventor or of those directing ·his efforts, produce the greatest possibleremunera-
tdon under a regime of monopoly.se . ....,."

What grounds are 'there, for concluding; that the output induced by this 'typeof
'monopoly has any greater claim to be regarded -as 'I generally useful". than that
which 'would: have been-induced in its absenee by the price conditions of the open
market? I suggest that such a conclusion runs counter to all general preeump
tions concerning the disposition of scarce productive resources in a regime of
monopolistic. control as contrasted with open competltlon.w

Concerning the diversion "from other kinds of activity into invention,"
the question which the defenders of the patent systemhave- .
Jsdled to ask tbemselveaw e *i8 what these people would otherwise be doing if
the patent system were not diverting their attention by the offer of monopolistic
profits to the task of inventing.' . 'By what system of economic calculus were they
enabled to conclude so definitely that the gain of-any inventions that they might
make would not be offset by the-loss of other output? By no- stretch of: the
imagination can the inventing class. be assumed to be" otherwise unemployable.
Other product which is foregone when scarce factors are diverted in this way
cqmpletely escaped their attention.re

17S FrankW. Taussig, Inventors and Money-Makers (New York: 1915), 'p. 17.
ll~Id.J p.19.
ISO Ibid.
1S1Id., p. 5L '
1!:IArthurC. Pfgou, The Ec6nomlcs,ofWelfa.re(London:,4th ed.1932), p; 186.
113 ArnoldPla.nt, op.cit., supra, note 163, p. 42.
l!6Ibid.
l!~ Id ..,p.40.
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The "exchange-Ior-secrets" thesis of patent protection does not
find the strong support among economists that it has.umong other
writers on patents. Several economists have shown considerable '
skepticism concerning the effectiveness of the patent system, in
'eliciting the disclosure of technological secrets that would have much
chance of remaining secret for long. The skepticism seems to reston
different considerations, stressed by different writers, who refer to
the unwillingness of firms to patent what they think they may'be
able to keep secret; the unwillingness of researchers to publish what
they think they may later develop into patentable inventions; the
ability of inventors to obtain patents despite incomplete disclosure;
and the inability of manufacturers to keep secret most of thetech
nology they use and, consequently, society's munificence in granting
monopolies for the disclosure of what would become known in any
case. .

Alfred Marshall was among those who called attention to the first
of these points. Though he was convinced that-
It-IagenerallyIn -the public interest that an 'improvement [in technology] 'should
be published, even though It Is at the same time patented- .

he also stated that-
ill many busfnesseeonly e small percentage of improvements are patented-c
and that-
the large manufacturer prefersto keep his .Improvement fo hirnself.and
benefit he' can by usingit [without patenting it]-

partly because the "chief point" ofsorne inventions-
lies in noticing that a certain thing ought-to be dane; and to patent one way
doing it, is-only to set other people to work to find, out other ways 'of .dcdng
it ,.": *. *;169

Floyd Vaughan maintained that the patent system worked tothe .
disadvantage of the individual inventor and actually "encourages him
to keep his invention secret." 170 Michael Polanyi finds this true for
large industrial laboratories, chiefly because of the "purely formal
tests" for the novelty of an invention. The resulting-
anomaly * * * is clearly vdemonstrated by the common practlee pursued by
industrial laboratories with respect to the publication of the results of their'
chemical investigations. ' Since they never feel sure that, a chemical process may
not ODe day be discovered to possess technical. importance, they try to avoid
impairing the novelty of'. possible future patent claims, by keeping chemical
discoveries unpublished-c-or at least considerably delaying their publicatdon-e
whenever the discoveries have any bearing on technical materials or _industrial
processes.m

The point that patent monopolies are oftengranted irrexchange
for incomplete disclosure is made by several writers. Corwin Edwards;
for example, writes:. . . . .... '
The slipshod method of identifying inventions * * * makes it possible to -obtain
a process patent without revealing all that must beknown in order to makeeffectiye
use .of the .patented invention. Where' this is done, the public does not -receive
the' information that supposedly justifies the grant of monopoly, rights to the
Inventor.. ,,' ' ' ''.''' -', ,-",.,"

Instead, the patentee obtains the bargaining power attached to a legalmoncp
oly and. also continues .to enjoywhatever bargaining strength hecanderive from
poss,ession of a trade secret, So commonplace has inadequate disclosure become

169Alfred Marshall, prtnctplee'of Economies (London: gfb edition, 1920), p, 360.
170 Ployd L, Vaughan, op. elt., supra, note 155,p. 220.
1711lilcha~1 Polenylj op. cit., supra, note 27, p. 71.
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in the inventive work. This is stated, for example, by Edith T.
Penrose:

***'One man 'may spend his life developing a great idea for' whi6h society Is
not f-eady: another may perfect a bright idea In-an evenlng for a clever gadget
which society is willing to buy in large quantities and to pay millions of dollars for.
It seems unnecessary to labor the point that there is even lese relation between
monopoly profits and moral deserts than there is between such profits and the
social usefulness of inventlons.iu - ""

That there is no functional relation between the earnings under a
'patent (or its money value) and the "social usefulness" of the invention
which it covers-and that, therefore, these earnings (or money value)
cannot serve as an "index of usefulness" for inventions-waselearto
all who, realized that some great inventions require years or decades
before they, and the markets for the products, are adequately devel
oped, while other inventions can be commercially exploited with
almost no delay. Thus, as Penrose wrote,

The arbitrary -limitation -of -the patent to the same period for all inventions
irrespective of the time and expense it takes to perfect them and to, develop, a
market for them, may well result in the more difficult and elaborate inventions
receiving a smaller, "index" of, usefulness than the easily' developed, easily mar
keted inventions that catch the popular fancy quickly. In the former case only
a.small part of the total return may arise in the period for which the monopoly is
granted while in the latter all of the return may accrue to the patentee.ie

The fact that some creators of truly great inventions obtained hardly
any returns during the terms of their original patents has been de
plored for hundreds of years and has often induced proposals or actual
legislation for flexible periods of protection, especially for extensions
of the patent in deserving cases. On this question of' a flexible, .
fixed, or extensible duration of patent protection, Sir ArnoldPlant
made an interesting observation, adding a suggestion for an abridgeable
term:' J

'I'he term of the patent grant must inevitably be arbitrarllydetermiriedveven
if each invention were separately considered. A fixed period of years for all
and sundry expediently avoids countless difficulties, the range of which maybe
gaged from the efforts of the courts to determine, in the case of applications 'for
extensions, the "nature and merits" of an invention; in order to .decide whether
the patentee has, been "inadequately remunerated" and the period, if any" for
which an extension shall be granted. Economists will well appreciate why-the
Royal Commission of 1862, which included Lord .Overstone, was strongly op~

posed to any extensions whatever. Yet if there were a parallel provision, that
any person interested might .apply at any time during the life of a patent for it!?
revocation on the grounds that the patentee was already more than adequately
remunerated, some interesting legislation would certainly ensue, and the decisions
of the courts, however lacking in principle, might well be preferable to the existing
fixed minimum term.wt

Strangely enough, there is an almost complete lack. of. analysis of
the. question of the "optimum" period of patent protection if the
same period is to apply to all inventions.l'" From among the various
remarks about the principles that might reasonably be employed if
a system of flexible durations were used, we should perhaps record

Ja1 Edith.Tilton Penrose.op.cit.;supra, note 91,pp.3()-;.31. . _
la~ Id., p.3D.
163 Arnold Plant, "The Bconomfc Theory Concerning Patents for Inventions," Beonomlea,n~w.series;

vol.! (1934), pp. 46-:47., ',' ',' , "',' , ,', , , ,,', , " .
161One finds occasional comments on the desirability of a shorter duration for petty patents-as 'is pro

vided in the German law-c-or on the .practirnl.billty,of a flexible,duration to.be set by the courts to allow
reasonable profits from the tnvcnuon-es provldedin the Australian taw but no attempts to apply eco
nomic analysis to the problem;
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In asimilarvein.jlohn Bates Clark attributed to patent monopolies
a role in reducing existing monopoly power:
l:"" .. :', >, .. _.. :_ "'-:.," : : '<' .. : .. < ..'. .:-"".. .. .. .. ,"

_W1:lil~ a patent may sometimes sustain apowerful monopoly it may also afford
the-best means of breaking one up ... Often have small producers, by the use of
patented machinery, trenched steadily on the businessof great combinations,. till
they-themselves became great producers, secure in. the possession of a large field
and abundantprofit.w ..

others, however, were less sanguine about the supposedly short-lived
monopoly positions created by patents. Alfred Marshall recognized
that "Many giant businesses have owed their first successes to th~
possession of important patents * * *.'''52 J. B. Clark himself ad
mitted the possibility that the sheltered position of the patentee is
extended "beyond the peri()d covered by his patent" when "some
further and less legitimate monopoly arises," and that-
the use' of an Important machine builds 'up a 'great oorporatjon which afterward,
by. virtue of its size, is able .to club off competitors that would like to enter its
fiel(1."*;",~,:>1<.15a"," ,::, ,,' .'
-Lionel Robbins describes the influence of patent protection as follows:

.:Not merely does it directly protect the' manufacturer 'ofpateuted artfclea; it'
aleo.permlte the creation of .e whole network of tying contracts, forced joint
supply, "resale price maintenance and other trade practices, not particularly con
spicuous-in themselves but cumulatively highly conducive to the consolidation of
monopolistic conditione. Indeed it is so important an influence that it is ,ilR
exaggeration to say that special lines of expertise exist, not to forward the progress
of Invention but, merely to devise variations in ,productive processes permitting
the continuation of this form of monopoly power.w

A IongIist of sins of patent monopolies against fair and freecompe
tition has been presented by FloydL. Vaughan:

Patentmonopolies have employed-nearly 'every means of' competing' unfairly,
They have tended, to destroy competitors 'and discourage would-be rivals regard
less of -their efficiency. The various kinds of unfair competition committed in ,the
'name of patents-are :>/0 * *: Monopolistic agreement concerning purchases 'and
sales, dictation of supplementary supplies; control of complementary goods;
maintenance of resale prices, [harassing) litigation, [insidious] .interference pro
eeedinge, forced validity of patents, forced royalties, false marking,and piracy.155

Arthur R. Burns charges that the patent law hasrestricted competition
to a much greater extent than would be inherent in the principle of
patent protection :

The law With"~egardto"patenw'rests uporiadeparture froDlcompetitioti. , Tile
prospect ofmonopoly profits protected by 'law for a prescribedperiod is held out
as a .badt to encourage the improvement of methods of production. The contrlbu
tionof the patent law to the decline of price competition has passed-far beyond
the limits. suggested by this. principle.1M

The same charge is made by F. A. Hayek, who writes:
;',~ The systematic study Of.the forms of legal institutions 'which will make the
competitive system work efficiently, has been aadly ueglected; and etrong urgu
menta.can.be advanced that serious shortcomings here, particularly, with regard
to the law of corporations and .of patents, have not only made competdtionwork
much more badly than it might have done, but have even led to the destruction of
competition in many spheree.Pt -

i61 John Bate's:Clark ESSentialsofEconcinilcTheory'(i927); pp. 367-368; , .. -
m Alfred MarshaIl,fudustry and Trade: A,Study of Industrial Technique and Business Orgenteatlon

(London: 1919),p. 534. .. . '
16a John Bates Clark, op. cit., supra, note 151,p. 362.
164 LIonel Robbins; op. ctt., supra, note 145,p. 73.
us Floyd L. Vaughan, Economics of Our Patent System (1925), p. 106.
1M Artbnf Robert Burns, 'I'he.Deehne of Competition (1036), p. 11.
U7 F. A. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom (London: 1944), p. 28.
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from._the,st~te!·is it riot his tight to exploit his m'onopoly?'--* * * .One can maiIitain
~hat j~ this 'case the ma~ufac~urerha~arig~t-of property in his invention, that
m selling the product, he IS selling the .invention, of which the product is the fruit
and that he has the right to make this product in such quantities as he please~
and -to sell it at the price he pleases. Thus the interest of the consumer should
yield ,~ere_to the rights,ofpr~perty.137

Ludwig yon Mises, speaking of "technological knowledge required
for production__',~::118:"recip~s,"~~ated:" ,.":,'. __ _ -

Such recipes at~ asa rule free 'goods as their ability to produce definite effects
is llnljtnited._:: .Theycan become economic goods only if they are monopolized and
their: use is restelcted.ise

'l'h~es~eritiaifa~t concerning these recipes is the
inexhaus'tibilityof"the services' they-render. These services are consequently
notscarce.vandthcrets no need to economize their employment.. Those con
aideratlons that resulted in the establishment of the institution of private owner
ship of economic goods did not refer tothem. They remained outside the sphere
of-private property not -because they are immaterial, intangible, and impalpable,
bU~ beca~setheirservi~e~b,lenesscannot be eXhauste~.139 ''':' ' '.

While the idea of property in an invention is not taken seriously by
modern econOIllists,.a "property right" in a patent and in the Iimited
Ill()IlOpoly which it grants is of course an accepted legal institution,
A sophisticated answer to the question of just what is "owned" by
the patentee was given-by JohnR. Commons, according to whom /

We:;--... . . .•.
ohiee:tclairiled and o~n~d ism~relytheexpected behavior of other people to be
obtained through ex~ectedrestraintof competition and control of supply. *, * ,* 140

Perhaps it is necessary to mention, though it ought to be common
place, thantherejeotion of the notion of private property in ideas
implies neitheriantagonism to the institution of private enterprise
nor hostility to the. patentsystem.!". .. ..

While some economists before 1873 were anxious to deny tha·t
patents conferred "monopolies'<e-and, indeed, had talked of "property
in inventions". chiefly in order to avoid using the unpopular word
"Illonopoly"-Illost ofthis squearnishness has disappeared. But most
writers. want to make it understood that these are not "odious"
monopoliesbut rather "social monopolies", "general welfare monop
olies",142 or "socially earned" monopolies.I43Most writers also point
out with great emphasis that the monopoly grant isIirnited and
conditional. Thus, Friedrich "on Wieser wrote that the inventor's-s-'

137LconWalras;Etudesd'ectmOmie jl(jIitlqu~appllquee (Lausantiet.zd edition, 1936),pp. 201-202;' {Firs t
pUblishedin,1898.)Walras,proceeds to argue that the consumer's interest may also be furthered by the
disclosure of technological secrets effected by the patent system. On thta issue,see pp. 31~32 below.

ns Ludwig von Mfses, Human Action: A 'rreeuse on Economics (l949),p. 360.
139Id.,p.6,57.... , .'. ,,', ..,' .... "... .' .... . . ',-
liO John.R,' Oommons, Legal.Foundations of Oapftallsm (1924), p. 219.
141'.'But the principle that private property must be, protected for the sake of the common welfare is

rundamentel.toour westernctvnteetton and Ia, I believe, the only ground on which political freedom can
thrive~\¥hetber there should be any private property In 'ideas' is a different question-which most.o'.
those who have thought about it have answered with 'N"0" .It is easy to understand why.

"The institution of private property serves important social, economic, and politIcal purposes. The
economic philoaoplry of private property in materIal things, is, however, not directly applicable to the
problem Ofprivate property in ideas. While only a very limited number of people can at one and the
same timewrite on the same desk~.drive the same truck, work on the same lathe, stay in the same bouse,
till the same piece of land-an unlhnlted number of people can simultaneously use the same idea. The
right to exclude others from the use of particular material things is necessary for the~. efficient use, nay,
for the prevention of chaos. There must be somebody who decides about the dtaposttlon of these thmgs
mclean exclude 'uneutbcrtecd' users. This is no 'must' with respect to ideas. The right to exclude ethers
from using an Idea demands a justificatIon on altogether different grounds." Fritz Machlup, The Politica I
Economy of Monopoly (1952), pp, 280-281.

m Richard T;Eiy,Olltllnesof Economics (5th edition, 1930),pp.56h562; also Ely, Property aad.Contract
in Their Relations to the Distribution of Wealth (1914), p. 346.

113 Frank A. Fetter, Modern Economic Problems (2d edition, 1922), vet. II, p. 507;
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.moneyyin research,". experimontation, development, and pioneer
plants; in .order to be effective, the hoped-for gains from the hoped-for .
monopoly may have to be a multiple of the expenses incurred since
few would want to risk the loss of their entire stakes unless they had a'
good chance of getting back much more than they put up; the possible
gains must be in the nature of a first prize in a lottery, of It jackpot
in a game of chance.'" A series of counter-arguments have been ad
vanced against this thesis; that no pecuniary incentive, indeed, no'
incentive at an, is needed to spur on those who love to contrive and to
innovate; that "thes.eeds of invention exist" as it were, in the, air,
ready to, germinate whenever suitable conditions arise, and no legis
lative .interference is needed to insure their growth in proper season";,127
that, if some spur should be desirable, honors and prizes would be'
preferable; that, if profitincentives should be required, the profits to
be made .thankato the headstart of the innovator and the natural
laggingbehindof imitators would suffice; 128 that incentives, if.effective,
work only through diverting productive activity into different chan
nels,"~ for example, from ordinary productive pursuits into research
and. development, and from research in unprotected fields to research
in fields in which the results enjoy patent protection;and,iinally,
that the obstacles and hindrances which patent protection puts in the
way of, competitive enterprise involve a social cost in excess of any
benefitsderived from the system.''' '. .

The f'exchange,for,secrets" thesis is independent of the question
whether or not there would be enough new inventions without the
monopoly-profit incentive; the point is that they would be kept
secret and that society can obtain the substantial social benefit of
disclosureouly by offering patent protection in exchange for publi
ca,tio:n.:;.: -,':;_

-The-patent.constltutee a 'genuine-contract :between society and iriventorjdf
society -grante htai .a.temporary guaranty.: he discloses the secret- which he .could
have guardedjquld pro quo, thls is the very principle of eguity)31

Themostfrequentallswer to this has been that society would lose
little ornothingifsome inventors tried to guard their secrets, because
few l,'m,d,ucerscoul.dsucceedin doing so fo," very longand,moreover,
similar. ideas areusually developed by several people within a short
time, if not simultaneously." The most cogent objection rested on
a simple reflection: An inventor who, optimistically, thinks he need
notfear that others would either find out his s.ecretor come inde
pendently upon the Same idea, will not go to the expense andtrouble
of taking a patent; he will disclose only what he fears cannot be kept
secret,18' Another kind of counter-argument tried to show that, at
one stage at least,the patent system might promote rather than
reduce secrecy; since patents are granted only on 'inventions devel

, li~'Fr1edrlchList, The NationalSystem of Polftteal Economy (1st Gen:nan edition,184i; ,LOIidon: "-1885)".
p, 307. Certainly, no one bas expressed the stimulus tbeoryin terms more impressive tnen Abraham
Lincolil, who sa;td:"TMpatent system * •• added the fuel ofinterest to the fire of genius.• * ." Lec
ture oll])iscoveries, ltiventions,and Improvements (1859). In complete Works of Abraham LinCOln(~d
edition, 1905), 'Vol. V, p, 113•

.1:l7 Sir William Armstrong; opening address of thepreSldelit, Repcrt of the 3Sd Meetlng of the BrItish
Association for-the Advancement 'of Science, held at tcewcasc e in 1863 (London: 1864),p. Itt.

128 Albert E. R:ScMfIle, ap.cit.; supra,-note 111; p. 265.
129 John 'Prince~8mith,'()P.cit.,supra, noto'123,-p.161.

; 131l'Tbe Economist, February l,1861.1.pp.114-:116. Rogeraop.ett., sUPt:a, note 111,p.l2B. Speech of Sir
Roundell Palmer, M. P., House of uommons, May 28, 18.68, 'reproduced in R. A. M. [Macfle] editor
Recent Dlseusslons.etc., op. cie., supra,note 125,p.97.

mLouts W olowskl, :Annalesde Is Soci€te d'Economie Polltlque, vol. VIII, 1869-:70 (Paris, 1895),'p.-126.
132 The Eoonomist,July 26, 1851,p. 182.,' ' , , " '. .
IUJ. E. T.Rq~ers, op. cit.! supra, note 111,pp. 128-134; Hermann Rentzsch,op.cit., supra, i1.oteI'115,

p.629j Viktor Bobmert, OP.cte., supra, note 122,p.67 if.
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c..DISCUSSION .OF. THESE ARGUMENTS: ECONOMIC OPINION 1850-73

AIUour arg1lmeIlts for patent protection have been severelycriti
cized, partly by opponents of any sort of paten.t protection, partly by
advocates who supported one argument but rejected the others.
In presenting the criticisms or counterarguments, some of the authors
who P!"'ticip":ted in the patent controversy of the 19th century (1850
73) will be CIted. These references serve only as samples, since in
most instances many writers have made the same points. Indeed
if one always cites only the "first and true inventor" of an argument
concerning the patent system, one will rarely be able to cite an author
Of the 20th century.

The "natural-law" thesis was solemnly adopted by the French Con
stitutional Assembly, wben it stated in the preamble to the patent law
of.17Pk-
that every novel idea. whose realization or .development can 'become useful-to'
society belongs primarily to him who conceived it, and that it would be a viola
tionofthe rights of man in their very essence if an industrialinvention-were not
reg:~~dedas.t~epropertyof)ts·creat,or. __ ", _ ',' _,' '''' '
This notion of French lawyers that an "idea" could be subject to the
same kind of property right that applied to material objects was
criticized, rejected, and ridiculed in many quarters.'!' If property; in
ideas was a "natural right," it was asked.!" how could it be limited
to 14 OJ; 17 years instead of being recognized for all time? As a matter
of fact, some diehards did campaign for "permanent and inalienable"
property rights in ideas.''' Others pointed out that no man can have
"exclusive possession" of an idea, be it for a limited or an unlimited
time, after he bas communicated it and, hence, shares it with others.'!'
'I'he logical elements of the concept of property as applied to material
things-c-occupation, "possession, control, appropriation, restitution,
etc.-are largely inapplicable to ideas not embodied in material things.
He who complains about the "theft" Of his idea-s-
cotiIpI.~ins that something has 'been stolen-which he still poseeeses.tand he wants
back something which, if given to. him a thousand times, would add nothing to
l1iS_?Oss~ssion.U5_ _--_- _ __ __ _ _ '
In contrast to property in material things, so-called intellectual prop
erty is neither control of a thing nor of an idea but rather "control of
a market" for things embodying an idea.!16 A material thing must
"belong" to somebody who can determine how it has to be used; it
would be necessary to take it away from its possessor before it could
; lI'lUTo talkof the 'natural iights' ofaniriventoriSto-talknonsense ** '*","The Patent Laws," westmrn

sterRevlew, new series, Yol..XXVI, p. 329. "Nor do vague and angry-declarations that invention Is prop
erty, and the lavish use-or the expressions 'ptrete' and 'pilfer.,'and 'stealing the fruit of other men's minds
and labour/prove more than that eertalu persons gain an advantage rightly or wrongly, which they wish
to keep," Rev.J. E. T;Rogcrs, "On the Ratlonale and Working of the Patent Laws" Journal of the Sta
tiStical Society of London, vel. XXVIRI863}, p. 128. See also the interesting review of earlier controversies
on-this issue by Le Hardy de Beaulieu,' Discussion sur la proprtete des inventions," Journal des Sconomistes
second series, vel. XXXIV (1862),and-the continued exchanges in L'Economiste Belge, 9 ennee, Nos. 7,
12;22 (1863).--AGerman economtat denounced the "Faseleten (twaddle, babble, drivel) about property In
ideas," Albert E. l!'. ScMftle, Die nadonelokoncmtsche 'j'heorte der eusseblressenden Absatzverhtiltnisse
Tflblngen,: 1867), p.110. Another German, proud of the victory of the patent advocates, lauds tbem for
'!correctly understanding" that,this"sophistlc debate" about property in ideas "was absolutely sterile."
Hermann Grothe, on. ctt., supra, note 14

1
p. 4. All these writers had long been anticipated by a series of

pronouncements of English law, reflected n Thomas Jefferson's statement that "Inventions * * '" cannot,
in nature; be a aubjeot oLproperty.".. .. , .... ..... ..'

.112 Charles Ooquelln, "Brevets d'Inventton," Dlctionnalre de l'EcoI!-0mle I:olitiq~e (Parts: 1873), p.: 213.
ItaJ.B. A>M. Jobard, Nouvelle economre societe ou mcnautopcle mdustnel, n.rtls~lqUe, commercial at

llttfu'aire (Parts: 1844), PP,·5, 130, 2.39 et passim. Between 1829and 1852, Jobard publIsbed no less than 48
books on the same subject: for tariff and patent proteetion, against free trade and competition..

IH Anton Edler von Krauss, op, edt., supra, note 11,pp. 7-9.
m Hermann Rentzsch, "Golstiges Blgenthum," Handworterbuch -der Volkswirtschaft (Leipzig: 1866),

p.334. .:
11G Albert E. F. SchAftle.op; clt., supra, note: 111, pp. 113-114.
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thathacl b~e:t)partiC1ilarlyexpensive and "could not just as easily
'liavedbe'ell made by others" ; patents for "accidental inventions" and
"insignificant artifices" could easily, paralyze the industry of others
andither~fore,would be iniquitous.'?' Johann Friedrich Lotz (1822)
c~ncededthat,itmightbe "fair-and economically ~dvantageous for
a 'nation to compensate ,We inventor" for efforts and expenses, but
thatitwas"verY'qu~stionabl~whethermonopolization of his inve ll"tion is the right kind of compensation!' 105 Karl HeinrichRau
(1844),~n the other hand, found that, though "some important
inventions 'are 'made by accident," many require great effort andone
"","o,ud llot lIlalm such sacrifices if he could not hope for a period of
'prQte'qtion from encroachment by competitors in the use of his
·IDvelltio~.-"'1~6.,;: ', __,.:', .'' _', "
ThFranc~,Jean BajitisteSay (1803) agreed fully with the English

Classical "",iters' .view~ fa...oring ,p~tent protection, "Who could
,reasollably complain ~h~llta m~rely,apparent privilege?" he asked,
j:t:rieitb.~i,:~ar~8:norhinders any branch' of ind':lst~y that was previously'known.
'I'he costs are paid only by-those who do not mind paying them; their wants * * *
are not less fully satisfied than before.t"

Simonds de Sismondi (1819), the "dissenter," dissented on this issue,
as on most others, In his view-
The result of the.privilege-granted to' an inventor is to give him a monopoly
position in the market against the other producers in the country. As a conee
quence-Yq~,;c0:rlsqmers'benefit very .little from, the invention, the Inventor 'gains
-lXl'~C~, ,F,~e_ :othe~ .prod':lq~:rs lo~eJand their workers fall into misery.
Hie waI\ted"allinve'ntionsimmediately made known and immediately
~)ll:>jected,to~itation by all the competitors of the inventor," If
the zeal.of invep,tors should thereby becooled,this would, be, a most
weleome-result .In Sismondi'sopinion;108 Pierre-Joseph Proudhon
Wl46), althoJlgh he wrotea satirical pamphlet against the demands
for' "majorats,:"or perpetual, hereditary rights in intellectual prod
ucts/o, accepted the possibility of monopoly as a condition of progress
and regarded the grant of temporary monopolies .to inventors asa
"~neces~i~y','-inour society.l'?

,B. THE CHIEF -AB.GUMENTS -FOR PATE'NT JpROTECTION

Wb,ile'tJ,~e~rlybl'iIlions<>n. the' patent system were expressed
merely in occasional colIlments and remarks contained in general
treatises on political economy, economists during the great patent
contro;ver~s \>f.th~ second half of the 19th century wrote articles,
,paIilphlets,and bookS on the economics of exclusive rights, The
a'rgument~forandagainst the patent system have not changedmuch
sincethat time. '

1I1.l T •• ;
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when theirin-veIitio.ns were patented to others who beat themt~ the
patent office in countries which granted patents to the first applicant
rather than the first inventor.

Probably the oldest international. agreements involving patent
matters were among German states in the second quarter of the 19th
century, and the first multilateral agreement was among the member
states of the German Zollverein in 1842. The first International
P"tent Congress was held in 187.3 in Vienna, the next two in 1878 and
in 1880 in Paris ;in 1884 the International Union for the Protection of
Industrial Property was cre"ted,. with a permanent secretariat, the
International Bureau for the Protection of Industrial Property, in
Bern, Switzerland. Only a few of the irksome problems offoreign

.patenting were solved and no progress was made toward the estab
lishment, of an "international patent." After several revisions,
of which the last one" was in 1934 (though the two previous ones,
of 1925 and 19U, are still partly in effect), the convention provides
tllat (1) foreigners (nationals of Union countries) shall receive in
each country the same treatment as the nationals. of that country;
(2) an applicant for a patent on an inventionin one country shall be
given the advantl1ge of that date of application in other Union
countries provided. application is made in the latter within 12 months
of the original application (the so-called priority clause); (3) patents
in each country shallbe independent of patents on the same invention
in other countries-particularly they shall not beaffected by refusal,
revocation, or expiration in any other country; (4) impor~ationby
the patentee of goods produced in other Union countries shall not
entail forfeiture ofpatellt protection for these goods; and (5) each
country may take measures to prevent abuses resulting from. the
exclusive rights conferred by patents, such as "failure to use," but
it may revoke these patents only if compulsory licensing should be .
an insufficient remedy~aIld compulsory licenses cannot be required
until 3 years afterissuance .of a patent and only if the patentee does
not produce acceptable excuses." .

The "national treatment" clause forecloses the use of the reci
procity principle, under which a country might discriminate against
nationals of countries with less generous patent laws. Thus, under
reciprocity, a country might deny a patent to a national of a country
that has no patent law; under "national teeatment," Swiss inventors
were able to get patents abroad- even when Switzerland gave no
patents. The "priority" clause, the most important provision of the
convention, has been regarded as a substitute, however poor, for
")lniversal patents," inasmuch as. it established the right of the
inventor to obtain patents in all Union countries in which his kind
of invention is patentable. .(In the absence of such .a clause, in some
countries the. patent would go to the first applicant even if he were
not the inventor.)

Countries with strong patent positions have often prodded and
p,-\tpressure On weaker countries to adopt patent systems. Yet
"any countrymust lose if it grants monopoly privileges in the domestic

., Another eonjereneeis eupposed to convenein Lisbon in November 1U5S.
04 DlJtllJled dlseueslon of the international eonrerenoss, of the provisions of the International UnioD),and of

the economic issues involved are contained in the work by E. T.· Penrose, op ..ctc., supra, note 91.· !:iCC also
Vernon, The International Patent System and Foreign Policy, Study No.5 orthe Subcommittee on Patents
Trademarks, and OopyrIghts, Senate Committee on the Judiciary,85th cone., tss sess. (1957). Note:
This series ofstud1es,ofwhich the present study Is one, will-hereinafter be cited as "Senate Patent Study
NOr-i'
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and later of the objections to li\iving discretionary powers to public
administrators. The plans vaned with regard to the ways of deter
mining. the bonuses and of financing them: the bonuses were to be
awarded by the government, by, professional associations finl'nced
through voluntary contributions from private industry, by' an inter
national agency set up by national governments, or by an international
association' maintained through contributions from industries ofaJI
countries.w vAll these proposals were confined to important inven
tions, and denied the desirability of either rewards or patent protection
for petty inventions. ,.', , '

The, Soviet Union has actually experimented with a premium sys
tem: "Oertificatesof Authorship" can be issued to inventors entitling
them to rewards from the government if and when their inventions
are exploited. An Act Governing Inventions and Technical Improve
ments has been on the books since 1931, a new Inventions Act since
1941. An .Awards Decree in 1942 increased the scale of awards; the
most recent scale came into effect in August 1956. Most awards are,
made on the basis of the annual economies achieved as a result ofthe
inventions or. improvements. For inventions resulting in relatively
small economies the rate is 30 percent; for inventions yielding large
economies the rate is lower and limited by an absolute ceiling. The
scale for mere improvements is lower than that for originalinventions,"
, In a country where all industry is owned and operated by the gOV"

ernment it is obvious that private monopolies in the utilization of new
inventions would be meaningless and that payments by the govern"
ment are thoonly conceivable form of reward, apart from "honors."
Whether these payments are called bonuses or royalties or profit
shares would not make any material difference. The fact, however,
that the bonus system seems to be the "logical" form of award ina,
socialist economy, should not mislead us into assuming that propo
nents of such systems have necessarily been of socialistic persuasion.
On the contrary, most proponents of alternatives to the patent sys
tem, of reforms to reduce its monopoly features, or of the abolition
of any .form of inventorsvprotection have not been socialists but
rather economists of the free-enterprise, free-trade tradition."

One of the alternatives is government-financed research and
development work. There are projects for inventive work involving
expenses beyond the means of private concerns. If society wants
these projects carried out, governtnentmust finance them." On the
other hand, one maytexpect privatejenterpriae to finance and under
take a fair amount of inventive.:'andiinnovative activity even without
patent incentives. The profit[expectations due to the headstart-of
the innovator and the natural lag of the imitators should be sufficient
to stimulate inventions and innovations within normal reach; 88

84 E.-g., Robert _Andrew .Maefle, The Patent Question Under Free Trade (London 2d edit1on;W. J.
:Johnson, 1864), pp. 24, 29.' Iri1867 a society for the establishmentof an internationalfund to give mOIl-BY:
awards hi lieu of patents for inventions was founded. See Viktor Bbhmert, "Griindung etnes Vereins sum
Ersatz der Erflndungspatente und zur Belobnung unpatentierter Erflndungen in Zurich," Jahrbtlcher fUr
Natlonalokonomje und Statistik;vol. !X(1867), p. 93.

86 Francis Hughes, "SovIet Invention Awards," Economic Jour:nal~ vol. LV (1945), pp.29l-297jSeealso;
Hughes, "Incentive for Soviet Initiative," Bcouomjc Journal, vel. LvI (1946), pp. 415-425. . .
S~For example, in 1869 an American patent expert-c-Mr, George A. Matile, examiner in the U~ S. Patent

'Qffiee-observing the tree-enterprise antipatent movement in Europe and expecting that England would
soon abol:lsh the patent system, wrote that the United States woUldnever permit itself to fall behind other
nations "in a matter ofliberty".and would surely follow suit if other countries repealed their patont laws.
Revue de droit international et de Mgislationcomparee, vel. I (1869), p, 311. .,.'

atOf. "Government, Industry, the University, and Basic Research," three papers by Paul E. Klopsteg,
MonroeE. Spaght, and Kenneth B,Pitzer. Science, vel. 121(June 1955),pp. 781-792.

88 On the theoryalthe headstart see pp, 23-24, 38-39, and 69-.60, infra.
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tial monopoly profits in cases of relatively less strategic inventions,
blltthey would probably be much smaller in cases of basic inventions
and in all other instances where a strong patent position could permit
,,:firmt6 controlsome of its markets. Thus, the hopes for the highest
prizes to be won in the "patent lottery" would be dashed, and the
anticipated returns from investment in innovations based on patented
inventions would be reduced. '

D.'·PLANSFbR :REFORMS AND ALTERNATIVES TO THE PATENT SYSTEM

One cannot simply and safely deduce that a reduction of expected
returns from investment in innovations will diminish the flow of
invention. According to one opinion on the system of general com
pulsory licensing-e- '.

* .** no ccnvhtclng argument has yet been put forward to show that * **.
a "llcenee of right" system whereby,after a very shoru penod.vanyone might
use a patent on paying a license fee to 'the Inventor, would * * * diminish the
flow of Inventdon.w

The chief objections to general compulsory licensing, however, are
not based on the contention, that' such a system would reduce the
stimulus to invent, but that it would reduce the stimulusto innovate,
that is, to develop and introduce inventions already made and
patented. It is widely assumed that, in this respect, general
compulsoryIicensing-c- , • "
would practically amount to the abolition of patents, which * * .* would.con
balance.ide definitely more harm than good.w "

Evensome. of. those,' who hold that· general compulsory licensing
would be thesimplest and most expedient reform of the patent system
and would not unduly impair its effectiveness in generating inventive
and innovative activities are prepared to consider less radical reforms.
A carefully argued "minimum" program_"necessary if [the patent]
system is to be kept consistent with a competitive policy"-has
recently been set forth.'! It contains the following recommendations:
Maintain the highest standard of invention; avoid broad claims;
insist on more adequate disclosure; publicize patent applications and
e~tablish opposition procedures ; improve examination procedures;
apply ','economic as well as technological tests .* * * in determining'
whether to grant the patent"; 72 abandon the flash-of-genius notion
in favor of explicit consideration of the size of research expenditures
required for inventive and developmental activity; institute compul
sory licensing under patents that are not worked at all or are worked
less than may be regarded -as a "reasonable use of the invention";
authorize "any patentee to obtain a license under a patent held by
another if he can show that his own patent cannot be worked without
this license and if he is willingto grant a reciprocal license" ; 73 "remove
the exclusive features f~om patent pools whenever the patents thus
pooledare numerous enough and important enough to be a source of
substantial power"; 74 reduce monopolistic power Over a whole indus-

G9'LionelRobbiDs.' The:Econo~ic BBSi~ cif Class.conflict(~oiid<in:1939),P. 73.-" ,
79 MICh8.el PClmnyl, op. cit., supra,note 27,p. 67. .. . :
71Corwin D. Edwards; MaJntainbig Competition:' Requisites of a Governmental Policy (1949) p. 236.
7JIThat is, "the Patent Office should consider whether or not the proposed grant would Impede the prog-

ress of the useful arts, in the industries to which the invention is applicable, by unduly concentrating the
cpntroloftechnology}' ,rd.,P'237~'" . .

f3Id.,p.242. ,._ ._.. ,'. .,f
74 Thus, pooled patents should "be made avallablefot Iteense to all applteanta on nondiscriminatoi'yand

nonrestrictive terms," .Id., p. 243.
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tiori 6rto"fellce iIl"'the competition 'bjTbloc];$rgpossible develop-'
ments of iIlventiollspaterited to them." .. "

Nonworking of patented illventions has been high.on the list of
grieyan~es against paten! protection. One must distinguish, however,
betweenthl' nonuse of lllvelltlOns whose use would be uneconormc,
and thesuppressi?n, or "wrongf\1l nonuse," of patented inventions
",hich co\1ldbeusedecono(lli~all:r.59 I;, the firstcategory are inven
tlOlls,ofunmarketai>lea.rtlcles, 'mventions of inoperable or too -ex
peB:siv~process~s,·andinyeJ,ltions of alternative processes, in8trum~nt~,
orpr()~ucts, not superior or perhaps iIlferior to those iIl actual, use;
neither the patentees nor "nyone else may want to use the inventions
in ljuestion. It has b~erie~tllnated that between sq and 90 percent

. of all patents JJlay be 1)1 thiscategory." "Suppression" of patented
inventions c"n be :proved, at least prima facie, if others wantlicenses
which the pa~elltee refllses to grant although he himself does not use
the iIlvention.: 111 the absence of any applications for licenses, "sup
pression" of inventions is difficult to prove: one would have to prove
that their uS,ewo\1ld ,be economicallypractical and desirable although
the p"tellt owners, perhaps in view of the "premature" obsolescence
oftheir9"pital equipm~nt, have decided to keep these inventions
"on ice.'.' Thepro,?f JJligh.tbe feasible for cost-saving inventions, but
hardly for product-rmprovmg ones: .after all, cost calculationscan be

,cbecked, but, demand. estimates, are mere conjectures., , .•.
In some countries, especially inEngland, "insufficient working" is

regarded as an. abuseof the patent monopoly, as is also the charging
of excessive prices for patented articles. SiIlceit is the very essence
ofp"tentsto rest~ict competition and permit output to be kept below,
"Ildprice above, competitive levels, it, is difficult :to conceive rof
ecoIl0p.riccriteriaby ",hi9hone eo\1ld judge whether output isIess
than "reasonably practicable" and price ia"unreasonably high." 61

~n allY case these so-called "abu:ses"are merely some of the social
costs '~iIlhereIlt iIl thepateIl~ system arid are only rarely connected
with any malpractices orithe part of patentees."" ," '
, Domestie _nOl1u~e':d)r-"insufficient" domestic _use of _inventions
which are patented to foreigners who maiIlly seek to protect the
domestic market for goods made abroad and imported, raises issues
involving foreign-trade theory.' 'ForciIlg the domestic working, of
patented inventions which otherwise would not be so worked operates
like a protective-tariff: itmayIead to an uneconomic location of in
dustry, to a reduction in the international division of labor, and to
higher prices toconsumers. To grant patents to foreigners maybe
socially .costly, 'but this cost. would not be reduced and may be
increasedbyforcing their domestic working." .

-musfrations oratt these practices ',Canbef~Und Inthe TNEO Hearings, pt. 2 (1939).especially pp. 386-
387,433,4®-461.776, '' ' ' _,',,,,,'. ,', ',' _ "

a9 There is nothing "wrongful" in suppression under United States law; the term fits tlie situation of other
Countries, especIally the United Kingdom, where the law requires working of all patented inventions
'Iwithout undue delay and to the-fullest extent that is reasonably practicable."

SOPetet:Meinhardt,op, clt.,supra, note 35, p. 256. This estimate may be too high, but the view that the
'percentage of patents on which taxes OJ,' renewal fees are paid for several veers roughly measures the pro
portion of patented inventions 1n use probably errs in the other direction; it overlooks the optimism. of
patentees, who long keep up the hope that tbeinventions may be or use eventually. :

6!Th,efew decisions in Whic1l.EnguSh. courts,considered the reasonableness ofprices demanded for patented
articles denot reflect any great Insight into the economicsof pricing.

UEdith,'I\ Penrose, op. ·cit,,'supra,'Dof.e47, p.l53.
"Id:,.pp, 137-:-161, espe,e;4llly pp.14~145, .!,54,158,
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tion.is probably more politicalthan economic; one clear fact is that
many patent attorneys and few economists were heard by the legis
lative bodies.

In several countries patents terminate premature1yupon failure to
pay renewal fees; such fees may increase from very modest charges
for the first years-none for the first 4 years in the United Kingdom-s
to progressively higher levels in later years. The fiscal result of this
scheme is insignifican~\ but it probably fulfills the economic purpose
of weeding out worthless patents." "Live patents" may obstruct.
inventive or innovative activity long after their owners have decided
not to use the inventions covered.

-B~ ···"ABUSE",OFTHE PATE:N"T MOliOPOL'y

In general one speaks of an abuse of the .patent monopoly when
thesocialobjectives which it is supposed to serve are not promoted
but rather jeopardized bytho way it is used." This will be .most
plausibly asserted when the temporalvfunctional, or material limits
of the monopoly intended by the patent grant are overstepped and,
the actually achieved monopolistic control is extended in time," in
scope, or .instrsngth. ", ,.,' " '.'

Patentees may succeed in extending the time period of control «(1,)
through procedural devices, especially through delays in the pendency
of. the patent between application and issuance: 48 (b) through secret
use of the invention prior to the application for a patent, or through
incomplete disclosure, making it impossible for those without special
"know-how" touse the invention even after expiration of the patent j"
(c) through the successive patenting of strategic improvements of
the invention which make the unimproved invention commercially
unusable after expiration of the original patent: 50 (d) through crea-

4&IrtEngland, 45.6'percent of.all patents issued in 1933had lapsed after 6 years; 'only 23.6 pflt<:ieilt were
kept alive after 10 years. See Floyd L; Vaughan, op. cit" supra, note 41,p. 301. In Germany before 1920,
60 percent of all patents lapsed after 3 years, 80 percent after 6 years, and only 3.5 percent reached their
maximum age of15years;' .Robolaki and"Lutter "Patentrecht," Handwdrterbueh del' Staatswissenschaften 
(Jeoa: Fjscbe~4th ed. 1920),vol, VI, p. 826. For an interesting discussion of the experience with renewal
fees, see P. J . Federloo: "Renewal Fees and Other Patent Fees in Foreign Countries," Journal of the-Pat
ent Office Society, vel, 36 (Novemberl9S4), pp. 827-861,

'1 ThiswouId be much too wide a definition from the point of view of United~States law, but it reaects
the comprehensive conceptions of "abuse" frequently expressed in England and several' other countries,
and fervently debated in international conferences. For example, in a text ap,proved by the United States
delegation and SUbmitted to the 1925Oonterenee at The Hague, the phrase ~abuse of the monopoly" was
understood to include the refusal of the patentee to grant licenses on equitable terms, unduly restricted
working, or nonworking, of the patented invention, the charging of excessive prices, etc. See Actes de la
conference reunre ~ la Haye du 8 Ootobre au 6 'Novembre 1925(Bern: 1926), p. 434. Quoted fromEdith
Tilton Penrose, The Economics of the International Patent System (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press,
1951),p.85. Dr. Penrose comments: "The fact is that the term 'abuse of the monopoly' is extraordinarily
misleading. For the most part~ the ao-ealled 'abuses' are merely some of the costs that are inherent In the
patent system and are only rarely connected with any malpractices on the part of patentees." Id., p. 153,

u For a brief eccount cr.ebe History of the Growth of the Long Pending Patent Application Evil, see the
memorandum prepared and distributed by the patent section of the- General Motors Oorp., dated May
26, 1931,reproduced as exhibit No. 110 in hearings before the-Temporary National Economic committee
(hereinafter cited as "TNEO Hearings"), pt. 2 (1939), pp. 701-714. Examples ofirnportant patents whose
application had been pending for extremely long periods-with or without fault on the part of the appli
cants-are the Gubelmann (cash register) patent with a pendency of over 26years, tbe Fritts (photographic
sound recording) patent with a pendency of 36 years, and the Steimer (automatic glass machinery) patent
with a pendency of 27 years. A more recent example is the Jorgensen (automatic choke) patent, issued to
General Motors Oorp.tn 1955erter e pendency or over 23 years, chiefly due to iatnterrerence proceedings
and lttigatlon, See Hearings, supra, note 41, pp. 287-291. The official1ifeofa patent begins, of course, only
after its issuance. Hence the total lives, from application to expiration, of the first 3 mentioned patents
varIed from 43 to 53 years.

~9 Within certain ltmtts, prIor use and incomplete disclosure, if proved, make a patent invalid,butproof
is not easy to come by. 'I'ha Alien Property Custodian who had taken the United States patents from
enemy owners during the Ffrst world War testified: "Since we took up the patents, more than a.mlllicn

"dollars have been spent on finding out how to work them, because always sometbtng was left out and always
sometbIng was covered UP." Pooling of Patents, Hearings, supra, note 21, pt. 1, p, 746.

~o For examples of how patents on "minor improvements continue the protection" of the orfglnal Inven
ttons vwhen tbe beete patents expire," see Investigation of Ooncentratton of Economic Power, TNEO
Hearlnga, pt. 2 (1939), p. 777. See also, Pooling of Patents, Hearings, supra, note 21; pt. 4, p•.8836.
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the economic consequences' of closing an industry to newcomers by'
granting a pll;ten,ton a "basic" invention, a possibility.which, to.mauy
econonnsts, indicates the need for compulsory licensing. Finally,
there is the old controversy whether patentability should not be con'
fined to "useful and important" inventions, a requirement included
in theUnitedStates patent laws of 1790 and 1836, though not seriously
enforced by the Patent Office." , ,.'

. The questions who is to judge the patentability of .an invention
and at what stage of the game, have .received different answers, and

. different procedures have been adopted in different countries, Under
the registration system the validity of a registered patent is examined
only if aninterested party attacks it in the courts and asks that.the
patent be invalidated. Under the examination system a patent is
issued only after the Patent Office has carefully examined the patent
ability .of the invention. This examinationp.a,y include so-called
"interference proceedings,", when the Office fin't!s that two or more
pending applications seem to claim, partly or wholly, the same inven
tion, so that the' priority of, one invention has to be established.
The so-called "Aufgebotssystem," or examination-plus-opposition sys
tem, provides for an 'intervaloftime after publication of the speoifica
.tions examined and accepted by the official examiner and before the
issuance of the 'patent, in order to enable interested persons to oppose
the patent grant. In such proceedings the grounds of ,the opposition,
suchas"qprior nse" or "prior patent 'grant," are-heard and examined
by the Patent Office.39 . The registration system is administratively
.the cheapest but may burden the economy with the cost of exclusive
rights being exercised- for many inventions which, .upon examination,
would have been found nonpatentable. In favor ofthe examination
system it has Men said that it avoids amass of worthless, conflicting,
and probablyinvalidpatents,onerous to the public as well as tobona
fide owners Of valid patents; that it wevents the fraudulent practice
ofTegistering and selling patents similar to the claims being patented,
by others; and that it drastically reduces the extent' of court litiga
tion." The latter advantage, however,may not be realized if Patent

·Office and courts apply different standards of patentability."
In some countries the law denies patent protection to certain cate

·gories of invention; For example, in Germany (and until 1949 .in
England) no patents. could be granted for inventions of new ~06d

,38,Acoor'ding to-~ph~lished'comnik~tafyto the Patent Act ot1952,which deletedthe clause.The requirjo
ment uf importance s'hed seldom been resorted to either in the Patent Officeor in the courts."The official
explanation ror tts deletionwas as follows: "The phrase 'and that the invention is sufficiently useful and
important' tsomitted as unnecessary, the requirements forpatentabllity being stated in sees. 101,102,and
103.'~,,(The requirements stated in, these sections include "usefulness," but .not "Importauee,"): ace
H. Rcpt. No. 192.3, 82d Oong., 2d sass. (1952).

a~ The Natiorial Patent PlanningOommission recommended that the United States adopt a procedure
in which the Patent.Officemay cancel a patent challenged by "any member of the jlublic" within (i months
upon evidence snowing that the patent should not have been issued. National Patent Planning OOD).
mission,Reportj American Patent System (1943).

40 All these points-were made in the Senate committee report (Senator Ruggles) of April 28" 1836, which,
enumerated some of the "evils which necessarily result" from a system of issuing patents without exemtue-:
tIOIL See ','The Patent Act of 1836," Journal of the Patent OfficeSociety, vol. XVIII (July,1936, Oenten-
riialNumber)"pp.92:-:93," " , ',,'

" U "There is an ever wideriinggulf between the dectstons of the' Patent Office ill" granting patents arid
decisions of the courts who pass upon their validity." Report of the National Patent Planning Oommts
sian .rwesianeton: 1943). Some patent attorneys' claim that the "decisions [of the Supreme Oourt]
amounted to judicial legislation pboljshing the patent system" .. '"." Statement of Karl Lutz, patent
attorney, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Oopyrights of, the Senate
Committee on the Judtcter..y, 84th Cong., 1st seas. (1956), p. 309. In au economist's opinion, "If and when
the Patent Office"administers the standard of patentabUlty indicated by the Supreme Court, the number
of patents should 'be reduced at least one-half, The granting of fewer patents would in tum lead to fewer
applications' and 'the 'need for fewer examiners; moreover, .1t would reduce correspondingly the need. of
taking out so-called defensive patents." Floyd L.Vaughan, The United States Patent System (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1956),p. 299.
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III. INSTITUTIONAL FACTS AND P,ROBLEMS

A.CONlJITIONS,.PROCEDURE8, AND LIMITS OF pATENT PROTECTIqN

A patent confers the right to secure the enforceinent power of the
state in excluding unauthorized persons from imaking icommeroial
use of a clearly identified, novel, and useful invention; but just what
an "invention" is, and when it can be regarded as "novsl" and,
"useful," is not self-evident. The questions of the "correct" criteria
of utility, novelty, and invention .have been answered in many
different ways, and the courts of several countries are constantly
reconsidering earlier answers.

An invention isa new contrivance, device, or technical art newly
created, in contrast to a discovery of a principle or. law of nature
that has already' "existed" though unknown to man. But not every
new way of doing or making something, not every new thing never
made before, isregardedas an "invention"; it must be "an unusual
mental achievement," 27 a contribution involving more than the
exercise of technical skill. Indeed, the courts of some countries have
suggested. that "invention" must involve a new idea hatched by an
imaginative mind, a "flash of genius,"" as opposed to findings
resulting from the "work of a mechanic skilled in. the art" 29 or from
the plodding labors or routine experimentations of large-scale labora
tories ..Much controversy has centered around the relative roles which
superior ability, ordinary skill, extraordinary. expenses, exceptional
genius, or plain luck may have played in making those contributions
to the technical arts which are to. be called "inventions." Many
lawyers have attempted to deduce incontrovertible solutions of this
problem from the letter of the law. Others, annoyed by the narrow
attitudes of the courts, have insisted and even legislated that "patent
ability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention
was made." 30 This 'seems fair enough because it is "according to
foresight, not hindsight" that one should judge whether the difference
between the old art and the new looked "sufficiently difficult" before
hand to be regarded as an invention and "to require the inducement
of a hoped-for patent." 81 In brief, sensible answers can come only
from an economic analysis of the objectives and consequences of patent
protection-s-which however presupposes that one agrees on just what.
the objectives are." ..

This holds true also for the criteria of novelty and utility. That
"subjective novelty" is universally rejected in favor of objective tests,

27 Michael Polanyi, "Patent Reform," neetew of Econofuic Studies, vol. Xl (1944); P'- 71.
28 Densmore v. &ofield, 102 U. S. 358, 3!5 (1880); CUM Engineering Corp. v. Automatic Devices C!orp"

314 U. S. 84, 90-91 (1941). _ _ .
~g Hotchkiss v.Greenwood 52 U,S. 248 (1850). -
40UnitedStates Patent Act ofl952, 35U, S,O., see. 103:
31 S. O. Gilfillan, "The Root of Patents, or Squaring Patents by Their Roots," Journal of the Patent

OfficeSociety, .vol. XXXI (1949), p.614.
33"It is surprising"''' '" that in numerous cases gadgetry wb1sJudiciaI approval while Inventtons or

some consequence fail to make thegrade. The bench of the United States Supreme Court found that
Marconi's contributions did not rise sufficiently above the level of the art as to make him the inventor of
the wireless; yet the same bench found a new combination of circuits in a pinball machine to be genuine
invention. Insueh decisions,there is less of mystery chan the optntous of the Oourt suggest. Often there
are real reasons for decisions which do not appear among the good reasons put on public display. A valid
patent in the field of gadgetry does no great harm; it is easy enough to 'walk around' the patent and turn
up another device or process which performs the same mnctton. An exhibit was once presented of a col
lection ofcan openers, each of which had its distinct ideutity and none ofwhich infringed the patent ofany
other. With mora basic things, however, a recognition of the invention as genuine and issuance of the
patent may serve to confer upon the patentee an overlordshfp of a sizable area of tbe economy. The best
patent lawyers always slip into their briefs a few paragraphs concerned with economics and public policy."
Walton Hamilton, The Politics ofIndustry (New York: Knopf, 1957), pp. 71-72.
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·1825; Sardinia, 1826; the Vatican State, iI833.;Sweden, .1834;' Wui't-
temberg, 1836; Portugal, 1837; Saxonia, 1843. '

C. THE RISE -OF 'AN -ANTIP~TENT:MOVEMENT,(18.50...,.18.73)

During the. secondrquarter- of the 19th century various groups
pressed for the strengthening of the patent system and for its eXpan
sion. In Briti1in,they wanted patents made more easily obtainable
andmoreeffedivelyenforceable.In Germany a unified patent
sJ'stem,was sought after an agreement of the Zollverein in 1842 had
reduced the value of patents by. j>ermitting patented articles to be
imported from member states., . Petitions in Switzerland; partly
inspired by German inferestsvasked for patent legislation. Provoked
by such pressures-and in line with the free-trade movementoLtlle
period,anantipatentmovementstartedin most countries of Europe:"

Parliamentary. committees and royal commissions in Britain in
vestigated the operation of the patent system in 1851~52, in 1862-65,
and,againin1869.-72.Some of the testimony was so damaging to the

, repute of the patent system that leading statesmen urged itsabplic

tion." A paterit-reforrabill, providing for stricter examination of
applications, a reduction of the term of protectiou to 7 years,ari.c.l
compulsory .Iicensing of all patents, was passed by the House of
'Lords.,< '., .' .. ... ... '

In Germany several trade associations and chambers of commerce
recommendedabclitdon of the patent laws," the Kongress deutscher
Volkswirte in 1863 condemned "patents of invention as. injuriousto
common -w:elfare;"'6t4e Government of Prussia, decided to-oppose
the adoption of ,a patent law by the North German Federation; and
Chancellor Bismarck in 1868 announced his objections to the-principle
ofpatsntprcteetion." .' .' . •. . .'. ,... . ..' .r. <

In-Switzerland, the only industrial country of Europe thnt.hadre
.mained without patent legislation, the legislature rejected proposals
in 1849., 1851rI854,and twice in 1863, the last time with areference
to the facttht"economists of greatest competence" hadrleclared
the principleof patent protection to be. "pernicious flnc.liridefen-
sibl~'J'Y,> "_,0,,, ',:,::_ _'_C'_':':: "-'" ,,' .. i:\,:';'

In the Netherlanc.l.s the majority of the .Parliament was convinced
t4flt"a goodlaw of.patents.isan impossibility." 16 The abolitionists
WQ!:\ ind,in.1869., the patentlaw was repealed.

12 Fritz'MMhlupaIid'EdithperiIos~, -'~T~e Patent Controv~~sYin: the19thOentllfY,';:-:Th~ ojohriial
of,Economlc:IIistory,: vol.:X: (11l60),PP., 1-2~, . ___ .' : _ ',' ': ',' ,'. ", .,'. "__.<

13 For contemporary reports'see Parliamentary Debates, The EconomIst, The Spectator, ai:ld The west
mtnster.Revtew. ' iror.seiectronsrrom testimonies; oomunttee reports, and parliamentary speeches by John
Lewis Ricardo.-Lm;d Granville, Lord Stanley, i3IrRoundell,Palmer, Robert A. Maefie, and others, see
Robert Andrew Maofle The Patent Question under Free Trade (London, second editlon, W. J. Johnson,
1864),and R;. A.Nt:. (M'acfieJ, editor, Recent Discussions on the Abolition of Patents tor Inventions In the
United Kingdom, France, Germany, and the Netherlands (London: Longmans, Green 1869). '"

i4"Die Gutachten der preusslsehen Handelavoratande.tiber die P,atentfraglb.."VlerteljahrschriCtIilr volks
wfrthschatt und Kulturgeschichte,2. J:ahd1864), No. I, pp.193-215; see also Hermann Grothe, Des Patent
gesetz filr des Deutsche Reich (Berlin: Guttentag,'1877), pp. 22-32;AI. PHenko, Des Recht des Erfuiders
(Berlin:,Heymann,-1907);:pp.9fl,..102.'-, ,,_-"" ;,',' "",, " " ';",'"
i~,"Betlcht'uberdie Verhandlurigen'd,es seehsten Kongressesdeutscher Volkswirte zuDresdenam 14.,

'Hi;, :16.; mid 17; September,"Vierteljahrscbrift fUr Volkswirthschaft und .Kulturgesohlchtc, 1: Jahr (1863),
NO.III"p.'221.-::: " ,.",', '''' ','" ,,' ',,' ,:' . ' ,

i&IIiith's Amialen'desNorddeutSchenBundes.'(B'erlin) 1868, pp. 39-42;Id., 1869,p. 33.
IJOflizielles Bundeablatt J}ilirgang 1864,- No. lI,_,pp" 510-511. ' ,.' , ,,' ;.: .: . "
18 M. ooderrot, in the debate in the Dutch Parliament. Quoted in the British House,oI.qo,ip.~oJ1($e,s.

sl()naIPl1op~r,s,J,XI,doc.41 (Feb~.16, 1,87~). '
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II. HISTORICAL SURVEY

A. EARLY HISTORY (BEFORE 1624)

The oldest examples of grants' of exclusive rights by kings and
rulers to private inventors and innovators to practice their new arts
or skills go back to the 14th century.' Probably the first "patent
law," in the sense of a general promise of exclusive rights to inventors;
was enacted in 1474 by the Republic of Venice.' In the 16th century,
patents were widely used by. German princes, some of whom had
a well-reasoned policy of granting privileges on the basis of a careful
consideration ofthe.utility and novelty of the inventions and, also, of
the burden which would be imposed on the country by excluding
others from the use of these' inventions andby enabling the paten"
tees to charge higher prices. ' . ."

Some of the exclusive privileges were on new inventions; others 011
skilled crafts imported from abroad. Some of the privileges were for
limited periods; others forever. (For example, the canton Bern.iri
Switzerland granted in 1577 to inventor Zobell a "permanent exclusive
privilege.") Some of the privileges granted protection agaiustimita
tionandtherefore, competition, and thus created monopoly rights.
Others, however, granted protection from the restrictive regulations
of guilds, and thus ,,,,eredesigned to reduce existing monopoly positions
and to increase competition. In view of the latter type of privilege,
patents have occasionally been credited 'with liberating industry
from restrictive regulations by guilds and local authorities and with
aiding the industrial revolution in England.' In France, the perse
cution of imlOvators.by guilds of craftsmen continued far into the '
18th century. (For example, in 1726, the weavers' guild threatened
design printers with severe punishment, including death.) Royal
patent privileges were sometimes conferred, not to grant exclusive
rights, but to grant permission to do what Was prohibited under
existing rules,"
, Many of the privileges, however, served neither to reward inventors
and protect innovators, nor to. exempt innovators from restrictive
regulations, nor- to promote the development of industry in general,
but just to 'grant profitable monopoly rights .to favorites of the court
or to supporters of the royal coffers: Patents of monopoly of this
sort became very numerous in England after 1560, and the abuses
led to increasing public discontent.' In 1603, in the "Case of Monopo
lies," a court declared a monopoly in playing cards void under common
law, and in, 1623.-24 Parliament passed the Statute of Monopolies
(21 Jac.I., cap. 3) forbidding the granting by the Crown of exclusive
rights to trade, with the exception of patent monopolies to the "first

10'W.H.Price, EnglIsh Patents of-Monopoly (Boston: Houghton Mlffitn 1906); Arthur A.Gcimme,
Patents of Inventioll.(London:Longmans, Green, 1936); M. Frumkin, "Tho Original Patents, "Journal of
the Patent Office Society; vol. 27 (1945), p. 143;Harold G. Fox, Monopolies and Patents (Toronto: l:Jnl~
versity of Toronto Press, 1947). . __ .

! S; aomentn, 'Starin rfccumentata di Venezia (Venice:1855), vol. 4, 'P~ 485. _ _ _ __ __
8 Cf., for example, the thoughtful considerations which:August of Saxony expressed In connection with a

lO-year privilege granted ror unew tnventton in 1558. The documents are quoted hy Fritz Hoffmann,
"Beitr'l1ge sur Geschicbte des Erflndungsschutzes in Deutschland tm sechzehnten Jahrhundert;" Zeitschrift
fiir Industrlereeht, vol. X (1915), p.89. Briefly reviewed in Edith Tilton Penrose, The Economics of the
International Patent System (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1951),p. 3. .

1 Harold G. Fox, op: cit., supra-note 4, pp. 85, 125-126.
s Augusun-Obertes Rcnouard, Tra.it6 des brevets d'Inventton (Paris: 3d edition, 1865), p. 43; F . Malapert ,

"Notice hlstorlque sur Ia l~gislation en matiere de brevets d'invention," Journal desEconomistes,4th se
ries, vol. 3 (1878), p. 100. .' . . '. _. ,. ,. .

II E. Wyndham Hulme, "The Early History of the English Patent System," Select Essays on Anglo:-
American Legal History (Boston: Little, Brown, 11109), vol 3; Harold G. Fox, op, cit., supra, note 4. ,
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IV FOREWORD

Government policies with respect to enemy assets, of which patents
were an important part. Currently, he is making. an extensive
economic study of patents and the patent system under a Ford
Foundation grant.. .

In publishing this study, it.is important to state clearly itsrelation
to the policies and views of the subcommittee. The views expressed
by the author are entirely his own. The subcommittee welcomes the
report for consideration, but its. publication in no way signifies
acceptance by the subcommittee of the statements contained in it.
Such publication does, however; testify to the subcommittee's belief
that the study represents a valuable contribution to patent literature
and that the public interest will be served by its publication.

JOSEPH C. O'MARONEY;
Uhairmen, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Oopy

rights, Oommittee on the Judiciary, United States Senate.
JUNE 30, 1958-.
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